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Clear & cold
Tonight: Clear and colder.
Low from 25 to 30. Northwest
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Saturday: Sunny and cool.
High from 40 to 45.

WORLD — NATIONAL
CAR TAGENA, Colombia — President Bush and three Latin
American leaders agreed on a new drug-fighting strategy but steered
away from a disputed U.S. initiative during a tightly guarded one-day
summit.
SEOUL, South Korea — U.S. Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney
flew by helicopter along the heavily fortified border between North
and South Korea today and lunched with combat-ready American
troops to discuss cutbacks in U.S. forces.
WASHINGTON — Former President Reagan gives videotaped testimony today for the Iran-Contra trial of John Poindexter, whose
lawyers are trying to destroy the former president's claim that he knew
little about the activities of overzealous aides.
BRUSSELS, Belgium — Western officials gathered today to consider expanding their economic rescue program for Poland and Hungary to five more Eastern European nations with emerging
democracies.

STATE
PIKE VILLE — A meeting with a United Mine Workers delegation
brought hope for a group of miners who lost their strike benefits after a
51/4 -year-old walkoui
LOUISVILLE — Heavy rain in western and central Kentucky that
caused minor flooding and prompted a handful of evacuations had
moved across the state early today, and the National Weather Service
said the downpours were over for a while.
CENTRAL CITY — A new $45.7 million state prison that will create 280 to 300 jobs is like a Christmas gift for Muhlenburg County,
says one of the city officials who helped snare the project.
WEST LIBERTY — Some Morgan County residents say they still
fear the Eastern Kentucky Correctional Complex, which is now taking
in prisoners on a regular basis.

SPORTS
NEW YORK — Commissioner Fay Vincent said he was "extremely pessimistic" about reaching a quick end to the lockout that shut
down spring training in Florida and Arizona for the seventh time in
nearly 20 years.
PITTSBURGH — Mario Lemieux, his 46-game scoring streak
stopped by a bad back rather than a bad game, will undergo therapy
and traction the next few days, but may need season-ending surgery if
he doesn't improve.
NEW BERN, N.C. — Houston Oilers nose tackle Doug Smith was
in good condition at Craven Regional Medical Center after he was shot
in the right knee with a hunting rifle on Tuesday.
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Batman and Robin never actually
"wall-walked," an angry Robin
once hit Batman over the head with
a broadsword and the Batmobile
was actually a Ford Futura.
These were only a few of the
batmyths dispelled by television's
real-life Caped Crusader Adam
West, who even went so far as to
say that his character played only a
minor role in the 1965 hit series.
"I was just the anchorman

Schools could
put themselves
out of business
under new plan

15%

Team Wray Illsimilne

CINCINNATI — Federated
Department Stores Inc. and
Allied Stores Corp. are making
progress luring merchandise
suppliers back during the
chains' bankruptcy reorganizations, but sales have declined,
their president said.
"We're going to have a
very poor fourth quarter,"
James M. Zimmerman, president and chief operating officer of Federated and Allied,
said Thursday

because we had so many wonderful
stars," West said.
Say it isn't so, superhero.
Even West admitted, however,
that the mystique of Batman —
fueled by a recent movie and redistribution of his 1965-68 campy
Batman television series — has
grown to proportions even Gotham
City couldn't hold. The series is
being seen by a half a billion people in 102 countries every year,
West said.
"People come up to me in all
parts of the world, guys I don't

Horoscopes
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

"accident" one day during filming.
"He was really upset with me
that day," West said.
The "wall-walk" that the
Dynamic Duo always performed
was done with nothing more than a
ramp and a tilted camera. "We
were actually just bent over with
wires holding my cape out to make
it look like gravity," West said. "If
you look close, you can see the
wires."
The show, however, was not all
(Cont'd on page 2)

By CHARLES WOLFE
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky's poorest performing schools
could put themselves out of business, with students granted free
agency to go elsewhere under a
system that may be proposed to the
General Assembly.
"A kid in a crummy school
ought not to be made to stay
there," said David W. Hornbeck,
an education theorist whose blueprint for a new school instruction
system may become law in this
state.
A committee of the Kentucky
Task Force on Education Reform
adopted on Thursday Hornbeck's
suggestions for rewarding or sanctioning schools according to their
students' progress, or lack of it.
In worst cases, students would
be allowed to transfer, out of district if necessary, and the local district would have to pay the tuition
and transportation costs.
"It's not a choice for choice's
sake," Hombeck told the task

A strong gust of wind reported around 4 p.m. Thursday did major damage to this trailer located near the
Calloway-Graves County line off Ky. Hwy. 121. Homeowner Scott Summerville was actually in the trailer
when it rolled over but he suffered no injuries, according to reports. A barn and several trees located on
the property were also blown over by the storm which dumped an estimated 3 inches of rain on the county
yesterday.
Staff photo
Mark Cooper
by

House tries to put squeeze on drug offenders
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
House, hoping to put felony drug
offenders in a financial squeeze,
passed a bill to let authorities seize
and sell their property and use part
of the proceeds to continue the
fight against drug use.
The chamber also passed a bill
Thursday that would make Kentucky the 49th state to recognize
Veterans Day — Nov. II — as a
state holiday, which stirred concern
that the General Assembly was
creating too many holidays.

The drug-forfeiture bill, which
passed 92-0, would generate additional funds for local law officers
to combat drug use and for state
agencies to treat drug and alcohol
abusers, said Rep. Jody Richards,
D-Bowling Green.
"It goes a long way toward
helping us fight the war on drugs,"
said Richards, chief sponsor of
House Bill 272, which now goes to
the Senate.
Under the bill, people convicted
of drug-related felonies would forfeit their property, including real
estate, to authorities.
Once the property is sold, the

first $50,000 would go to local law
enforcement agencies, along with
45 percent of the next $50,000,
Richards said.
Money also would be channeled
to the state Cabinet for Human
Resources for drug treatment and
prevention programs, and to the
state Corrections Cabinet for drug
enforcement and incarceration of
drug offenders.
The bill, which now goes to the
Senate, would become effective
immediately if it is signed by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson.
Supporters of making Veterans
Day a state holiday, meanwhile,

fought off an attempt to eliminate
another holiday, saying it would
diminish the message lawmakers
were trying to send to veterans.
Enactment of HB39 would leave
Wisconsin as the only state that
hasn't designated Veterans Day as
a holiday, said Rep. Charles Siler,
chief sponsor of the bill, which
passed 88-2.
Currently, state employees have
10V2 holidays each. year, but legislators have shown strong support
for adding two holidays to recognize veterans and the birthday of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Gordon, Hill are National Merit Finalists

13
6-7
16
4
9-10

Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

even know, and play scenes from
Batman for me," West said.
"That's the great thing about doing
Batman — I have such a rapport
with people all over the world."
West first donned the famous
mask and cape in 1965 after Hollywood executives saw him in three
Nestle commercials — take-offs
from the James Bond movie series
— and asked him to do the show.
Burt Ward joined West on the
show as Robin, the Boy Wonder,
and the two became the best of
friends despite Ward's broadsword
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Pow! Zap! Wow! It's the Caped Crusader

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

Peopie's(Corn)

FRIDAY AFTERNOON.

Scott Gordon

Mickey Hill

Scott Gordon and Mickey Hill of
Murray High School have qualified
as finalists in the 1990 National
Merit Scholarship Program.
Some 14,000 students nationwide have been named finalists, a
distinction placing the honored students in a group representing less
than half of one percent of American high school seniors.
Approximately 6,100 Merit
Scholars will be selected from the
group of finalists. Gordon and Hill
earned the honor by their perforlance on the Scholastic Aptitude
Test in November. Consideration
for a Nationat Merit Scholarship
will be based on these test scores
in addition to an essay, extracurricular actifties aad recommendations. Merit Scholars will be

chosen and will be eligible for
1,800 $2,000 one-time scholarships
and 4,300 renewable scholarships.
Offers of Merit Scholarships will
be mailed in March and April.
Gordon is the son of Steve and
Joyce Gordon, 1905 Gatesborough
Circle, Murray. He is a member of
the academic team and the basketball team. He was a unanimous
selection among 16 people chosen
from the First Region for the "AllA" All-Academic basketball team,
and he attended the Kentucky Governor's Scholars Program.
Hill is the son of David and
Debbie Hill, Penny Road, Murray.
He is a member of the academic
team, math team and the TV club.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Productions highlight weekend's activities
Staff Ropon
Murray Leftist & Times

Two very different but very
- entertaining children's theater proAuctions highlight the events for
the weekend.
Children and adults alike are
invited to "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown," a Murray State
University Theater production set
for Feb. 15-17 at 8 p.m. in the
Johnson Theater.
Directed by associate professor

ot speech communication and theater James I. Schempp, the play is
"an illustrated comic strip" which
closely follows some of the major
themes touched on by Charles
Schlutz in the comic strip "Peanuts" during the last 40 years, he
said.
"The play illustrates everything
from Charlie Brown's Valentine's
Day to Snoppy's suppertime to
Lucy's doctor office," Schempp
said. "It's a delightful muscial
comedy that should entertain

parents as well as children."
Ticket information can be
obtained by calling the theater at
762-4421.
Other children will delight in the
presentation of "I Didn't Know
That!," produced and performed by
local middle school students. The
45-minute children's play is scheduled for the Calloway County
Library at 2 p.m. Saturday.
According to Playhouse in the
Park Director Liz Bussey, Saturday's performance is a preview

betore the students take the play
out to other middle schools in the
region.
"This is the fifth year we've
done this," Bussey said. "This is
our way of bringing the theater to
the people who don't get a chance
to come here."
Based upon the Guinness Book
of World Records, the play
received a hearty response from an
adult audience last week, Bussey
said. "They enjoyed it tremendously," she said.

BY

Berry
Craig

4

Drug offenders...

Adam West appeared without his Batman costume Thursday night but that did not disappoint the approximately 250. fans which crowded his autograph table for his signature. West, who portrayed the Caped
Crusader for three seasons, said he was pleased to have been a part of something "timeless, a classic."

Caped Crusader...
(Cont'd from page 1)
fun and games, according to West,
who said it took a lot of "mental
toughness" to separate Batman
from reality.
"It's very difficult to play a
character that runs around in tights
and a strange mask and keep your
own identity intact," West said.
Although he said he's no critic,
this summer's movie hit "Batman"
was too unbalanced for his taste.
West said. "They should have
called it 'Joker' or 'The Logo,— he
said. "(Michael) Keaton really had
a difficult task."
West has recently completed
work in "Maxim Xul," a murdermystery thriller scheduled for April
release. West plays Professor Marduk, a Johns Hopkins University
scholar who knows the truth about
a series of murders. "Maxim Xul"
is the first of three films planned
around the Mardulc character.
He has appeared as a guest star

in several Warner Television
shows, including "Maverick,"
"Colt .45," "Sugarfoot" and "77
Sunset Strip."
Movie roles include "The Young
Philadelphians," "Soldier in the
Rain," "Tammy and the Doctor"
and "Robinson Crusoe on Mars."
West has recently starred as

Capt. Rob Wright in the NBC
series "The Last Precinct."
West was born William West
Anderson in Walla Walla, Wash.
He lives with his third wife, Marcelle Lear, and their two children,
Nina and Perrin, on a ranch in
Ketchum, Idaho. He has two other
children, JoneIle and Hunter, from
his second marriage.

Over $4,000 of items taken
from car trunk Wednesday
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department officials are investigating the theft of items from a car in
the Kirksey area.
Approximately $4,175 of items
were taken from the trunk of a
1984 Nissan belonging to David
Tidwell. Tidwell told Deputy John
Maness that sometime between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m. Wednesday,someone used a screwdriver to break

into the trunk of his car.
Among the items taken included
Alpine stereo equipment, an Orion
700 amplifier, a Pioneer SX-5
home stereo and Sansui 250 watt
amplifier, two 15-inch MTX "Terminator" speakers, a PoIan 4000
chain saw, carpentry tools, the
spare tire, jack and lug wrench and
the coverboard and carpet.

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS & COMMUNICATION
MURRAY
U N
V ER
S T A T E

February 14-17 **)ri-*
"You're A Good Man Charlie Brown"
James I. Schempp, Director
February 14-16, Matinees daily
.9:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
February 15-17, 8:00 p.m.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre

SIT

March 30-31 &
April 5-7 *****
"A Doll's House"
Katie Beal, Director
8:00 p.m.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre

April 6 - May 6 *****
February 18 *****
WKMS-FM 20th Anniversary Celebration
3:30 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom

The Annual Student Art Show
Opening Reception/Awards Ceremony
April 6, 7:30 p.m. Main Level
Clara M. Eagle Gallery

April 26-27 *****
February 23 ***•i*
Salute to John Phillip Sousa
•
Dennis Johnson Conductor
Allen Vizzutti - Trumpet Virtuoso
Lovett Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
Adults: '4.00 Children/Students: s2.00

MSU Dance Company
Tour de Force - featuring
Shane O'Hara, Kim Arrow,and
Rhea Slichter
Rosemary Casper, Director
8:00 p.m.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre

March 25

April 29 'ii****

*****

University Conceit Choir
B.R. "Bev" Henson, Conductor
8:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

University Chamber Orchestra
Dr. Jordan Tang, Conductor
3:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

Dean's Series

Y

(Cont'd from page 1)
civil rights leader Martin Luther
King Jr.
The House defeated an amendment by Rep. Bill Lear, DLexington, that would have
dropped the day after Thanksgiving
as a state holiday in exchange for
making Veterans Day a holiday.
Lear said that adding two holidays would cost the state $14.4
million during the two-year budget
period.
Siler, R-Williamsburg, said lawmakers would be treating veterans
"disrespectfully" if they decided
to "exchange one day for
another."
In other action, the House passed
bills that would:
—Allow police to place people
charged with intoxication in holding centers other than jail, which is
aimed at easing jail overcrowding.
—Require the state insurance
commissioner to compile an annual
consumer's guide to long-term care
insurance. Rep. Louis Mack, the
bill's chief sponsor, said it would
help the elderly find the best insurance plan.
—Require a deed to contain
exactly what was paid for a piece
of property, which supporters said
would provide better records for
property assessments.

Schools could...
(Cont'd from page 1)
force's Curriculum Committee. "It
is a right not to be in a bad
school."
Hornbeck said it was at least
theoretically possible that a school
could eliminate itself because all
its students transferred.
And Jack Foster, secretary of the
Education and Humanities Cabinet,
said "it would be irresponsible not
to anticipate that" possibility.
"People may be making that
choice with their feet, anyway,"
Foster said.
The proposal of student free
agency was just one facet of Hornbeck's rewards-sanctions proposal,
which dwells heavily on rewards.
In most cases, "the sanctions
would consist of the absence of a
reward," his report to the committee said.
Under Hornbeck's plan, schools
that met prescribed levels of student improvement and progress
would receive bonus money and
employees would decide how to
spend or share it.
Schools that fell short would
come under special scrutiny from
the state Department of Education.
They could receive special assistance, but also could forfeit some
administrative control.
At the worst schools, which
would be declared "schools in crisis," students would be free to
transfer.
Hornbeck said it would be possible for every school to land on the
reward side of the ledger, since
they compete against their own histories, not against each other.
The committee voted to promote
Hornbeck's recommendation to the
full task force, which was created
last year by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson and the General Assembly to
design a new public school system.
The Kentucky Supreme Court in
June declared the present system
unconstitutional because of inequities in the state's funding of local
districts. The court said the gap
between "property poor" districts
and comparatively wealthier districts was so deep that the system
required reinvention by the
legislature.
The task force could meet next
week to begin combining its committees' recommendations into a
legislative package for the General
Assembly. Other committees are
examining school governance and
finance.

Give.
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Anybody out there want a
'Briensburger' and a Coke?
A Texas-born friend of mine wonders how people around here refer to
themselves to denote their towns of residence.
He understands "Mayfieldians and "Paducahans." "But what of others
who live outside Mayfield and Paducah?" he asked.
As far as I can tell, there's no law that makes inhabitants of Mayfield
"Mayfieldians" or Paducah residents "Paducahans." It's just common usage -same as "Bentonian" for Benton, "Fultonian" for Fulton, "Princetonian" for
Princeton and "Murrayan" for Murray.
But take Marion, the Crittenden County Seat. Are townspeople "Marionlies?" Marinoners?" "Maronians?" "Marionettes?"
How about Bardwell,seat of Carlisle County? "Bardwellians" or "Bardwellers?"
One of my favorites is Possum Trot, in Marshall County. If it's not home to
"Possum Trotters," it ought to be.
Heath, in McCracken County, offers some interesting possibilities,
"Heathen" among them_ Former Gov. Julian M. Carroll — a stalwart
Cumberland Presbyterian — has been known, in jest, to dub himself a
"Heathen." "Boner" might work for Boaz, a Graves County community.
Fairdealing is a Marshall County community whose name suggests honest
people. "Fairdealers?" Sharpe, in the in the same county, hints of cleverness.
"Sharpies?"
The Fulton County seat of Hickman is intriguing, too.
How about "Hickrnen" for the gents and "Hickwomen" for the ladies?
But I'd avoid the unisex "Hicks."
Fancy Farm, also in Graves County, looks like an easy one. You
guessed it — "Fancy Farmers."
The Ballard County town of La Center? "La Centerist" has a certain middleof-the-road ring.
The logic is tighter in Cuba ("Cubans"), Dublin ("Dubliners") Mexico
("Mexicans")Tobacco("Tobacconists")and Moscow ("Moscovites"). The first
two are in graves County: Mexico is in Crittenden, Tobacco in Calloway and
Moscow in Hickman.
Would that same logic make the Crittenden County folks of Frances,
"Franciscans?" Or Hickman Countians of New Cypress,"New Cypriots?" Or
Calloway Countians who live in Cold Water, "Cold Waterers?"
How about a southern Illinoisans of Metropolis? A "Metropolitan?"
If so, that would make a Crittenden Countian from Dycusburg a
"Dycusburger" or a Marshall Countian from Briensburg a "Briensburger." If
not, the last two would make great names for local variations of America's
favorite mainstay of the fast food industry. Anybody for a "Briensburger"
and a Coke?

Senate passes bill for 6-year board
terms, despite Wilkinson opposition
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that would restrict a governor's
power to appoint governing boards
for higher education was passed
today by the Kentucky Senate, with
the sponsor conceding it invited a
lawsuit.
Four-year terms of university
trustees and regents, members of
the state Council on Higher Education and community college advisory councils would be increased to
six years under the bill by Sen. Ed
O'Daniel.
Governors, limited by the constitution to a single four-year term in
office, would be unable to make a
complete round of appointments if
the bill became law.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has said
he opposes the bill. O'Daniel, DSpringfield, said a lawsuit by the
administration was inevitable and
could give the Kentucky Supreme
Court a chance to decide the issue.
The General Assembly enacted a
similar law in 1982, but a Franklin
Circuit Court judge declared six-

year appointments unconstitutional
in 1986.
Though she was a defendant, the
lawsuit prompting that ruling actually benefitted then-Gov. Martha
Layne Collins, who wanted to
replace six-year regents and trustees appointed by her predecessor,
John Y. Brown Jr.
Collins did not appeal the circuit
court ruling. O'Daniel said "definitive rulings by the Supreme
Court" were needed because two
sections of the Kentucky Constitution conflict.
One section sets a maximum
term of four years for "inferior
state officers." The other section,
apparently intended to ban lifetime
appointments, says the General
Assembly "shall not ... create any
office the appointment of which
shall be for a longer time than a
term of years."
It doesn't say how many years,
so "the Supreme Court may agree
this (bill) is permissible,"
O'Daniel said.

Guard charged with bringing
hacksaw blades for breakout
A state Department of CorrecJOLIET, Ill. (AP) — A guard at
a maximum-security prison where tions investigation resulted in the
six convicts escaped was arrested
suspension of Smith and another
guard with pay and the reassignThursday and charged with aiding
the weekend breakout by bringing
ment of three others to less sensithem hacksaw blades, authorities tive posts at the prison 40 miles
said.
southwest of Chicago, said departWilliam S. Smith, a guard at the
ment spokesman Nic Howell.
Joliet Correctional Center since
Ope escapee was recaptured later
1977, was charged with conspiracy, Sunday and another was caught
official misconduct and aiding SunWednesday, both in Chicago.
day's escape, Will County State's
Attorney Edward A. Burmila said.
"We have eyewitnesses who
witnessed him, not only purchasing
hacksaw blades, but having them (Cont'd from page 1)
inside the institution on two occaHe attended the Kentucky Goversions," Burmila said, "and we
nor's Scholars Program.
have evidence that these blades
"I'm not surprised. Both are
were the ones used for escape."
A blade was found in the cell of class leaders that are well respected
by their classmates," said MHS
one of the escapees, he said.
principal Bill Wells. "When they
Burmila said he did not plan to
collaborated
on the award-winning
bring criminal charges against
Nathan B. Stubblefield video two
others.
years ago, I knew they would be
Smith, 46, of Joliet was arrested
outstanding students. If there is
at the prison, and was being held in
something electrical that needs to
lieu of $500,000 bond, Burmila
be fixed, Mickey can fix it. And
said. Smith was to be arraigned
Scott has to be one of the smartest
Friday.
basketball players anywhere."

Finalists...

•

WKMS to host birthday party, show,
reception in Curris Center Feb. 18
It's a birthday party, show, and
reception for all friends of 91.3
WKMS-FM, the National Public
Radio affiliate in Murray, Kentucky! That's "WKMS Performs For
You", Sunday, Feb. 18, 3:30 p.m,
in Murray State University's Curris
Center Ballroom. Friends who have
supported the station through regular donations for ten years will be
presented special momentos.
Music, comedy, and recognition
will be the afternoon's fare as
WKMS welcomes Midge Bowen
Ramsey, NPR's Vice President for
Representation. Ramsey joined
NPR in 1984 with more than 12
years of experience in public
broadcasting. A Georgia native,
Ramsey holds a journalism degree

Midge B. Ramsey

Dealt)

By Abigail
Van Buren

How Do I Love My Wife?
Let Me Count the Ways
DEAR READERS:In early December,I published a letterfrom
"Mrs. Larry Smith, Orange,
Calif.," the topic of which was
"Why I Love My Husband." At
the end,she asked,"Abby, don't
you have one about wives?"
In my reply, I stated that if
enough husbands would send me
three reasons why they love their
wives, I would publish a companion piece.
Following are some choice
responses:
DEAR ABBY: I love my wife because: She's as much at home in the
most elegant country club as in the
city jail, where she ran a program to
rehabilitate women prisoners. She
also organized a school that enabled
thousands ofprisoners to earn a GED
certificate. My wife is the kind of
person who can get a friend an
immediate appointment with a doctor who's been booked solid for weeks.
S. GRAHAM MC KERALL,
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife for:
getting up every morning to fix my
breakfast when she could sleep until
noon; for making me feel loved, secure and appreciated;and for letting
me know it's OK for a man to cry.
SAM IN SEOUL(KOREA)
•••

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife because: She cares about the needy;
she gave us three great children and
brought them up properly(with very
little help from me). She's also forgiven me for a lot of little things —
and a few big ones, too.
ANDREW NOWAKOWSKI,
MONROVIA, CALIF.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife because: In our 46 years of marriage,
she's lived in nearly 100 homes in
three states. She's given me three
wonderful children who have given
us five beautiful grandchildren. At
64 years old, she looks like 40.(Pictures enclosed.)
ROY HIGGINBOTHAM,
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife for:
never asking if I won or lost when I

came home from a poker game; always providing a warm place to put
my cold feet; and making me go to
those family "get-togethers" where I
always had a good time after I got
there.
C.W. JORDAN JR.,
GARDEN GROVE,CALIF.
*• *

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife because: She makes me feel like Paul
Newman even though I look more
like Ed Asner with a hearing aid.
And when we kept my mother in a
nursing home for 10 years,she never
complained about the time we spent
visiting her — or the money it cost
us. She also makes me feel like the
greatest lover in the world.(I assure
you, I'm not.)
W. DIXON SWAN, D.D.S.,
REDONDO BEACH,CALIF.

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife for
the magnificent job she does in caring for the family while holding down
a full-time job. But most of all, I love
her for forgiving me when I have
been a total jerk.
J.S.S. IN MANHATTAN
••*

from the University of Georgia in
Athens. Ramsey's visit highlights
the beginning of a twentieth
anniversary celebration for WKMS,
the station having been granted its
broadcast license by the FCC in
May of 1970.
Entertainment for the afternoon
includes members of the Murray
State University faculty from several different departments as well
as talented friends from the WKMS
community at large. Big Band Era
fans will be pleased to learn that
Bobby Bryan has put together the
WKMS Swing Band which will
feature selections from the 1930's
and 1940's. The band members
will include Bryan on alto sax,
Kim Knoth, alto sax; Roger Reichmuth, tenor sax; Harry Absher,
trumpet; Ray Cissell, trombone;
"H" Pruitte, piano; Elmo Reed,
bass; and Chuck Simons, drums.
Sunday's show also features the
Kentucky premiere of Three Movements for Viola and Piano, a 1982
composition by John Steffa, assistant professor of composition/
theory at Murray State University.
Dr. Steffa received his degrees in
composition and music education
at the University of Northern Iowa
and The University of Texas at
Austin. He is currently preparing to
conduct research in the coming
months in Bahia, Brazil.
Steffa's Three Movements is
best described as being freely atonal while containing passages that
are rhapsodic and reminiscent of
late Romantic pieces. The duration
of the work is just under six
minutes, making it useful as a contemporary audition piece for orchestral violists. Three movements
will be performed by the composer's wife, Nancy Steffa and MSU
faculty pianist, Stephen Brown.
Party attendants will have the
opportunity to win door prizes
donated by area artists including
Wayne Bates, Sandy Sasso, Philis
Alvic, Emily Wolfson, Terry
Bryan, and by Gallery 600 in Paducah owned by Nancy Flowers.
Murray State University's comedy team of Bob Valentine and
Bob McGaughey, "Dr. Trey and
Dr. Vee," plan to appear as does
the traditional group, Home
Remedy, with Charles Smith, Rob,
Anne and Kimbelry Lough. In
addition to the power house line-up
already mentioned party-goers may
expect several surprises and excellent refreshments concocted by the
Food Service unit at the Curris
Center. Admission is free.
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West View king and queen crowned

West View Nursing Home had its annual Valentine's Day King and Queen contest Wednesday. Sarah

Wolfe was crowned queen, and Clarence L. Britt was crowned king. Their attendants were (from left)
Beulah Fielder, second runner-up; Pearl Kelso, first runner-up; Hurley Bondurant, king's first runner-up;
and John Walker, king's second runner-up. Wayne Williams from WSJP was emcee for the event. Carol
York, activities director at West View, said they have raised over $600 so far this year for a special fund
to help fight Alzheimer's disease.

Chemistry professor to speak at UTM
Dr. David A. Owen, associate professor of chemistry at Murray State
University, will speak on the "Dynamics of Iron and Manganese in
Northern Kentucky Lake" at 6:30
p.m. on Feb. 22 at The University of
Tennessee at Martin.
Sponsored by the UTM chapter of
the Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society
(SAACS), Owen's lecture will be in
Room 318 of the EPS Building.
Kentucky Lake, formed when the
Tennessee River was dammed by the
Tennessee Valley Authority in 1944,

is blessed with one of the most diverse
and economically important freshwater mussel populations in the world,
with 15 common species and several
commercially important ones. In the
past three years, mussel filhermen
have reported significant mussel
dieoffs among the commercially important species. These dieoffs have
spaikecl considerable public discussion, political action and environmental research. This research will be the
subject of Owen's talk.
Owen has taught at Murray State
since 1978. In addition to his class-

room work, he has served as a
consultant and sourceperson to a
number of corporations and was a
NASA/ASEE Summer Faculty Fellow at the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center in Houston,Texas,in 1980 and
1981. He holds a bachelor's degree
from the University of Illinois and a
doctorate from the University of California-Riverside. He is also a past
president of the Kentucky Lake Section of the American Chemical Society.
The lecture is free and the public is
invited to attend.

University professor to serve as consultant
for state's Bureau of Vocational Education
Dr. A.C. Krizan, professor in the
Department of Office Systems and
Business Education at Murray State
University, will serve as a consultant
to the Kentucky Department of Education's Bureau of Vocational Education.
Khan will be involved in the
development and implementation of
the Automated School Management
System(ASMS)in vocational schools
in Bowling Green, Madisonville,

Owensboro and Paducah.
Utilizing computer hardware and
software, the system will provide
integrated processing and reporting of
information, including admissions,
scheduling and grades. ASMS will
also help in the recruitment of new
students and provide an informational
data base for maintaining contact with
graduates.
Working with the ASMS team in
Frankfort and officials from targeted

school systems, Krizan will assist
with personnel training, system and
software troubleshooting and ongoing system analysis.
A member of the Murray State
faculty since 1978, Krizan earned the
B.S. degree at Sam Houston State
University, the M.Ed. degree at the
University of Texas-El Paso and the
Ph.D. degree at the University of
North Dakota.

OUR MOST EXCITING WINE SALE
EVER!!
Our 2nd Annual "All Our Wine Is On Sale, Sale"

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife for
loving me enough to say, "Either
give Alcoholics Anonymous an honest try, or we are finished." I reluctantly gave it a try,and A.A. not only
saved my marriage, it saved my life.
ONE DAY AT A TIME IN IOWA

During the month of February we will have every wine
in our store on sale (over 600 wines).
Here Are Some Fine Examples:
SEMI-SWEET
Reg. Price

DEAR ABBY: I love my wife because she's the one who writes letters to my mother and buys her gifts
on Mother's Day. She never says a
word when I screw up the checkbook, or finds the letter in my coat
pocket I forgot to mail two weeks
ago. And she's never said,"I told you
so," or asked,"Why didn't you?"
JUST PLAIN BILL

Staton Hills Pink Riesling
Fetzer Gewurztraminer
delicious peach & melon flavors, slightly sweet.

Fetzer Chenin Blanc

$499

5,71619

$499

$6-:-.75

$499

fruit on the finish.

CALIFORNIA
Dr. John Steffa

•• *

"How to Be Popular" is for everyone
who feels left out and wants an improved
social life. It's an excellent guide to
becoming a better conversationalist and
a more attractive person. To order,send a
long, business-size, self-add
envelope, plus check or money order for
$3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby,
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount
Morris, Ill. 61054.(Postage is included.)

516-25

a semi-sweet blush wine,strawberry & floral aromas followed by luscious flavors.

medium sweet with juicy fruit flavors & a blast of ta

SALE

1986 Robert Mondavi Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon $2099
a fine cabernet Iwine spectator rating 93= OUTSTANDING)

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

1985 Robert Mondavi "Reserve" Cabernet Sauvignon

11.395

extremely nch & seductive., very limited, a collectable. IW.S. rating = 95).

1982 Markham Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon

S19:95

sharply focused black cherry & currant flavors.(W.S. rating = 90)

1985 Silver Oak Alex. Vly. Cabernet Sauvignon
a top collectable, very limited, one of the world's finest.

SPECIAL CONVERSION
VAN SALE

s324°
si 497

$2k99

• t.

511-k€59

s l 2"

513^19-..2 9
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1985 Simi Sonoma County Cabernet Sauvignon
listed as one of the top wines of the year. (WS. rating = 91).

1988 Edna.Valley Chardonnay
one of the most pleasure giving chardonnays made in California outstanding.

1987 Simi Chardonnay

it4-7-19

'13"
13

TIP-49

$599

$4:99

$699

S795

'6"

95

$995

citrus, melon & honey flavors. (W.S. rating = 90.

CHILE
1986 Caliterra Maipo Cabernet Sauvignon
a world class wine at a remarkable pnce.(WS. rating = 85).

1987 Santa Rita "Reserva" Cabernet Sauvignon

750

wine critics all over the world give kudos to this wonderful cabernet.

ITALY

Rebate

or

Choose 8.9% APR
For 60 Months!

1985 Brolio Chianti Classico
absolutely wonderful with spaghetti.(WS. rating = 87).

1985 Villa Antinori "Reserva" Chianti Classico
rich and complex.(WS.rating = 89).

•

FRANCE
1985 Pavillon Rouge du Chateau Margaux

s39750

Chat. Marpux's 2nd label, at Vi the price of big sister.(WS. rating = 931.

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES

Hwy. 641 South
753-1372
Hours: M-F 8:00 a.m.-5.00 p.m., Sat. 8:00 a.m.-12 Noon
Don McCord - Ben Nix - Jack Foley - Kent Wisehart - Terry Walter

4

Poducoh's Most Interesting Store

h

Party Mart

509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hwy. 45
Plow
Pothicok Ky.

Mns 8 A.M.-10 P.M. Mon -Muni

442 3011
A.M.-11 P.M. in.-Sot.

EL.
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'
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Controversy brews over Cuomo's soul

OK-TK
By Tom K Wilson

Outcome of income is taxes
It's that time of year again. The time that taxes men's (and women's)
souls, and incomes. W-2's have been or will soon be received by millions
of taxpayers. As Ben Franklin once wrote: "In this world nothing is certain but death and taxes." And death is even taxed, through inheritance
taxes. The outcome of income is taxes.
I have a little experience in this area, not just in tax paying, but also in
tax collecting. For about six months in 1989, 1 was a nortorious "revenuer," a field representative of the Kentucky Revenue Cabinet, at the
Owensboro office. It wasn't exactly the fulfillment of a career goal. There
just happened to be an opening, which I qualified for after taking the state
civil service test
For the first couple of months I helped people who walked into the
office prepare their state taxes. Some asked for their "10W40" forms, as if
they needed to order some Quaker State motor oil, but I knew they meant
a tax form. The short form filings were relatively easy. Those who had
you fill out the long form and itemized their deductions were a little harder, especially if they had nine children living at home, like one woman I
helped. Farmers' returns were long and involved. One old farmer came in
with a paper sack full of receipts and bills. The fact that hogs and cattle
can be depreciated like equipment gives one some appreciation of the difficulties invovled. I hope that farmer had more confidence in the accuracy
of my resulting entries than I did. Retired teachers seemed to know more
than even the most experienced tax preparer. There must have been 30
different supplemental forms you might have to use.
Then there was the field work, hunting down delinquent taxpayers.
They might owe $300 in actual taxes, but the interest and penalty often
doubled their liability. Dogs were a hazard for field reps, like they are for
some mailmen. A co-worker told me he was once threatened over the
phone by an outraged taxpayer. He thereafter carried a small blackjack in
his state-issued briefcase. Another co-worker said many women revenue
field reps who worked in eastern Kentucky kept loaded revolvers in their
purses for security purposes. Guess those mountain folks have bad memories of when the oldtime revenuers smashed up grandpappy's moonshine
whiskey still.
Still another veteran fellow worker told me of one woman he tried to
collect taxes from who protested she had no money and no income."What
do you live on?" he asked her. She paused, then said, "Groceries, mostly."
One enthusiastic worker back when taxmen had more power, staked out a
grocery store he'd closed down for nonpayment of taxes. He suspected the
owner was still selling groceries out the back door. Sure enough, he was
right. When the grocer saw the revenuer approaching he ran down the
block to his car and took off. The taxman commandeered a city bus and
chased him for 50 miles before losing him in a big city.
Man people owing the state lots of tax money seem to flee to Florida as
their favorite sanctuary. A few men swoop into Kentucky, start up a corporation, make some money, pay no taxes, and take off again, two or
three times. We checked out some car dealers who bought a car tor resale,
paying no sales tax, then driving it for their personal use, which is illegal.
Many people living in Kentucky register and license plate their cars out of
state, where it's cheaper. A program was begun to encourage people to
dial an 800 number and report these "feeloaders."
My co-workers often quoted Mark Twain: "What's the difference
between a taxidermist and a tax collector? The taxidermist takes only
your skin." I made up a joke I told: What do you call a revenue measure
in Dallas? Dallas, Taxes.
But seriously, file early and avoid the April 15th blues that could put
you in the red to the taxman.
There's some good news for taxpayers. Surveys show IRS staffers give
incorrect answers to phone inquiries 30 percent of the time. Under the
newly passed Taxpayers' Bill of Rights, a taxpayer relying on incorrect
IRS advice cannot be held accountable. But in order to prove it, a written
record must be kept of the question, the answer, who gave it, and when.
That old part Indian cowboy and humorist, Will Roger, said about this
subject: "The income tax has made more liars out of the American people
than golf has."
The Revenue job didn't work out for me, and taxes in general don't
seem to work out for a lot of people either. The tax forms can sometimes
be as frustratng as gold. But you gotta pay the green fee in both cases.

Today is Friday, Feb. 16, the 47th day of 1990. There are 318 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 16, 1862, during the Civil War, about 14,000 Confederate soldiers surrendered at Fort Donelson, Tenn. General Ulysses S. Grant's victory earned him the nickname, "Unconditional Surrender Grant."
On this date:
In 1804, Li Stephen Decatur led a successful raid into Tripoli Harbor
to burn the U.S. Navy frigate "Philadelphia," which had fallen into the
hands of pirates.
In 1868, the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks was organized in
New York City.
In 1918, Lithuania proclaimed its independence.
In 1937, Dr. Wallace H. Carothers, a research chemist for Du Pont who
invented nylon, received a patent for the synthetic fiber.
In 1945, during World War II, more than 2,000 American troops
dropped onto the island of Corregidor in the Philippines.
In 1959, Fidel Castro became president of Cuba after the overthrow of
Fulgencio Batista.
In 1961, the United States launched the Explorer 9 satellite.
In 1977, Janani Luwum, the Anglican archbishop of Uganda, and two
other men were killed in what Ugandan authorities said was a car accident, several hours after the three had been accused of plotting against the
government of Idi Amin.
Ten years ago: At the Winter Olympic Games in Lake Placid, N.Y.,
American speed skater Eric Heiden captured the second of five gold medals, while the U.S. hockey team defeated Norway 5-1.
Five years ago: Israeli troops completed the first step of a three-stage
withdrawal from South Lebanon, two days earlier than planned.
One year ago: Bookstores across the U.S. reported brisk sales of "The
Satanic Verses," a novel by Salman Rushdie, who became the target of
death threats from Moslem fundamentalists who called the book
blasphemous.
Today's birthdays: Singer Patty Andrews is 70. Movie director John
Schlesinger is 64. The mayor of Palm Springs, Calif., Sonny Bono, is 55.
Actor LeVar Burton is 33. Tennis player John McEnroe is 31.
Thought for today: "What is man but his passion?" — Robert Penn
Warren, American author, poet and critic (1905-1989).
— Di
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Read the want ads daily

A woman I know is a semiprofessional astrologist Give her
your birth date, and she'll use her
strange charts, filled with stars and
moons, to advise you on whether
you should go into a new business,
have a fling with your secretary or
eat soup for lunch.
Many people think it's nonsense,
while others believe in it. Nancy
Reagan, for example, wouldn't let
her husband out of the house if his
moon wasn't properly aligned with
his nose.
I'm not sure about ii I've taken
the advice of stockbrokers, and I
couldn't have done any worse with
stars or even the flip of a coin.
Anyway, this astrologist lady
once went into a Chicago hospital
for surgery. While recovering, she
worked away at her charts.
The hospital is run by an order
of Catholic nuns who believe feeling miserable is the best thing for
your soul. One day a nun glanced
into the woman's room. The nun
became agitated when she saw the
astrological charts. She told the
woman that such things are evil,
the devil's mischief, and would not
be tolerated.
Having already eaten several
awful meals, been ignored by
countless nurses and knowing she
was paying about $5 for an aspirin,
the woman was in no mood for a
lecture. She told the nun to bug off.
Instead, the nun continued her
harangue, warning the astrologist
that she was putting her soul in
great peril and threatening to call

the mother superior.
The woman responded by reaching over the side of her bed, picking up an empty bed pan, and
slinging it like a giant Frisbee at
the nun's head. It missed, but it hit
the wall with a loud clang and the
nun fled, never to return again.
This incident came to mind when
I read about the questions that have
been recently raised about the
future of New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo's immortal soul.
As you probably know, a New
York bishop was interviewed while
serving a short jail hitch for his
anti-abortion activities.
In the interview, the bishop
warned that Gov. Cuomo could
wind up in hell because his official
governmental positions are not in
lockstep with those of the Catholic
Church, of which Cuomo is a
member.
Naturally, this touched off a
great furor, since New York is second only to Washington in being
furor-prone. And the debate
broadened when the cardinalarchbishop of New York said there
might be something in what the
bishop said.

ers. There was a time in this country when innocent people were
burned as witches. But that isn't
the most tragic happening.
No, I can cite an even more
heart-rending example. Several
years ago, some friends and I
awoke in Myrtle Beach, S.C., with
one of the most painful afflictions
known to man. A hangover.
When wag,went to lunch, we
ordered drinks. I know, I know, it
doesn't cure the misery, it simply
delays it. But what's wrong with
delaying it? There was always the
chance that the world would end
before the hangover returned.
But the waitress said: "Oh, no,
we don't serve drinks. It's Sunday,
This is the sort of thing that can You know, South Carolina is a
give the Catholic Church a bad very Baptist state."
name. As the bishop surely knows,
That's what I mean. I have
Cuomo was elected governor by nothing against Baptists. Some of
the votes of many people who are them sing hymns pretty good. But
not Catholic and who do not share just because a Baptist doesn't like
that church's views on abortion and a pop on Sunday doesn't mean this
many other issues.
uncivilized, authoritarian restricSo Cuomo's position, and that of tion should have been imposed on
any other Catholic officeholder, free men such as ourselves.
should be that their personal reliFortunately, the waitress said:
gious beliefs and their governmen- "You know, you're only a few
tal responsibilities are separate.
miles from the border and you can
The bishop should remember get a drink in North Carolina."
that when Ed Koch was mayor of Moments later, we were in our car
New York, he didn't try to get any and on our way to freedom.
laws passed banning pork or go Because of that experience, I could
around telling Catholics that they more fully appreciate the joy the
had to be circumcised.
Germans felt when the Berlin Wall
The bishop should also consider tumbled down.
the awful things that can happen
And my advice to Gov. Cuomo
when religious beliefs become is short and simple. Keep an empty
entwined with governmental pow- bed pan next to your desk.
It is a fascinating flap. New
Yorkers have a tradition of telling
politicians to oo to hell. But this
was the first ume in memory that
anyone of Cuomo's stature had
been told that he might actually
make the journey.
Cuomo took it all calmly, saying
that neither he nor the bishop could
know where his soul would end up.
Which is true, of course. That
bishop might be a wise man, but if
he can predict the future of Mario
Cuomo's soul, why doesn't he
close his eyes, meditate for a
mintue, and tell us where Jimmy
Hoffa is stashed? Or at least come
up with a good tip on a horse.

Letters to the Editor

Brock favors uniform school starting date for state
Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to the
editorial which appeared in the
January 23, 1990, Danville
Advocate-Messenger and was
picked up by several other state
newspapers.
As Superintendent of Public
Instruction, I am in support of a
uniform starting date for schools in
Kentucky because I believe it will
benefit children educationally.
During the first semester of each
school year, more than 24,000 students transfer from one district to
another. Since current school starting dates vary by up to three
weeks, some of these youngsters
may miss three weeks of instruction, while others may be required

to repeat three weeks of instruction. A uniform starting date would
insure that nearly all students
would have the same instructional
schedule for at least the first
semester of the school year. Classrooms that are not air conditioned
are cooler in September and June
than in August and are conductive
to learning in a more comfortable
environment. Local school districts
would have added flexibility in
scheduling professional development activities for their teachers. In
addition, knowing that school starts
on a certain date would enable
families to plan accordingly.
Inclement weather has the greatest negative impact on upsetting
school schedules; therefore, those
five or six districts that average

Poet submits another set of verses
Dear Editor;
My health is falling fast, I do not
know how long I will last.
I have braces on my teeth, I
ordered flowers, they sent a wreath.
I cut my lawn, I am out of wind,
and for my pot tummy, I have not
seen my toes since I don't know
when.
I have wrinkles in my face, a
turtle could beat me in a race.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

When I bend over my back it
does crack, I spend half the time in
the sack.
My hair is turning grey, to buy
some color back I am on my way.
And I can't see myself in the
mirror — I went to the doctor for
an exam, he said stay home you
will never make it out of town.
Official Poet
Joe Shekel!
405 S. 10th St.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Thursday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:

sti

missing more than 15 days per year
should be permitted to start one
week earlier than other districts.
Whether the date selected is
before or after Labor Day, I favor a
uniform starting date. The possibility of extra tourism revenues would
be a fringe benefit, but certainly

LOOKING BACK
By JO BUIRKEEN
Ten years ago
Because of much confusion concerning the use of the community
centers in Hazel and Dexter, the
Calloway County Fiscal Court voted to create governing boards to
establish guidelines and methods of
managing and operating the
facilities.
An organizational meeting of
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club was held Feb. 4 at Calloway
County Public Library.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Steven Simmons, Feb. 8.
Murray State University Racers
beat Middle Tennessee at Murfreesboro, Tenn., 68 to 62 in a
basketball game.
Twenty years ago
Herbert T. Collins, Ronald P.
Orr, Buster Donelson and Sammy
Edmonson were inducted into the
U.S. Army in February Draft Call
from Calloway County, according
to Mrs. Gussie Adams, executive
secretary of Local Board No. of
Selective Service.
Pfc. Robert S. Lax, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Lax, is serving
with Army at Camp Frenzell-Jones,
Vietnam.
Wilma Smith, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Smith, was
crowned as 1970 Homecoming
Basketball Queen at Calloway
County High School in game with
Benton. Calloway won the game.
High team scorers were Darrell
TA

10

Cleaver for Calloway and David
Davis for Benton.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Schools are
feeding from 85 to 95 percent of
the students in the lunchrooms who
attend the schools, according to
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital incude a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Finis Newton.
Glen Sims, county extension
agent for 4-H, gave a program on
"Safety" at a meeting of Kirksey
Junior 4-H Club. Clayton Hargrove
is club president.
Forty years ago
Forty farmers attended the tomato growers meeting at Calloway
County Courthouse on Feb. 14,
according to County Farm Agent
S.V. Foy.
"Oliver Cherry and Hall
McCuiston are mighty proud of
their new line of china and also the„,„
tools and gadgets at their place at
business," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
An All-Night Gospel Singing
will be Feb. 17 at Murray State
College Auditorium. One of the
special groups will be The Happy
Goodman Family.
Walter G. Inman, instructor at
Murray State College, spoke on
"Problem of Communism in United
States" at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club.
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High water sends
anglers indoors
It maybe another weekend to put
out brushpiles or stay inside and
clean our tackle boxes and sharpen
our hooks.
The rain is still coming down
and the creeks and rivers are
already bank full. This is putting a
lot more silt and mud into the
lakes. However, the water temperature has continued to climb and
there are some fish that can be
caught.
Crappie have been found up to
four feet around brush and logs
much like they are in April. Minnows, jigs, beetle spins or very
small crankbaits have been working for the crappie.
Bass anglers like Gary Crass
have been casting rubber band jigs
with a clunk of pork attached or
maybe a plastic crawfish. These are
fished around any kind of wood
available and down deep rocky
points. Gary had five keeper fish
Sunday, but released them to grow
larger.
Many other anglers are using
crankbaits, spinnerbaits, and plastic
worms to locate the bass. Most of
the water is stained to muddy, so
you can get pretty close to your

FISHING
LINE
By Jerry Maupin
Columnist
cover without spooking the fish.
The forecast for this weekend
isn't very good and if it turns cold
for any length of time, the fish will
slow down and seek the deeper
water again.
A scientist explained the unusual
weather pattern we are having now
as a typical result of the greenhouse effect. He also said we
should expect more storms and
droughts as the years go by and we
would have to change our styles,
habits, and seasons for planting and
harvesting our crops.
This probably will also affect
our fishing seasons and hunting
seasons as our wildlife adjusts to
the new climates.
I personally have seen many dramatic changes already since I
began hunting and fishing.
Happy Fishing

Tourism in Kentucky
had great year in 1989

Something Fun
For Everyone!

Super Products,

The McClure's

Sup*, Deals!

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
1.2 Mr on Hwy 94E Murray, Ky 753-6116
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — 1989 was a banner year for Kentucky tourism,
according to Tourism Secretary Mary Ray Oaken.
"The message I bring today is a simple and direct one. During Governor Wallace Wilkinson's administration, tourism has bolstered Kentucky's
bottom line," Oaken said.
Key indicators compiled by agencies of the state Tourism Cabinet show
that tourism business posted strong gains during the last year, particularly
during the summer travel season. The Department of Travel Development's travel business barometer showed monthly increases ranging from
3.4 to 6.6 percent during June, July and August last year, compared to the
same months in 1988.
State park sales also posted gains during the first nine month of 1989,
compared to the same period in 1988. An increase of $973,000 in parks
sales was noted, amounting to a 3 percent gain.
Total revenue at the Kentucky Horse Park jumped by 18.5 percent during the first nine months of 1989, Tourism Cabinet figures show. At the
Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center and Commonwealth Convention
Center, gross revenues from operations increased by 17 percent, when
compared to the first nine months of 1988, Oaken said.
Outdoor recreation continued to play a powerful role in tourism growth.
Fishing grew to a SI billion industry last year, according to date released
by the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources.
The state advertising campaign initiated by the Wilkin administration
helped boost tourism last year. Telephone calls to the state's toll-free
travel information line increased by 27 percent in 1989 over 1988. A
recent study on the campaign's effectiveness showed that for every dollar
spent on advertising, the state's economy received $6.37 in return last
year. This compares to a $5.49 return on investment in 1988.
Oaken alson announced that a poster based on the "Uncommon Wealth
of Kentucky" campaign's artwork was named the best of its class in a
competition at the presitgious World Travel Market in London, England
late last year. The poster was named as the best regional poster from
among 40 entries and was cited by contest judges for its "good use of
illustration, portraying a variety of things to do,"
"Under the leadership of Governor Wilkinson, tourism has continued to
grow and prosper at the end of the decade of the 1980s," Oaken said.
"The Governor's recommended budget, if approved by the General
Assembly, will provide us with even greater opportunities to ensure that
the state's third-largest industry remains a potent economic force through
the 1990s and into the 21st centuty."
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Mark Menendez, at left, won an Eagle Depth Finder during the Jeanette Storey Boat Show, courtesy of the Kentucky-Barkley Bass'n Gals.
The Bass'n Gals installed two new members recently (at right, from left): Swetta Wenderoth and Sylvia Johnson. Anyone interested in
joining the Bass'n Gals should call Melinda Pember at 753-3938. They meet the first Tuesday of every month at Louie's Steak House at 7
p.m.

Goose season just starting for wildlife managers
By BEN HALL
lor the Associated Press
When waterfowl hunters are
packing up their decoys and racking their guns for the year, the
goose season is still in full swing
for wildlife managers.
Although they generally don't
disturb the refuge-hugging birds
during hunting season, biologists
and technicians don't let much
grass grow under their feet once
the last shot is fired.
Their aim is to capture, band,
and release the migratory birds.
Later recovery of the bands will
reveal much about the birds' populations, distribution and migration
habits.
Shortly after the season ended on
the final day of January, a Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources crew was
spreading corn on a sandy point
surrounded by shallow water on the
waerfowl refuge section of the
Sloughs Wildlife Management
Area in Henderson County's Ohio
River bottoms.
An estimated 42,000 geese,
mostly Canadian, but with a sprinkling of snow geese and other spe-

cies, was in the general area.
At the edge of the narrow strip
of sand, metal posts held rockets
made of steel pipe on miniature
launch ramps. The rockets, each
loaded with an explosive charge,
were angled to fly over the bait.
Attached to the rockets by dangling
chains was a 40-by-100 foot net,
folded on the ground like the bellows of an accordion.
At first light on the following
day, refuge manager Mike Morton
peered through the rain from a
camouflaged blind positioned 150
yards from the feeding geese and
said, "Now."
Senior Wildlife Technican Barry
Richmond pressed the detonator
button and the rockets boomed in
unison and took off. The chains
snapped tight, unfolding layer after
layer of net above the startled
birds. When the net was fully
deployed, it stopped the rockets in
mid-air and fell to the sand covering 250 geese.
Several thousand luckier birds
wheeled in the air and moved to
other and more peaceful surroundings for breakfast. A bald eagle
watched from a dead tree at the
edge of a nearby swamp.

Placed in specially built compartment trailers for safe transportation, about half the geese were
released into a wire live trap about
half the size of a high school
gymnasium.
The trap, built in a slough, is
constructed to allow waterfowl to
swim in with ease, but leaving
requires that they negotiate a maze,
a test that most can't pass.
Geese inside the trap act as
decoys for others who will also be
banded as part of the continuing
study carried out by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and state conservation agencies. All are eventu-

Boating course to be offered
on Tuesdays and Thursdays

It is not big game, but
rabbit hunting is popular
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) — No,
the lowly cottontail rabbit will never compete with elk and mule deer
as the favorite target of hunters in
Montana.
Cottontails can't command the
trophy status of bighorn sheep and
mountain goats.
They don't have the mystique of
mountain lions, black bears or
grizzly bears.
And as far as putting meat in the
freezer, they couldn't hold a candle
even to a small pronghorn antelope, much less a full-sized whitetailed deer or moose.
No, the cottontail's status here is
much lower than that— so low, in
fact, that open season on rabbits
runs year-round. There's no bag
limit on them and no hunting
license is required.
In short, it's not the same highly
heralded event to hunt rabbits in
Montana as it is in other states with
more limited hunting opportunities
where an outing for cottontails is
treated with more pomp and
ceremony.
But there are cottontail rabbits
here — four different subspecies of
them, in fact. And they do provide
substantial recreational opportunities from one end of the state to the
other during the dead of winter,
when all other hunting seasons are
closed.
True to their low profile form in
Montana, a hunting trip for cottontails is likely to be a more casual
affair than the deadly serious business of getting after big game in

Montana.
A typical cottontail rabbit hunter
in Montana might be anywhere in
age from age 8 to 80.
They might make a day of it
hunting rabbits, but are just as likely to sleep in during the morning
and try to catch cottontails sunning
themselves outside their burrows in
the warm afternoons.
And, as opposed to other parts of
the country where a dog is often
used to run rabbits within shotgun
range, Montana hunters will most
likely pack a .22 caliber rifle.
They'll spot the rabbits and stalk
them for a single standing shot in
much the same way deer or elk are
hunted.
"The .22 seems to be the classic
bunny buster here," said Charlie
Eustace, regional wildlife manager
for the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks in Billings.
"Hunters do use both .22s and
shotguns, but the .22 is the classic.
And rabbits do provide a lot of
hunting activity, particularly in the
winter.
"It's one animal that you can
hunt with your boy or girl and they
don't have to be 12 years old or
have passed hunter safety (as they
do in order to hunt game
animals)."
Because of that, rabbit hunting
trips are often family affairs geared
more toward taking a few rabbits
for a single stew than a serious
assault on bagging a lot of bunnies
for the freezer.

ally tagged and release.
The remainder of the birds were
untangled, tagged and released
immediately after their ages and
sexes were determined and
recorded.
At this wildlife refuge, 635
geese were captured and tagged
last year and an equal number will
be processed this year, Morton
says.
The banding program is carried
out at locations along all the waterfowl flyways in the United States
and thousands of birds annually are
utilized in this ongoing search for
information.

A course entitled "Boating Safety and Seamanship" will; be offered
every Tuesday and Thursday by the Kentucky Lake Flotialla of the U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary during the month of March.
The registration and the first class meeting will be held March 1st, with
registration beginning at 6:30 p.m. in room 228 of Stewart Stadium at
Murray State University.
The course will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. There will be no class held on
March 15th. The fee for the boating class is S15 which includes the textbook and all materials. All of the instructors are qualified by the auxiliary. Subjects included in this basic course are boat handling, trailering,
safety and legal requirements, navigation rules, and aids to navigation.
For more information on the course, call Fred Thurston, Public Education Officer, at 502-753-6174.

Jackson, Tennessee
Presents
The 4th Annual West Tennessee
Outdoor, Sports, Boat &
Recreation Show
Feb. 15, 16, 17 & 18, 1990
Jackson Civic Center
'4-10 p.m. Thursday '4-10 p.m. Friday
*10-10 p.m. Saturday 'Noon-6 p.m. Sunday
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Baker and Sprinkle wedding planned Montgomery and Farthing vows said
Miss Sandra Lynn Montgomery
of Whites Creek, Tenn., and Kenton Wallace Farthing of Nashville,
Tenn., were married Saturday, Dec.
30, at Mayfair Church of Christ,
Huntsville, Ala.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry D. Montgomery of
Huntsville.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn W. Farthing of Florissant, Mo.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Seldon Farthing of Sturgis
and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Lassiter Hill of Murray.
Lem Tipton officiated at the
ceremony. The bride's father sang
"The Lord's Prayer."
The bride was given in marriage
by her father. She wore a white
satin gown designed with a v-neck,
basque waist, Gibson sleeves, full
skirt and cathedral train.
Her rmgertip roll edged veil was
attached to a head wreath of
beaded silk flowers.
Miss Deanne Montgomery and
Miss Kathy Montgomery, sisters of
the bride, were maids of honor.
Bridesmaids were Michelle Burleson and Lydia Rives.
Donnie Moody served as best
man. Groomsmen were Glenn W.
Farthing, father of the groom, Darrell Dykus and David Hill.
A reception followed at the
church.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Chattanooga, Tenn., and
Lookout Mountain, Tenn.
They are now residing at 3504
Knight Rd., Whites Creek, Tenn.
37189.

Miss Beverly Denise Baker and
Donnie Allen Sprinkle announce
their engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dwaine Baker of
Dexter.
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Moscoc Underhill of
Dexter, and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. John Roy Baker of Aurora.
The groom-elect is the son of
MI. and Mrs. Frank Sprinkle of
Murray.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Davis of Benton
and the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Sprinkle of Eastern Kentucky.
Miss Baker is a 1988 graduate of
Calloway County High School. She
is employed at the Murray K Mart
Store.
Mr. Sprinkle, a 1988 graduate of
John Glenn High School, Westland,
Mich., is a sophomore at Murray
State University. He is employed at
the Murray Wal-Mart Store.
A May wedding is being
planned.

Beverly Denise Baker and
Donnie Allen Sprinkle to marry
Improvement Volunteers

Beautification goals of community made
By BOBBIE WEATHERLY
Murray Lodger 11 Times Out Writer

You probably have already seen
the results of their efforts, but maybe you did not know who to thank.
For what, you Say? For the overall
attractiveness of our community,
we say.
Yes, there is such a group of
dedicated volunteers in the Murray!
Calloway County area whose focus
is the betterment and beautification
of our community.
Named the Murray/Calloway
County Community Improvement
Volunteers, the group serves to
facilitate overall improvements and
to encourage beautification projects
that will enhance the attractiveness
of our area.

The group of civic-minded volunteers has been meeting the first
Tuesday of each month at 4:30
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Conference Room.
Goals developed by the group
include: landscaping of the courthouse lawn, other public landscaping, establishing bicycling and
walking paths, and encouraging
private plantings of flowering trees
and shrubs.
These are just a few of the more
noteworthy goals. Other beautification projects are under
consideration.
Presently there are some 20-plus
individuals who have devoted tremendous effort and energy to seeing to it that these goals become

reality.
President Jo Benson noted, "We
are already getting good responses.
As the program progresses and
enthusiasm for beautification
becomes a part of community
thinking, we will see significant
improvement."
Individuals, businesses and other
civic organizations who are interested in either becoming a part of
the volunteer group or who are
interested in donating toward any
of these projects, should mail donations to: Murray Calloway County
Community Improvement Volunteers, c/o Murray Calloway Chamber of Commerce.
Further questions may be
answered by Jo Benson, 436-5479,
after 6 p.m. The donation is tax
deductible.

Woman uses ad to ask man to marry her
LONG BEACH, Miss. (AP) —
After a year of dating, Donald
Keith, 30, let Carla Sondermeyer
know he was ready to get married.
Sondermeyer, 28, wasn't.
"He said 'When you're ready,
let me know,— she said.
On Wednesday, Feb. 14, she let
the whole town know her decision.
Stretched all the way across the
bottom of Page A-10 of Wednesday's Sun Herald was her 2-inchhigh reply, emblazoned with a
cupid, a pair of red lips and a message: "Donald, I love you! Will
you marry me? Carla."
Keith, a physical training officer
at the Harrison County Sheriff's
Department Training Academy,
said yes Wednesday, even though
he had mixed feelings about that ad
— or rather, about the reaction
from his co-workers.
They sang to him and joked all

THEATRES

Stella
(PG-13)

Hard To Kill
(R)

day. "It was torture," he said.
At first, he thought his coworkers had rigged his newspaper.
He did not believe the ad was real
until he had looked at three copies,

bought from three places.
"I called her shortly after I saw
it," he said, "after I came out of
shock."
They plan to wed in December.

Singing at Lutheran Church

Friday, Feb. 16
NETO (Never Ever Too Old)
Valentine's Day Dance will be
from 6:30 p.m. to 12 midnight in
lobby of Ordway Hall, Murray
State University. This is semiformal and there will be no admission charge.
A Gospel Extravaganza in conjunction with Black Awareness
Week will be at 7 p.m. in Curris
Center theater at Murray State University. Admission is free.
Square and round dancing with
music by Bill James and Wonder
Band will be from 7:30 to 10:30
p.m. at WOW Youth Camp.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m, at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.

Black History Dance will be in
foyer of Murray High School
tonight.
Saturday, Feb. 17
Dr. and Mrs. Lynn Mayall will
be honored at a reception in celebration of 25th wedding anniversary
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board will meet at 9:30 a.m.
in first floor conference room of
Murray City Hall.
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at 10 a.m. in home of
Mrs. Henry McKenzie.
Kenlake Tennis Center will
sponsor a Junior Doubles Tennis
Tournament at 11 a.m. For information call 474-2211.

Saturday, Feb. 17
Word Processing Workshop for
Adults will be at 9 a.m. in Room
404, Calloway County High
School.
Purchase Region FFA Officers
including David Potts of Calloway
County will present a television
program in observance of Natiortal
FFA Week at 6:30 p.m. on WPSDTV.
Couples Bridge with Gloria
McLaughlin and Corinne McNutt
as hostesses will be played at 7:30
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Children's Theatre will present
"You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown" at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Murray State University Rifle
Team will host Collegiate Sectional
at 8 a.m. in Room 230, Stewart
Stadium, MSU. Admission is free.
Recreational Vehicle Show at
West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center is cancelled.
Spring Legacy Day for alumni
and prospective students by Student Alumni Association will be at
Murray State University. For information call 762-3436 or 762-3737.
Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet at 9 a.m. in
Board of Regents Room at Wells
Hall.
Murray State University Racers
will play Tennessee Tech at 12:30
p.m. and Lady Racers will play
Tennessee Tech at 7 p.m., both in
Racer Arena.
Seminar on "Common Feminine
Medical Concerns" will be at 9
a.m. in Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
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degree in Marketing in May of
1990.
The parents of the groom were
hosts for a rehearsal dinner at
Michael's Restaurant, Huntsville.
The wedding day brunch was
hosted by Madelyn and Lydia
Rives at their home in Huntsville.
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Saturday, Feb. 17
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight.
Sunday, Feb. 18
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-0486 or 753-7046.
Alcoholics Anonymous will have
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For information call 759-4059.
WKMS-FM 20th Anniversary
Celebration will begin with a variety show and reception at 3:30 p.m.
in Curris Center ballroom, Murray
State University. Admission is free.
Children's Theatre will present
"You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown" at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray state University.
Black History Program featuring
Dennis Jackson as speaker will be
at 3:30 p.m. at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church.
Reservations for Tuesday luncheon of Murray Christian Women's
Club should be made by this evening by calling Freda Lovett,
753-3999, or Linda Salley,
753-8016.
"Captive Free," young adults'
group, will present a special concert at 6:30 p.m. at Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets.

Princess Diana
talks of marriage
at award ceremony

LONDON (AP) — Diana, Princess of Wales, says "very simple"
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12 values can triumph over the commidnight at Murray Moose Lodge. plex difficulties encountered in
modem marriages.
"Sadly, for many of these marAA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
riages,
reality fails to live up to
p.m. at American Legion Building,
expectations. When that happens
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
most couples discover and draw on
new reserves of love and
strength," Diana said Wednesday.
"But for many, their own resources are not enough."
The princess, patron of the marriage guidance organization Relate,
made her comments while presenting the charity's Family of the
Year award.
The winners were Rico and
Heather Gopaul, both 30, and
children Rico Jr., 7, Ryan, 6, Ricky, 3, and Rosita, 2. The mother and
father are nurses who care for mentally handicapped people.
"The award celebrates the vic%6
tory of very simple values over the
very complex difficulties confronted by so many modern marP
01riages," said Diana, who married
Prince Charles in 1981. The couple
A Placa)Discover.
has two sons.

At Murray's Pier 1, We're Having An Off Week. . .

Driving
Miss Daisy (PG)
Nightbreed
(R)

The bride received till. B.S.
degree in Dietetics from David
Lipscomb University, Nashville,
Tenn. She is the dietetic technician
at HCA Westside Hospital,
Nashville.
The groom, a senior at David
Lipscomb, will receive his B.A.

Coming community events announced

Calloway County High School
J.V. and Varsity boys basketball
teams will host Graves County
High School at 6 p.m. This wit,' be
basketball homecoming wilass
of 1986 to be honored. -

"Captive Free," a group of seven young adults, is touring the Western
Kentucky area. They will present a concert on Sunday, Feb. 18, at
6:30 p.m. at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th St., Murray.
"Through concert and sing-along music, media presentations, personal word and witness, puppetry and drama, the group provides a faith.
encouraging program which emphasizes our oneness in Christ," a
church spokesperson said. Members include Rusty Dicks, Lee Daniels,
Bjorn Christenson, Barbie Brutlag and Karen Dunmire. The group is
a national team formed and sponsored by Lutheran Youth Encounter,
an evangelical Lutheran organization that offers relational ministry
resources to the church. The public is invited to attend.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenton Wallace Farthing
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Bartlett back from Persian Gulf
Navy Petty Officer 2nd Class Bryan K. Bartlett, son of Mary E. Bartlett
of 1511 Diuguid Dr., Murray, and the late Larry E. Bartlett, recently
returned to San Diego, Calif., from deployment to the Persian Gulf while
serving aboard the destroyer USS Dcyo. During the six-month deployment, Bartlett sailed over 30,000 miles transining the Atlantic Ocean, the
Mediterranean Sea, the Suez Canal, the Red Sea, the Strait of Hormus,
and the Persian Gulf. Bartlett visited countries on four continents including the Azores, Spain, Sicily, Saudi Arabia, Djibouti, Oman, the United
Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Kuwait. A 1980 graduate of Murray High
School, he joined the Navy in Septemberf 1986.

Casey Ray Conner born
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Ray Conner of RL 1, Box 60, Dexter, are the
parents of a son, Casey Ray, weighing six pounds 13 ounces, measuring
20 inches, born on Thursday, Feb. 8, at 10:55 Lm. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Ramona Sue Trimble. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Howard Conner, Dexter, and Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Trimble, Hardin.

Children's program Tuesday

Photos by
Helen
Steffen

A complimentary orientation to describe a new weight management
program for children, aged 8 to 12, Nutrition For Life, will be Tuesday,
Feb. 20, from 7 to 8 p.m. in Suite 280 West, Medical Arts Building,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For reservations and more information
call Jean Baltz, nutrition counselor, 762-1533.

Ashley Marie Beane born
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wayne (Hoss) Beane of P.O. Box 8, Henry, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daughter, Ashley Marie, weighing six pounds 13
ounces, born on Monday, Feb. 12, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Carmen Elizabeth Hudson. Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee Beane of Paris, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Hudson
of Vicksburg, Miss., and Mrs. Rita Taylor McSwain of Henry. Greatgrandparents are Mrs. Mary Beane of Murray and the late Troy Beane,
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Smith, Paris, Mr. and Mrs. F.E. (Ed) Hudson, Rt.
6, Paris, and Mrs. Julia D. Taylor, McKenzie, Tenn.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: Manton Underwood of Puryear, Tenn., from Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.; Rebecca Henderson of Hardin and Anna Smith of
Murray from Western Baptist, Paducah.

Program at church tonight
Quinn Chapel African Methodist Episcopal Church at Paris, Tenn., will
have a "Progression in Black Music" tonight (Friday) at 7:30 p.m. This
will feature spirituals, hymns, gospel hymns, gospel, contemporary gospel
and contemporary, according to the Rev. Paul Tipton, minister. The
church is located at 218 Church Si, Paris.

Jackson to speak at St. John's
A special Black History Program will be Sunday, Feb. 18, at 3:30 p.m.
at St. John's Missionary Baptist Church. Dennis Jackson of Paducah, formerly of Murray, will be the special guest speaker. Music will be presented by the Inspirational Choir of the local church. The public is invited
to attend this special program, a church spokesperson said.

Quilt Lovers to meet Tuesday
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday, Feb. 20, at 6 p.m. in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. Margaret Rudd,
president-elect of Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society, will be guest lecturer.
She will present a lesson on "Drafting Your Own Quilt Pattern." All supplies needed for this informative lesson will be provided, according to
Geneva Giles, local president. Other officers are luta Hutson, vice president; Eva Hopkins, secretary; and Edith Moore, treasurer. This lecture is
open to the public and guests are welcome, Mrs. Giles said.

Alpha Mu #4766, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International hosted a community
6. In top left photo, Philanthropic Chairman Karen Goetz Falwell and sing and bingo party at West View Nursing Home on Tuesday, Feb.
Kathie Fleming, treasurer, standing left, led the closing hymn of the
sing with Chaplain Robin Buser as pianist and Publicity Chairman Helen
Educational Director Nancy Meloan helps her daughter, Amy Meloan, pass Steffen as violinist while the patients sing. In the top right photo,
out bingo prizes to the patients. In the bottom left photo, Rachelle
Neale, sorority member, helps Maudie Armstrong, patient, with bingo.
In bottom right photo, Erica Vidmer, daughter of Joan Vidmer, sorority member, helps Irma McNutt, patient, with bingo. Other patients participatin
g were Rosie Neale, Edna Tucker, Cathenia Willis, Mutine
Parker, Thelma Bagwell, Beulah Fielder, Marjorie Barnett, Myrtle Walker,
Hertle
Barnes, Gladys Wyatt and Betty Purcell. Each one won
prizes. Also present were Kathie Gentry and Helen Campbell, members,
and Earl Neale, guest.

Hospital lists newborns and dismissals for Thursday
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, Feb.
15, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Edwards baby boy, parents, Dian
and Thomas, Rt. 1, Box 98, Paris,
Tenn.;
Corey baby boy, parents, Peggy
and Keith, Rt. 6, Box 166, Paris,
Tenn.

THE ACES ON BRIDGE.

NORTH

dejected reader. "The harder I try,
the more likely I am to overlook
something."
I wrote the gentleman, enclosing
a copy of today's column. Bridge is
a game
those who can

of errors;

concentrate on making fewer errors

Dr. Win Dunwell, horticulturist from the University of Kentucky
Research Center at Princeton, will speak Monday, Feb. 19, at 6:30 p.m. in
the courtroom of Miller Courthouse Annex. He will discuss vegetable gardening and landscaping. All interested persons are invited.

Workshop planned on March 7

Computer course at Calloway
An Introduction to Computer Applications workshop for Adults will be
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturdays, March 3 and 10, at Calloway County High School. The class will be taught using educational materials
designed to teach the popular Lows spreadsheet package. Workshop participants will use IBM computers in the Business Lab located in Room 404
at Calloway County High. The class will be limited to 24 participants.
Participants must register at the Calloway County Board of Education
Office by paying the $20 fee for the workshop by Wednesday, Feb. 28.

Beef Cook-Off contest planned
The 1990 Kentucky Beef Cook-Off has been announced by Carol
Workman of the Kentucky Beef Cattle Association, and Jean Cloar, Calloway County Extension Agent in Home Economics. The winner will
receive $150 and an expense-paid trip to Seattle, Wash., to compete as
Kentucky's representative in the Indoor Conventional category at the
National Beef Cook-Off. Second place is $125 and third $100. Any amateur beef cooks over 18 years of age may enter as many original recipes,
in as many categories, as they wish. (Cooks who own cattle, or whose
families own cattle, aren't eligible.) To enter send a typed copy of the
recipe or recipes to Kentucky Beef Cattle Association, 733 Red Mile Rd.,
Lexington, Ky. 40504. Entries must be postmarked by March 1, 1990.

Torsak serving at Cecil Field
Marine Lance Cpl. Mark A. Torsak, son of Albert J. and Carlene Torsak of Rt. 5, Murray, has been promoted to his present rank while serving
with Marine Corps Security Force Company, Naval Air Station, Cecil
Field, Fla. He is a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High School.

College tapes world maps in bathrooms
DAVIDSON, N.C. (AP)- The
struuk to promote geographic literacy among college students has
entered a novel arena at Davidson
College.
Students at the Dean Rusk Program in International Studies have
taped world maps to the sides of

about 150 campus bathroom stalls.
"It's a place where people have
time on their hands. We're hoping
this will help them use it constructively," said senior Mary Snyder,
who is spearheading the effort,
dubbed the Bathroom Brigade For
Geographical Literacy.

•J 7 6
•Q J 5
•A Q 4 2
•K J 6

SOUTH

•10 8 5 4
10 6 4 2
times guilty of simple mistakes.
•
J
8 6 53
This hand was played in the 1983
-- World Championship, U.S. vs. Italy.
Vulnerable: East-West
West led the diamond king against
Dealer: East
the pushy game and continued with
are some-

The bidding:
East

South

West

North

ruffed with the spade nine. Declarer

1•
Pass
Pass

Pass
1+
Pass

1V
Pass
Pass

Dbl.
4+

West

with dummy's queen,
promoting East's trump jack to a
winner and sending the game to defeat. East later
trump and a

Opening lead: Diamond king

got a

heart for one down. Where did South
go wrong?
Instead of overruffing the third
diamond, he should have discarded

BID WITH THE ACES
2-16-B

South holds

dummy's low heart. Assume West
returns a trump (best); dummy's

4J 76
•Q J 5
•A Q 4 2
4KJ 6

ace wins and a low club is ruffed. A
heart is led to the king for another
club ruff, and another heart to dummy allows a third club ruff. With

no

losers

in

dummy, South

ruffs a

heart with dummy's low trump and
claims the last three tricks with the
K-Q of trumps and the club ace.

North

South

1+

?

ANSWER:

Two

no-trump. Shows
HCP, a balanced hand and all
unbid suits stopped.

13-15

Like Seafood?
Try Lacey's!
Friday & Saturday Seafood Buffet
-Fresh Shnmp -Fresh Oysters <latish Fingers -Snow Crab Legs -Frog Legs -Fried
Shrimp -Crab Meat In Hot Butter -Crab Rolls .Clam Stnie .Fned Scallops -Cod
Nuggets 'Shrimp Creole & Rice -Egg RolLs .Baked Cajun Pollack •Salad Bar
-Vegetables -large Variety Dessert Bar

2 Buffets
$1995
w/Drink + Tax
Offer Good Feb. 16 & 17, 1990 After 4:00 p.m Only
One Coupon Per Couple
Lacey's 319 N Main St Benton 527-7275
J

Offer Good Only With This Ad
REMEMBER THE SUNDAY COUNTRY BUFF?T FOR S5.99

-Country Ham .Turkey & Dressing -Fried Chicken .Bar-B-Q Pork Ribs .Southr,--,
Fond Steak & Gravy -Broccoli & Cheese -Cauliflower & Cheese -Lima Beans •Cres•-,
Potatoes -White Beans -Great Beans -Purple Hull Peas vCream Corn -Whole Bal”
Carrots -Yams -Apples .31 Item Sour & Salad Bar -large Vanety Dessett Bar
Plate Lunch Always Available

Lacey's
FAMILY RESTAURANT
319 N. Main St. In Benton, Ky.

-atheort. Inc.
Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Feb. 19 to
23 have been released by Joanna
Adams and Judy Hina, food service
directors for Calloway County and
Murray City Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY

a diamond to East's queen. East
then led his low diamond, and

527-7275

Edgar Rowland, Rt. 2, Box 24A,
Nlurray; Mrs. Alberta Martin, 402
North First St., Murray;
Mrs. Eva Jackson, Rt. 1, Box
144, Dexter; Mrs. Millie Dillon, Rt.
1, Box 124, Dexter; James Bugg,
Rt. 1, Fulton;
Festus Guthrie Roberts (expired)
RL 2, Box 330, Murray.

School lunch menus sponsored by. Young-at-Heart.

2-16 A

EAST

than their opponents are the win-

overruffed

A workshop,"Telemarketing: Talking Your Way to Increased Sales and
Improved Customer Service," will be Wednesday, March 7, from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Barkley Room, Curtis Center, Murray State University. The leader will be Constance Alexander, former AT&T marketing
executive and now president of INTEX Communications, a marketing/
management consulting firm. This workshop is being sponsored by the
Center for Continuing Education/Academic Outreach at MSU. The fee
will be $40. To register call 762-4229 or outside Calloway County,
1-800-669-7654, according to Stan Key, coordinator for Conferences and
Workshops at MSU.

WEST

+92
V 98 3
•K 10
•Q 10 9 7 3 2

Mrs. Mary Laun, Box 32, Dexter; Mrs. Lillie Wrather, 1318
Olive Blvd., Murray; James Ginn,
220 Hillview Dr., Cadiz;
David Thorne, Box 277, Hardin;
Mrs. Mary Neubauer, Box 656,
Murray; Mrs. Dortha Duncan, Rt.
1, Box 570, Dexter;
Cecil Farris, Box 129, Murray;

BOBBY WOLFF

•A K Q 3
V A K7
•9 7
4A 8 5 4

"How can I cut down on my careless errors and blackouts?" asks a

ners. Even champions

Horticulturist to speak Monday

Dismissals
James Cashion, RL 6, Box 343,
Murray; Mrs. Juanita Sparks, 1503
Tabard Dr., Murray; John Bowker,
1601 Richland, Murray;
Ms. Amy Henderson and baby
girl, Hardin; Mrs. Dorothy Howard,
407 Powell, Paris, Tenn.;
Miss Glenda Martin, 610 Broad
Ext., Murray; Mrs. Hazel Jones,
Box 205, Hardin; Jasper Johnson,
Rt. 1, Box 125C, Kirlcsev;

East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - French toast stix/
syrup; Tuesday - donut; Wednesday - scrambled egg, toast, hashbrowns; Thursday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Friday - sausage and
biscuit. Milk, juice, cereal and
toast are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - vegetable soup/grilled
cheese, vegetable soup/hot dog;
Tuesday - turkey and dcressing,
cheeseburger; Wednesday - taco,
hot ham and cheese sandwich;
Thursday - pizza, fish sandwich;
Friday - lasagne, corn dog. Peanut
butter/jelly sandwich, grilled
cheese, fruits, vegetables, fries,
desserts, milk and fruit drink are
available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - apple turnover; Tuesday - ham and cheese biscuit;
Wednesday - buttered toast, jelly,
bacon; Thursday - sausage and
biscuit; Friday - French toast stix/
syrup. Cereals, fruits, milk and variety of juices are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili crispito, corn
dog; Tuesday - taco, reuben sandwich; Wednesday - fried chicken,
pig in a blanket; Thursday - chili,
deli ham sandwich; Friday - crispy
fish, cheeseburger. Salad bar,
fruits, vegetables, fries, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.
Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - sausage on biscuit;
Tuesday - French toast stix/bacon;
Wednesday - scrambled egg,
bacon, toast; Thursday - ham and
cheese bisceit; Friday - biscuit w/
sausage gravy. Breakfast bar, juice
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - crispy beef steak,
vegetable soup/grilled cheese;
Tuesday - chicken & dumplings,
753-111N15
filk%N.billNltirrii.

pig in a blanket; Wednesday - taco
salad, hot ham and cheese; Thursday - turkey and dressing, pizzaburger; Friday - fish nuggets, chili
and crackers. Salad bar, hamburger,
cheeseburger, pizza, fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.
MURRAY CITY
Schools will not be in session on
Presidents' Day, Monday, Feb. 19.
In service will be held.
Elementary breakfast
Tuesday - cinnamon toast; Wednesday - sausage and biscuit,
Thursday - cereal and toast Friday - donut. Juice or fruit and milk
are served each day.
Robertson
Tuesday - pizza, Chuckwagon;
Wednesday - taco salad, corn dog;
Thursday - hamburger, grilled
cheese; Friday - pizza, vegetable
beef soup w/cheese and crackers.
Choice of fruits, vegetables and
milk are available daily.
Carter.
Tuesday - foot long hot dog w/
chili, Sloppy Joe; Wednesday pork chop patty w/gravy; Thursday - pizza, fish nuggets; Friday vegetable beef soup w/pimento
cheese, Chuckwagon. Choice of
fruits, vegetables and milk are
available daily.
Middle, High
Breakfast
Tuesday - blueberry muffin;
Wednesday - bacon, toast, jelly;
Thursday - sausage and roll; Friday - donut. Cereal, milk, fruit
juice or fruit are available daily.
Murray Middle
Tuesday - chili and sandwich,
chicken fried steak; Wednesday pizzaghetti w/rolls, ham sandwich;
Thursday - baked potato w/
trimmings, corn dog; Friday charbroiled hamburger, club sandwich. French fries, pizza, choice of
fruits and vegetables, milk and fruit
drinks are available daily.
Murray High
Tuesday - fiestada, barbecue
pork sandwich; Wednesday - beef
stew w/cornbread, chicken fried
steak; Thursday - tacos, ham sandwich; Friday - corn dog, grilled
cheese. Pizza, hamburgers, French
fries, baked potatoes, nachos, soft
bread pretzels, choice of fruits and
vegetables, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.

$08 South 12111 Strcrt
'
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Church Directory
.1.
ADVENTISTS

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
Murray, Ky. 42071
506 Industrial Road

Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

CHARLIE'S

MoIe,CJ,i

SAF - -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitman (Across From Ledger 6 Timms)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

r-Tire Inc. kS4,.
Carroll

114EILIN

753-1489 • 115 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-Lane Ceramics

& Gift Shop

•Cartified
Teacher
•Custom Orders

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

•Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray

& 6:30 p.m. to 10 .

753-2540

WALFMART
CENTRAL CENTER
FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN
701

Main

759-9995

PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Sunday School
Woship
Church Training
Wucincidny

10
11 a.m. & 6
5
7

am
pm.
pm.
p.m.

CHESTNUT STREET
GE N ER AL
Sunday School
10 00 a M.
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Services
6 00 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m.
Morning Services
11 00 a.m.
Evening Services
6 00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p.m.
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6 00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 W a.m.
Evening Worship
6 46 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
0:30 am.
Worship
10 45 a m & 7 p.m.
Church Training
6 00 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 cm
Evening Worship
6-45 p.m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a.m
Morning Worship
10 45 a.m.
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p.m
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 crn
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p
Wednesday Evening
730 a.m.
HAZEI. BAPTIST
Worship
11 00 a m.
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Church Training
5.00 p.m .
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
Wednesday Evening .700 p.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10'00 a.m.
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
Evening Service
5 : AO p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m
Evening Worship
7 30 p.m
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10700 a.m.
Preaching
1100 a.m.
00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
7700 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 pm.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
0- 30 a.m.
Worship
11 00 a.m.
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
1000 am.
Preaching Serv
11:00 a.m.
Nightly Service
6:00 p.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship . 11 a m & 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00
Sunday School
Preaching
11:00
Prayer Service
5:30
Choech
6 00
POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 i.e & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1L00 a.m
Evening Worship
715 p rn
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 imp m

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
liwN. 641 N.
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
9 a.m.,
10:60 cm., 6 p.m

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 -00 p.m.
9005.m.
Sunday
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Masses COO p.m. Sat.
8:00 a m. Sunday
1100 am Sunday

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9.30 a iv
Sunday School
10.45 a rn
Worship
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 a.m
Bible School
9:30 a m
Evening Service
600pm

=mum WINCE
=MOM
Farmer Ave & 17th St.. Murray
Sunday
11:00 a m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.•
2nd Wed
7:30 p.m.
RR 2nd Wed
12:00-3:00 p.m.

anal OF amtwr

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a m
Morning Worship
9 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00p m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
10:80 m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
DEXTER
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 - 00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
1046 am.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed Worship
7:30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
10'50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid Week Worship
7'00 pm.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.30 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:50 a ny
Evening Worship
7p m
Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a. m
Morning Worship
11,00 a m
Evening Worship
6:00 p m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
960 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Worship
9:50 cm.
Evening Worship
7700 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
1045 a m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10.48 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00
GLENDALE ROAD
CHL'RCH OF CHRIST
9 am.
Worship
10 am.
Banc Study
6 p.m.
Evaning Worship
Wed. B&W Study
7 p.m.

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.

Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15*. Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462

rnrTly Lamb, Owner

Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

501 N. 4th

753-6168

)PAtrEWS

6110NEY6
OF MURRAY

510 Main St. 753-2975

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

BUCK'S BODY SHOP
Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

900 Sycamore

753-5142

ROY'S

e,te.t.e,3

DISOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

THEATRES

Roy McKendree•Pharmacest

Olympic

1008 CHESTNUT

entucky Fried Chicken

Plaza

753-238C

RANDY THORNTON
Heating • Air Conditioning • Sheet Metal
Service Through Knowledge
802 Chestnut
753.8181

"We Do Chicken Right"
Call In Orders 753-7101
a.

D & W Auto Supply
We Install Auto Glass
Auto Point Material
Try Our Car Wash

512 S.

12th

UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9 00• m
Worship
10 00 m
6 00 p .n
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Bible Study
10 00• m
Morning Worship
II 00 a m
Wed Eve
Bible Study
7 00 p m

CHINCH Of HMIS
CUBIST Of LATTER
SAY MINTS
CHURCH OF' JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
530 9 16th St
Sacramant Meet
10 cie.
Sunday School
11:30 cia.
Mel Society and
Prs.abood
12:10 t.m..

EPISCOPAL
ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Holy Eucharist
8:00 a.m.
& 10:30 a.m.
Church School
930 a.m.
Deily Morning Prayar 800 a.m.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Morning Worship
10:30 a m
NOR'rHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
Sunday School
10 00 a m
1100am
Worship
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
Sunday School
0:30 a.m.
Worship
1048 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
i tit NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH nE MURRAY
Sunday School
10 a.m
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
7:15.p.m
Wednesday
758-9862

753-4563

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
EEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

Wrecker Service
Air Conditioner Service

OlT
SERVICE CENTER

Rudy LOvett—Owner
5 Points — 753-3571

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

MASON'S CHAPEL uurrxt)
Sunday School
1010•m
Morning Worship
1100 a m
MT CARMEL
Worship
Sunday School
MT Hk:BRON
Worship
Sunday School

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture
9 30 a m

LIITNEIRAN
11.04ANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
9 30 a m
Bible Class
10 30* m
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9 30 a m
Sunday School
10 30 a m
2nd k 4th Sun Night 6 00 p m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
lit & 3rd Sun Night 7 1:10 p.m
COLDWATER
Worship
11 a m
Sunday School
10 a m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00
Sunday School
9.45
DEXTER•HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10- 00 a.m
Worship 1100 a m., 600 p.m
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 a.m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11.00 a m
Sunday School
10'00 a m
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10.00 a.m.
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
Evening Ser Wor
6:30 p m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Worship
10 00 a.m
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a . m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 ism
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9 45 a.m
Church School
10.46 •.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9 30 a.m.
Sunday School
10 30 a.m.

10 a m
il a iv
10 a iv
II ani

PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship
11 00 a m
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
948 a m
Sunday School
1100 a m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
946 a.m
Morning Worship
10:46 ism
Evening
6:00 p m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m
TE M.PLE HELL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
WA YMEN CHAPEL
AME CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Morning Service
11:00 a.m
Pastor WillIam J Pratt

Thornton Tile and Marble
Come Visit Dor
\..ro ),I) At
612 S 9th Street
753-5719
Open 8 a.m -1 30 p

00,
640644
Bridles to Britches
ihorriewoo. kw Nene end 1,4•••••••• well Mir Frlowel•

1 Mile East Hwy. 94 East

435-4415

753-6656

they may see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."

Matthew 5:16

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a m
liam &7prr.
Worship

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000•m
11 a ro & 6:30 p m

DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
Ilam & 6pri:
Saturday
p m
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Almo Heights
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Servicell a.m. & 7 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun Ser
10-11 a m.-7:00 pm

Building Blocks 8 Ready Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

WILLER
PUNER.A.L gonts
Murray
753-4612

FAITH TABERNACLE
miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m.& 7 p.m.

4.
4,4%
SIRLOIN

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
. II am &7pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m_
wr,r4nin
i0 30 a m & 7 Is m
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship
11 a m

urn-reD PE NTECIUSI AL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10 IS) a . m
Worship Serv.
11'00-7:30 p.m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m
COO .m

P11111111
Worship

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
41b.
NISSAN Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck

604 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

SPACE TIRE, INC.

rtraiiN

'Firestone
IIICIUTSOM0
IC11,
1111U
11011140
N
.
117.
.
OM KM 71/33.0
(1
J
O 13

1406 West Main

10 45a in.

759-1331

Bel-Air CA81— E
Center \ASHEN

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11 00 a m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11 (Xis m
Evening Worship
7:00 p m

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT
753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON
"your Only Full Service
Chevron Station"
Calvin Clerk — Owner
Main
753.2593

gunend Worne, gnc

Murray. ky.
NileaV

Robert Tabors, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Klrksey, Ky. 42054 489-2126

PigglY wigslY
A DAY, SAT, & SUN. 7 1.1411011G41
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

753-6800

West View Nursing Horne
INCOOPOWA TED

1401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE
LOWELL K. BECK
ADMINISTRATOR
(502)753-1304

aw MURRAY GULF
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

r

---- COUPON

•

Spaghetti
&9
'
Garlic 9f
Bread

Central Shopping Center

WEL 599600 COUPON • — "
!
c
"

759-4796

QUICKPRINT
Of usurray

Southside
Shopping
Center

"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

• Jesus saith unto him, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life.- no
man cometh unto the Father,
but by me."

John_ 14:6

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 299 & 464

753•5°°5

BLALOCK-COLEMAN

NORTH PLEASANT GROVk.
Sunday School
9.45 am
Worship Service
11.005 m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10.00* m
Worship
Service 11130 a.m & 7 imp in

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
507 N. 12th
753-8841

OPEN lifONARL 21 HOURS

•111.1
4
0
'
4 STOCKADE€

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
930 a.m

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

1417

Hazel
492-875R

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10- 00 a m
Worship
am & 7pot

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

Chevron

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine before. men, that

753-5312

408 N. 4th

759-4408

Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies

PENTECOSTAL

401 Olive

Arb

Murray, •Ky.

LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED CO.

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

(4
)

III

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:001 m
Sunday School
1000• m
Evening Worship
600 p m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10.48 a m
Evening Worship
6:00 p m
Wednesday Worship 6 - 30 p m

Worship

JENOVAN'S
WITNESSES

HEATING 8 AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Jack Marshall - Franchisee

205 N 12th

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
CHERRY CORNER

RUTHIE'S
Gulf)11
UNIVERSITY GULF

201 S. 3rd.

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 0 15 am
Worship
Sat 11 00 a m

SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Everung Worship
6 48 p m
Training Union
6 00 p m
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 ID a m
Sunday School
10 48• m
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00* m
Evening Worship
6 45 pm
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 48 a m
Morning Worship
10 48 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m.
Wednesday Mid-Week
Service
7 00 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m.
v en ing Worship
6.00 p.m.
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evaning 7 00 p m

"Me
coscr- •••"".-:

Shell

Serving Western Kentucky
An. We 'I

shell

641 SUPER SHELL
Open 6:30 a.m.-Close 10:00 p.m.•

/1.1
‘
. 1140

Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9:00 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131
isammistsima
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Various churches list speakers and music for Sunday services

Various churches in Murray and
Eastwood Baptist
Calloway County have released
Dr. Lynn Mayall, pastor, will
information concerning their serspeak about "Mongrel Religion" at
vices on Sunday, Feb. 18, to the
11 a.m. service and about "Hell, A
Murray Ledger & Times as
Religious Place" at 6 p.m. service.
follows:
Greg Mayall will direct the music
First United Methodist
with April Mack and Susan ReyThe Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
nolds as accompanists. The Shelton
minister, will speak about "MarSingers will be featured singers at
riage and Marriage Failure" with
both the morning and evening
scripture from Matthew 19:1-11 at
hours. Assisting will be the Rev.
10:50 a.m. service. The Chancel
Steve Todd, announcements, the
Choir will sing an anthem, "Joyful
Rev. Randolph Allen, Bible readJoyful We Adore Thee," with Kim
ing, Rick Beam, prayer, and Brent
Black as director and Joan Bowker
Evans, Calvin Todd, Max Dowdy,
as organist Acolytes will be RusJohn Brittain, Anthony Manning,
sell Lencki and Jared L,encki.
Bob Tanner, David Lee and
Church School will be at 9:45 aim, Michael Cutini, ushers. Sunday
UMYF at 5 p.m. and Bible Study
School will be at 10 a.m. and
on Mark at 7 p.m.
Junior Church at 11 a.m.
Goshen United Methodist
South Pleasant Grove
The Rev. Susan AllsopUnited Methodist
Atkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
The Rev. Jim Alford, minister,
a.m. service. Dale Parker will be
will speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30
lay assistant and the pastor in
p.m. services. His topic will be
charge of children's church. Melis- "With All Our Love" with scripture
sa Villaflor and Rachel Hutson will
from Galatians 6:1-6. The Church
be acolytes. Sunday School with
Choir will sing "What A Day That
Ronnie Hutson as director will be
Will Be" with Doug Crafton as
at 10 a.m.
director and Kathy Erwin and TomHazel Baptist
my Gaines as accompanists. AssistThe Rev. James Garland, pastor, ing will be Edith and Polk Story,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. Phil Liddle, Ronnie Jackson, Tarmy
services. Gene Orr Miller will
Barnes and Jimmy Osborn. Sunday
direct the music with Oneida White
School will be at 9:45 a.m., a
and Roger Hutson as accompanists. "Welcome Potluck" for the Alford
Sunday School with Joe B. Adams family at 12 noon, UMYF at 5
as director will be at 9:45 a.m. and
p.m. and Choir Practice at 6:30
Church Training with Charles
p.m.
Overcast as director will be at 5:30
Poplar Spring Baptist
p.m.
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor,
First Presbyterian
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerh- services. Mark Hardison will direct
out, pastor, will speak about the music. Sunday School with
"Bridge — Building" with scripMarty Futrell as director will be at
ture from Ephesians 2:14 at 10:45
10 a.m. and Church Training with
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir
Rickey Stewart as director will be
will sing an anthem, "Awake the 6 p.m.
Trumpets Lofty Sound" with Karl
Westside Baptist
Thomsen as director and Pat BomThe Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
b& as organist. Assisting will be speak about "The Glory of the
Paul and Kenny Lynn and the Lynn Cross" with scripture from John
family. Church School will start at 17:1-5 at 9 and 10:50 a.m. services
and about "The Doctrine of Salva9:30 Lm.

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By H.C. CHILES
THE WAY,
THE TRUTH, THE LIFE
John fourteen is one of the most
beautiful and comforting chapters in
the Bible. For more than nineteen
centuries the Holy Spirit has used it
effectively with the sick, the suffering, the sorrowing, the despondent
and the dying.
Christ's Comfort -- John 14:1-6
On the night before His crucifixion
Christ calmly announced to His disciples that He was going to leave them,
which announcement pierced their
hearts. They were sorely troubled at
the thought of separation from Him
Whom they had learned to love so
dearly. No longer could they carry to
Him their problems and make Him the
sharer in their difficulties as had been
their custom.
Observing the troubled look upon
their faces and the billows of anguish
that surged through their hearts,
Christ said: "Let not your heart be
troubled: ye believe in God, believe
also in Me." Christ taught them that,
after He had gone from them, they
were not to think of Him as having
ceased to be. He would only have
gone to another abiding-place to prepare for their coming and in due time
would return for them. Christ's panancea for sorrow has three elements:
faith in Christ; we are to believe in
Him as a personal, loving and omnipotent Saviour Who is too good to be
unkind and too wise to make a
mistake. The second element which
comforts us in our sorrow is the hope
of heaven. And the third element of
Christ's panacea for sorrow is the
hope of His blessed return. He is
coming to reveal His glory,to raise up
the bodies of the righteous dead, to
translate the bodies of the living
saints, to reward His servants for their
service to Him, and to receive His
own unto Himself. From what is
Christ the way? He is the way from the
guilt of sin, the wrath of God, and the
power of sin. To what is christ the

way? He is the way to God the Father,
and to heaven. Christ is the only
connecting link between earth and
heaven. Fellowship with God is impossible apart from Christ. No one
will ever enter heaven unless he goes
there through Christ, God's Son and
the only Saviour.
Not understanding clearly Christ's
claim as to the unity of the Father and
the Son, Philip said: "Lord, shew us
the Father and it sufficeth us." Philip
was sincere in making his bold request He was also aknowledging his
faith in Christ's ability to reveal God
to the human heart. Moreover, this
request finds its echo in every believing heart. Whether expressed or unexpressed, there is a genuine yearning
for a better acquaintance with the
Father in the hearts of the children of
God.
Even though Philip had listened to
the teachings of Christ and had
witnessed numerous demonstrations
of His miraculous power, he had not
realized the unique relationship and
inseparable unity which existed between God the Father and Christ the
Saviour. Surely no one could ask for
any clearer or stronger claim to diety
than is involved in Christ's answer to
Philip, "He that hath seen me hath
seen the Father." Though two in
person, the Father and Son are one in
entity. To know Christ Jesus, the
second Person in the Trinity, is to
know God the Father,the first Person.
He is a perfect revelation of the
Father.
Christ assured those who had a
deep and abiding faith in Him as their
personal, loving and omnipotent Saviour and Lord that they would be
enabled to do many of the same kinds
of works which He had done during
His sojourn here in the flesh. His
works had been limited largely to
Palestine, but theirs would be far more
extensive. If we are to be like Christ,
we must strive for the Father's glory
rather than our own.

Lion: Reconcilation" with scripture
from II Corinthians 5:17-21 at 6
p.m. service. Tommy Scott will
direct the music with Kathy Ligon,
Patsy Neale and Susie Scott as
accompanists. Kathy Ticknor will
sing a solo at both morning hours.
The Church Choir will sing "I'll Be
On My Way" at 10:50. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m. and Choir
Practice at 5 p.m.
Flint Baptist
The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
University
Church of Christ
Sam Parker speak at 10 a.m. service and Hamp W. Brooks at 6
p.m. service. Ernie Bailey will
direct the song service. Assisting
will be Hamp W. Brooks, Vernon
Gantt, Greg DeLancey, Hampton
Brooks, Todd Brooks, Mark Ferguson, John Grace, Bobby Bazzell,
Joey Bazzell, Russ Taylor, Jay
Simmons, Teddy Cohoon, Marlen
Wood, Chad DeLancey, Chuck
Wilson and Keith Hosford. Bible
classes will be at 9 a.m.
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Sunday School with Brooks Oswalt
as director will be at 10 a.m. and
Church Training with Bill Outland
as director and Junior Choir at 6
p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Mike Farmer, minister of
education and youth, will assist.
Rick Melson, minister of music,
will direct the music with Margaret
Wilkins and Tonya Simmons as
accompanists. Sunday School will
be at 9:40 a.m. and Discipleship
Training, Youth Choir, Children's
Choir and Preschool Choir at 6
p.m.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "Koinonia: Authentic Fellowship" with scripture from Acts
2:42-47 at 9 a.m. service and about
"A Day in Jesus' Life" with scripture from Mark 1:35-39 at 6 p.m.
service. Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service. Assisting will be
George Patterson, David Ryan,
Alan Martin, Allen McKeel, Jack
Rose, Jody Poole, Torn Swatzell,
Bill Nix, Howell Clark, Tommy
Carraway, Ed P. Thomas, Thomas
Schroader, Randy Young and Steve
J. Simmons. Bible classes will be
at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson,
pastor, will speak at 10:50 a.m. and
6 p.m. services. His morning topic
will be "The Compromising
Church" with scripture from Revelation 2:12-18. Kyle Evans will
direct the music. Dwane Jones will
be deacon of the week and will be
accompanist along with Susan
Jones. The Church Choir will sing
"The Blood That Stained the Old
Rugged Cross" at morning hour,
and "Heaven's Jubilee" at evening
hour. Sunday School with James
Rose as superintendent will be at
9:45 a.m. and Choir Practice at
5:30 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with
the Fr. Pete Sharkey S.J. as minister. Assisting will be Chris Paradise, Julia Madox, Kevin
D'Angelo, Tom Auer, Jim Stroud,
Paul Kurz, Palli Kurz, Aaron Whitaker, Bill Whitaker, Tom Simmons, Mike Stepto, Paul Maggard,
Lorraine Maggard, Joyce Tidwell,
Matt Westphal, Chris Woods, Carl
Woods, Paul and Sue McNeary,
Pam and Jerry Kelly, Margaret
Maddox, Darlene Gaietto, Joe
Gaietto, Larry Krouse and Judy
Krouse. Church History Group will
be at 9:30 a.m.; and Loss and Grief

Talk at 12:15 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence Helmich, pastor, will speak about "On Christ the
Solid Rock" with scripture from I
Corinthians 3:10-23 at 10:30 a.m.
service. Alice Witte will be organist. Assisting will be George
Friebel, John Kruger, Jim Jones,
Ivan Schwarm, Doug Helmich,
Mike Friebel and Don and Pat
Bray. Sunday School and Adult
Bible Class will be at 9:30 a.m.
and the group "Captive Free" will
sing at 6:30 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Jimmy Key will direct the
music with Jennifer Downey as
pianist. Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent will be
at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Buron Richerson, interim pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
7 p.m. services. Michael Milby will
direct the music with Rhonda Lamb
and Laura Paschall as accompanists. A quartet composed of Milby,
Patty Knott, Lowell Key and Mrs.
Paschall will sing. Sunday School
with Jim Potter as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
New Life
Christian Center
The Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The
Rev. Karen Welch will direct the
music. Men's prayer breakfast will
be at 8 a.m. and Sunday School at
9:30 a.m.
Palestine United Methodist
The ,Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will
direct the song service with Faye
Childress as pianist. Sunday School
with Jimmy Burkeen as director
will be at 10 a.m.
Murray Church of God
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at
building at Sycamore and South
15th Streets. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Ralph Robertson will direct
the music with Carmaleta Eldridge
as pianist. Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd
United Methodist
The Rev. Thomas E Cary Jr.,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service. Diana Tatlock will direct the
music with Margaret Kennedy and
Betty Poole as accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
UMYF at 5 p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor,
will speak at 2:45 p.m. service.
Bible Study will be at 2 p.m.
Calvary Temple
The Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Beal will lead the
music with Fran Beal as accompanist. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. George Culp, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Bobby Manning will
direct the music with Marge West
and Jennifer Culp as accompanists.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The seventh Sunday after Epiphany will be observed with the
Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m.
with Fr. Andre Trevathan as celebrant and preacher. Assisting will
be Steve Hale, Randy Johnson and

Nancy Schempp. Campus Ministry
phen Littlefield, minister of music,
will be host for the coffee hour.
will sing "Thou Art Worthy,"
First Christian
Christina and Jean Viuitow will
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
sing "I Am Willing, Lord," and the
speak about "Fish! For A Lifetime"
Adult Handbells will play "A Song
with scripture from Isaiah 49:8-13 of Gladness" at morning hour. The
and Psalm 62:5-12 at 10:45 a.m.
Men's Choir will sing "Kneel at
service. The Handbell Choir will
the Cross" at the evening hour.
play "Grazioso." Assisting will be
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.,
June Vander Molen, Justin GarAdult Handbells at 4:30 p.m., Pionland, Joey McKeel, Corinne eer RAs, Baptist Young Men,
McNutt, Barbara Pursley, Don
Acteens and Finance Committee at
McCord, Johnny Reagan, Scott 4:45 p.m., Youth Choir at 5:50
Marvin, Rob Williams, Ron Gray, p.m., Discipleship Training, GAs,
Hester Gray, Jim Boone, Nancy
RAs and Intermediate Sign LanNygaard, Helen Campbell, Debbie guage Class at 6 p.m. and Praise at
Ferguson, Raylene Gagel and Judy 8 p.m.
Lyle. Sunday School will be at
Russell Chapel
9:30 a.m. and High School Youth
United Methodist
at 5:30 p.m.
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
Spring Creek Baptist
will
speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Red Woods as song leader and
services. Sunday School will be at Dorothy Brown as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:45 a.m.
10 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
Lynn Grove
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
United Methodist
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor, p.m. services.
Sunday School with
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Russell Moss
as superintendent
Judy Kelso will be organist. Sunwill be at 10 a.m.
day School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Christian Science
West Fork Baptist
Christian Science Society at
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor, 1640 Farmer Ave. will have serwill speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. vices at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30
services. Alvin Usrey, deacon of p.m. each second Wednesday.
the week, will direct the music Reading Room will be open from
with Janet Arnold and Mary Geurin 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
as accompanists. Sunday School and Saturday.
with Phillip Bazzell as director will
Temple Hill
be at 10 a.m.
United Methodist
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pasThe Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, tor, will
speak at 10 a.m. worship
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. service.
Sunday School will be at services. His morning topic will be
11 a.m.
"We Are God's Temple" with
New Concord
scripture from I Corinthians 3:16.
Church of Christ
Ron Pace will direct the mnusic
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
with Clarice Norsworthy as pianist. at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m., Bible classes will be at 9 a.m. and
Methodist Men sponsorship of 5:30 p.m.
noon lunch at Louie's, and Choir
Brooks Chapel
Practicxe at 5:30 p.m.
United Methodist
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
The Rev. Charles Anderson, paswill speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 services. Sunday School will be at
p.m. services. Sunday School will
10 a.m. and Children's Church at
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
11 a.m.
at 5 p.m.
Bethel United Methodist
First Baptist
The Rev. Don Barnett, pastor,
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
speak about "Give Until It Feels Sunday School will be at 10:30
Good" with scripture from 11 Cor- a.m.
inthians 9:6-15 at 10:45 a.m. serNew Providence Baptist
vice and from U Corinthians at 7
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor
p.m. service. John Randolph, dea- will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
con of the week, will assist. The service. Sunday School will be at
Sanctuary Choir, directed by Ste- 10 a.m.

FROM THE
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RST
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'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

I

I. Anger is only one letter short of danger.
2. It is not what we take up,but what we give up,that makes us rich.
Henry Wark Beecher
3. Wisdom enables one to be thrifty without being stingy, and
generous without being wasteful
4. Women like the strong, silent type because they think he is
listening.
5. Gratitude takes three forms: A feeling in the heart, and
expression in words, and giving in return.
6. Don't regard it as losing hair, "said the barber. "Think of it as
gaining face."
7. Friendship, like a rose, is greater than the thorns that accompany
iL

If You Missed It The First Time,

Catch It This Friday!

WORM CIMONSHIP BONG
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'MIKE
TYSON

FISH. SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0 - SANDWICH- BREAKFAST
cn
-n
There's No Place Like
ET)

OINTIENIOWN

JAMES
(BUSTER)'.3
DOUGLAS

HOMEPLACE

Specials Good Thursday, Friday & Saturday

Classes Begin Monday

8
0
14 oz.
one Steak
Choice of potato, salad
or slaw, Texas mast

$595

co
All You Can Eat
Ocean Boneless or Ky.$ A 95
Lake Catfish
'choice of pomM, whist lit
boles, slaw & illecuPPies

&airy Sat. & Sun. *II noon $285
Country Ham Breakfast only

1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m.-8 p.m.; Sun. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

aocmv3s

IT

YMCA
759-YMCA

FAMILY

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

ISVAN113118 • HOIMONVS - 011-1:1118 •

'Aerobics .50+ Fitness
.50+ Aquatic Exercise
-Tots-In-Motion
Overnight Grades K-5
Friday, Feb. 23rd

5
,x

'FISH

/WI
WANN%%%%Mi%

See The Replay of the Fight
Everyone's Talking About!
Only On HBO
Friday, February 16 at 8:30 p.m.

CABLE
Bel-Air Center

vISION

753-5005
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Lady Tigers float past Ballard Memorial
Parker tosses in
record-setting 41
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

With district tournament competition just
around the corner, two Murray High basketball
coaches found themselves feeling it necessary to
apologize for how good their teams played
Thursday night.
First it was Jim Harrell, head coach of the Lady Tigers, who
saw his Lady Tigers stun Ballard County with a 29-point upset
in a game which saw the Lady Tiger starters still in the game
with 26 seconds left.
Then, Tiger head coach Cary Miller felt a little guilty about
how well his Tigers played in their 89-61 win over Fulton City
immediately afterward, even though Tiger substitutes played freely throughout the game.
Neither was trying to run the score up. Harrell could have
substituted with 2:37 left and a 20-point lead...and Ballard could
have begun a 3-point barrage — it would have taken only
seven shots to score 21 points. After the 2:37 mark, however,
Harrell couldn't put his reserves in until the 0:26 mark, because
the action never stopped. Ballard didn't call time out and, while
Murray could have asked for time, it would have meant interrupting a Lady Tiger fast break to do so.
The Fulton Bulldogs, meanwhile, simply were no match for
the Tigers. Miller began putting reserves in during the first
quarter, but it was the Tiger seniors' last home game of the
season, and Miller was justified in letting those 12-graders get
in some playing time during the rout.
• • •
Nobody likes to lose...nobody likes to lose big. And sometimes it is embarrassing to win big, when it makes the winner
look sort of like an adult beating an 8-year-old at arm wrestling
(any 8-year-olds out there want to take me on?)
But, at this time of the season, every coach should like to
see his team playing as well as possible.
I have a friend in Marshall County who isn't liked very well
outside of Marshall County. Howard Beth, coach of the Lady
Marshals, has held a nine-year stranglehold on the First Region
girls' basketball title, and, in those nine years, Beth has made a
lot of enemies among coaches and fans of other girls' teams.
The Lady Marshals have won a lot of games in those nine
years, and they've won most of them by a lot of points. It is
sometimes hard for opposing coaches and fans to stomach seeing
Beth red-faced and screaming instructions while his reserves continue piling up points against lesser opponents.
Some feel Beth runs the score up intentionally. I agree that
Beth's actions are intentional, but I'm not going to fully agree
that Beth is trying to embarrass the opposing teams.
I spent some years around Beth and the Lady Marshall program, and I have some little insight into his philosophy. It's not
that he loves large margins...Beth hates seeing players perform
under their capabilities.
Beth's philosophy is simple once it is comprehended. He is a
perfectionist, and he is highly competitive, and when he sends a
player into the game he expects that player to perform to her
capabilities. The score is always 0-0, Lady Marshals are told in
practice, and they are expected to go all-out as long as they
are on the floor.
He knows it irritates other coaches and other fans, he knows
it sometimes humiliates other teams. He also knows it isn't his
job to worry about that.
It may be perceived as unsportsmanlike conduct, but I don't
think I'm letting my friendship with Howard affect me when I
say I don't believe it is. After all, we keep telling our kids
that it's not whether you win or lose, but how you play the
game. Beth insists that his Lady Marshals 'play the game' for
as long as they're in the game.
I'm not trying to start a "We Love Howard" club here; in
fact, I'll get him mad at me now by saying I'm tired of seeing
the Lady Marshals win the regional year after year and I hope
someone else wins it this year.
But if someone else wins it, they're going to have to win it
And I'm willing to go on record right now to say that girls'
basketball in the First Region is of a higher quality of play
overall than it was ten years ago, and Lady Marshal blowout
wins may have had something to do with that. Humiliation
destroys some people...it inspires others.
The Lady Marshals' nine-year reign may continue this year...or
it may be interrupted by someone who was humiliated by Marshall County before.
• • •
One more thing about blow-out victories. Under the popular
Litkenhous rating system employed by the Louisville CourierJournal, the rankings are based on how badly one team beats
another. If the Lit computer "thinks" Team A should beat Team
B by ten points and 'A' wins by less than that, or loses, their
rating goes down. If 'A' is supposed to win by ten and wins
by more, their rating goes up...so if 'A' can beat a team by 40
when they were only supposed to win by ten...
• • •
On to other things. I'm glad the boxing divisions finally got
their heads out of their spit buckets and "recognized" what the
world saw last weekend — that Buster Douglas whupped Mike
Tyson and is the new heavyweight champion.
Why all the discussion about the 10-second count? Don King
and anyone else who has more than a passing interest in heavyweight boxing knows that there is no such thing as a 10-second
count. The rules call for a "ten count," which, of course,
should last around ten seconds but which is to be done by the
referee of the fight, not by the timekeeper, a stopwatch, or the
champion's promoter.
• • •
Speaking of a "ten count," the Murray State University's
men's athletic program completed its own knockout of the rest
of the Ohio Valley Conference in the ten years which comprised
the 1980s.
The OVC officially recognized the MSU men's athletic program as the "Program of the Decade" on Feb. 9, with the honor
based on OVC All-Sports Trophy scoring for each of the years
from 1979-80 until 1988-89. MSU won three titles outright,
shared the No. 1 spot once, and finished second each of the
other five years.
MSU edged Eastern Kentucky for the honor, scoring an aggregate of 913.5 points (91.35 per year) to the Colonels' 893.5 total and 89.35 average.

Thursday's flood-like rains must
have inspired Jennifer Parker, who
loaded Murray High's cotten-net
arks two-by-two and sometimes
three-by-three during the Lady
Tigers' stunning 91-62 upset of the
Ballard Memorial Lady Bombers.
Parker's 41-point production
washed away the existing Lady
Tiger single-game scoring record
and capsized the Lady Bombers,
13-5 and ranked fourth in the First
Region before Thursday night's
game at Murray High.
Swimming with the big fish was
nothing new for the Lady Tigers,
however. "We've played the top
four teams (in the region) in our
last four games," Lady Tiger head
coach Jim Harrell said. "And we've
gone 2-2 against them; I'm feel
real good about that."
The only thing Harrell didn't
feel good about was the final margin and the fact that his starters
stayed in the game until the final
26 seconds of play. "I wasn't trying to run the score up," Harrell
said to open his post-game interview. "That doesn't mean anything
to me."
Harrell noted that he "never really felt comfortable" until the final
three minutes of the game and that,
during that stretch, there was little
chance to substitute, for Murray's
transition game blasted the game
open during that stretch and Ballard declined to call time out to
stop the action.
Parker's steady scoring had kept
the Lady Tigers in front from the
opening seconds, when Melissa
Bogard tapped the tip-off to Ann
Greenfield, who flung the relay to
a streaking Parker for a gameopening layup and immediate lead.
Ballard Memorial tied the game
at 2 and 7, but trailed by six-toeight points through most of the
first half and saw the floodwaters
(Cont'd on page 11)

Murray's Jennifer Parker (15, right) shoots over two Ballard defenders after driving the baseline during
second-half action of her record-setting 41-point game Thursday night, sparking the Lady Tigers to a
91-62 upset over the Lady Bombers.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Carlisle County paints Lady Lakers with loss
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Tim*. Asst. Sports Editor

You could have pardoned Calloway Lady Laker assistant coach
Tommy Greer if he was feeling a
little bit under the weather after
Thursday night's loss to Carlisle
County.
After sitting in for head coach
Rose Elder, who was home with
the flu, Greer had to watch Calloway let a 10-point first-half lead
slip away, as the Lady Lakers
dropped a 52-44 decision to the
Lady Comets.
After jumping out to a 16-6 lead
at the end of the rinl quarter, the
Lady Lakers stumbled in the second period, but still took a sevenpoint lead into the locker room.
They fell completely down in the
third quarter, as Carlisle outscored
the Lady Lakers 16-5, built as
much as a nine-point lead in the
fourth quarter, and withstood a late
Calloway charge to upend the Lady

Lakers.
The loss dropped Calloway to
7-11, while Carlisle improved to
13-6.
"We played a pretty good ballgame, considering our shots didn't
fall," Greer said. "We've got to do
a better job of getting the ball in
the basket when we get it inside
the paint."
Calloway hit just 19 of 59 shots,
and also struggled at the free throw
line, where they hit only five of 14
attempts. It was the misses inside
the free throw lane that concerned
Greer.
"The bad part about it was half
of those shots were in the paint,"
Greer said, pointing out that Calloway missed 14 shots in the paint in
the second half alone.
Anne Paul led the Lady Lakers
with 14 points, while Cynthia Garland had 10, and Betsy Herndon
tossed in eight.
While they were struggling
inside, Calloway was shutting

down the Carlisle inside game as
they utilized a zone defense
designed to shut down Carlisle's
Andrea Vineyard, who came into
the game averaging 18 points a
game.
The strategy worked as far as
Vineyard was concerned, as she
scored just nine points, but Michelle Lambert picked up the slack by
finding seams in the defense and
knocking down 24 points, including 16 in the second half.
"I thought we did a pretty good
job in the first half," Greer said.
"We tried to put a little pressure on
Lambert, but we could never get
out there, and she hit some tough
shots."
Calloway jumped out quickly to
a 9-4 lead, as Herndon hit a 3-pointer, Paul scored twice on putbacks
and Garland scored in the lane.
Both teams struggled offensively
for most of the first quarter before
a 3-point play by Paul and a runner
in the lane by Darra Mitchell gave

Calloway a 14-4 lead.
Vineyard scored six straight for
Carlisle to close the Lady Comets
within six midway through the second period, and after a Paul score
and a Paul free throw, Lambert and
Nancy Hall scored to get Carlisle
within five. The Lady Comets had
a number of chances to get within
three, but Calloway's Christy Lambert had two layups, including one
at the buzzer, to give the Lady
Lakers their seven-point edge.
Other than a Herndon 3-point
play and a score from Paul, the
third quarter was a disaster for Calloway. The Lady Lakers committed
10 turnovers and couldn't get a
shot to go down. Meanwhile, Lambert tossed in 10 points in the quarter, and her layup with 17 seconds
left gave Carlisle a 36-32 lead
going into the fourth quarter.
A fadeaway jumper from Garland opened the final period and
got the Lady Lakers within two,
(Cont'd on page 11)

College basketball

Kentucky 'tournament' atmosphere cages LSU
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky got a fleeting touch of tournament fever.
And for the Wildcats, a team on
a two-year probation from postseason play by the NCAA, it was a
100-95 upset Thursday night over
No. 9 Louisiana State that served
as a substitute for the real thing.
"I told them at halftime, 'Don't
ask for this game to run out," said
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino.
"You guys don't have an NCAA
tournament. You've got to wish
that this game with this type of
crowd and this type of atmosphere
goes on forever."'
Kentucky, winning its fourth
straight game, improved to 13-10
overall and 9-5 in the SEC. LSU,
19-4 overall, is tied for first in the
conference with Georgia with 9-4
records.
"Eng team we play in the SEC
is kind of like our tournament,"
said Kentucky guard Richie Farmer, who sank six free throws in
the final 1:05 to turn back an LSU
rally. "We have a legitimate
chance to win the SEC, but we
have to sec what happens."
There was added security in

Rupp Arena because Pitino and
LSU's Dale Brown had been
involved in a shouting match during last month's contest at Baton
Rouge.
There was a loud chorus of boos
for Brown during pre-game introductions, but after the tip-off, the
contest on the court was the focus
of attention for the record crowd of
24,301.

"It had the atmosphere of a
championship game," said Pitino.
Kentucky had to overcome a
41 -point performance by AllAmerican guard Chris Jackson and
a 58-41 deficit in rebounds to snap
LSU's seven-game winning streak.
Jackson hit a 3-pointer with 1:12
to go as LSU rallied from an 87-70
deficit at 6:09 to within 94-92.
Farmer went to the line after get-

tang fouled in the backcourt by
Maurice Williamson, hitting both
ends of the one-and-one situation.
Seventeen seconds later, after LSU
failed to score, Farmer made two
more to give Kentucky a 98-92
edge.
Jackson connected again from
3-point range, his seventh of the
game, to cut the margin to 98-95
(Cont'd on page 11)

8th grade tournament

oss finishes Murray Middle season
South Marshall continued to be
the thorn in the side of the Murray
Middle Tigers, who ended their
season with a 38-33 loss to the
Rebels in the semifinals of the
Fourth District 8th-grade tournament Thursday night in Benton.
South Marshall will face North
Marshall in the championship game
of the boys' tournament tonight
following a Calloway-Lady Rebel
matchup in the girls' title tilt at 6
p.m.

MMS ended their season at 8-4,
with three losses coming to South
Marshall.
"They're a great team," Murray
Middle coach Scott Turner said. "If
they don't win the tournament, I'll
be shocked."
Despite the three-point final,
Turner felt the game slipped away
from the Tigers in the first half.
"We lost it in the first half. Our
defense worked exceptionally well,
and we held them to 14 points,"
Turiftr said. "Unfortunately, we
only scored eight. We had some
problems with their press, and we

couldn't hit the ocean."
Chris Allen tossed in 16 to lead
Murray Middle, while Andy Gupton added eight and Damon
Cohoon pitched in six.
Although the loss ended the
Tiger season, Turner was pleased
with the season.
"We're pleased with them. They
won just three games last year as
seventh graders, and this year they
won eight, so they improved," Turner said. "They worked hard; we
couldn't fault their effort all year
long."
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Actions& Reactions
Junior varsity basketball
MURRAY - A run of seven unanswered points at the end of the third quarter
broke open a 22-22 tie and the Murray High JV Lady Tiger free throws Mid off
a
late BalWd Memorial charge for,43-36 win in junior varsity girls action Thursday
night at Murray. Christy Bell scored 11 points and Renee Inibuddit and Kelly
Burkeen added eight points each.

Everyone joins in on fun as
Tigers post senior night win
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor

It was Senior Night at Murray
High School...and junior night,
Freshman Leah Darnell scored 10 points and Krista Stalls and Susan
sophomore" night, freshman night
Lax added
eight each as the Calloway County Lady Laker junior varsity routed Catisle
and anyone-else-in-a-Tiger-uniform
County
Thursday night 51-20.
night as the Tigers easily handled
Fulton City's Bulldogs in an 89-61
decision.
"It was a good Senior Night,"
NEW YORK - Commissioner Fay Vincent said he was "extremely pessimistic"
?MS coach Cary Miller said of the
about reaching a quick end to the lockout that shut down spring training in Florida
victory. "Our seniors played well,
and Arizona for the seventh time in nearty 20 years. Negotiators spent the day
debating the commissioners proposal, which cals for a 75 percent cap on salary
and we tried to give them the
increases for players in arbittakon. Union chief Donald Fehr and management
opportunity to play."
negotiator Chuck O'Connor said at separate briefingsthat
ou the talks were "intense,"
The Tiger seniors played so well,
but that progress was slight, if any. "I am extreme pessimistic. It was not a very
everyone else on the Murray bench
productive day," Vincent said. "I am pessimistic
t resolving this in the neat
got the opportunity to play. After
term. I am pessimistic because we're talking, but we don't seem to be maktng
much progress "
Fulton City's Tito Crumble hit a
3-point shot to open the scoring,
Willis Cheaney tied the game with
a '3' of his own and put Murray in
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. - West Virginia quarterback Major Harris will sk0 his
the lead by Upping a Fulton pass to
final year of eligibility and enter the NFL draft, In three seasons at West Virginia,
Brian Sowerby, who relayed back
Hams led the Mountaineers to three bowl games and their first unbeaten regular
to Cheaney on the break.
season in 1988, when they went 11-0 before losing to top-ranked Notre Dame
Scott Gordon scored on a putback for a 7-3 lead, then blocked a
Bulldog shot and recovered the ball
to set up Cheaney's assist to Sowerby on an outside jumper. Robbie
Danner then came up with a steal
and Cheaney converted from out(Cont'd from page 10)
with 29 points, followed by Deron
with 41 seconds to go.
Feldhaus with 24, Sean Woods 12, side for an 11-3 start for the
Kentucky then worked 33 sec- Reggie Hanson 11 and Fanner 10. Tigers.
Murray led 24-10 at the end of
onds off the clock before Jackson
Seven-footer Shaquille O'Neal,
fouled Farmer, who calmly made who fouled out with 6:52 left in the the quarter and, with game-high
both free throws for the final game, added 14 points and 21 scorer Sowerby drilling three '3's
margin.
rebounds for LSU while Stanley in the second quarter, the Tiger
lead bulged out to 49-26 when
Derrick Miller led Kentucky Roberts had 13 points.
Allen Rayburn sank a 30-foot '3' at
the buzzer to end the half.
Miller found himself almost apologetic that his Tigers had played
so well, and pointed out that Mur(Cont'd from page 10)
heat.
ray had caught the Bulldogs at a
"I thought the heat was a factor," bad time. "They had some players
but Carlisle ran off six straight to
Greer said."We got kind of tired in who aren't with them now," Miller
go up by eight. Calloway got within four with a minute remaining, the second half."
said of Fulton. "They played real
Next up for the Lady Lakers is a hard, but we just had them
but missed a putback in the lane
outtrip to Todd County Central on manned...they kept coming
that would have got them within
back
Saturday.
two, and the Lady Comets hit six
and they really played hard, but we
•
free throws in the final 45 seconds
had too much size on them and that
to seal the win.
allowed us to dominate.
CARUSLE
6 20 36 52
While poor shooting and bad
CALLOWAY .
"Our pressure early in the game
16 27 32 44
Carted* (52)- Lambert 24, Vineyard 9, Welballhandling could easily sum up
hurt them; they had some inexperk' 7, Gil 5, HaN 4, Philips 3. Totals 14-53 FG,
the loss, Greer also pointed to the
13-20 FT.
ienced players at the guard spot,"
Calloway (44)- Paul 14, Garland 10, Hemwarmth of Jeffery Gym, as the
Miller added.
don 8, Lambert 6, Michell 2, Stalls, Lax, Evans
game was played in sweltering
Totals: 19-50 FG, 5-14 FT.
Miller had plenty of praise to
•

•

•

Baseball

College football

Kentucky

•••

Carlisle ...

26
49

40
71
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David King
Hazard 78, Owsiey Co 58
Jessamine Co. 67, Nicholas Co 46
Leslie Co 78, Moe Gera 55
Lea Catholic 54, Lea Sayre 15
Lex Henry Clay 75. Laurel Co 57
Lex Lafayette 57, Washington Co 39
Lincoln Co 60, W l-als 58
Lrvingston Cent 74, Providence 61
Lone Oat 63, Lyon Co 41
Lou Butler 53, Lou Holy Rosary 47
LOU Feudal* 57. Meade Co 29
Lou. Presentation 48, Lou Iroquois 32
Mayfield 102. Fuson Co 48
McCreary Cent 45 llockcastle Co 43
Mercer Co. 51. Anderson Co 26
Montgomery Co 55. Mason Co 40
Monticello 64, Somerset 49
Morgan Co 52. Powell Co 18
klmay 91, Ballard hlwinonal 62
Neisixt Co 65. Bards Beth 39
Notre Dame 67 Scott 27
Nwprt Cent Catholic 71, Lloyd 50
Oldham Co. 59. Seneca 50
Parts 81, Scott Co 57
Rkeville 48. 1hrgie 43
Russel 83. W Caner 49
S Hopkins 52, Chnerwen Co 51
Sheby Co 75, Carrol Co. 42
SOW Grove 55, Dayton 43
Simon K•1110f1 81. Newport 53
St Henry 57, Beachwood 23
Vila Madonna 37, Ludlow 28
Wayne Co 55, Danville 42

soy.
Crmerwen Co 54, S Hopkins 46
timing Co 88 Bourbon Co 71
Fulton Co 76. Maylwrid 68
Wray 89, Fulton Cie 61
Pikeville 84. Prestonsburg 72
Fivrsde Christian 87. Red Bad 74
Si Painck 85. &Wien Co 69
Um Ks $2. Todd Co Cent 65
\Argil 106, Ward 76
Viashngton Co 60. Burps 33
Girls
Ashland 50 Grminup Co. 42
Bardstown 36. Spencer Co. 31
Bath Co 83. Mendes Co 54
Bishop BfOtliArt 57. &Wavy* 51
Boone Co 73 Carrpbell Co 35
Bourbon Co. 73. Pendleton Co 53
Boy* Co 65, Frankton 52
Bracken Co 78, St Patrick 54
Eireckinndge Co 49, Elam 40
Caritas Co 52, Calms, Co 44
Casey Co 76, Harrodsburg 25
Clark Co 48, Woodford Co 23
Connor 71, Holmes 51
E Hardin 91. Han Co. 42
Elkhorn City 70. Paintsville 27
Esti Co 42, Rich-Model 35
Fleming Co 63. Augusta 34
Frankin-Sur5son 45, Logan Co 43
Ft Thorn
hinds 45, Dui' Heights 27
Grant Co
. Galant, Co. 42
Harlan 63 PiAddiesboro 54

College basketball
EAST
Farrisigh Dickinson 74, St Frands. Pa 58
George Washington 101, Massachusetts 95
Georgia Tech 83. Fixdham 78
James Madison 73, Mani 58
Maine 78. New Hampshire 67
Mount St. Mary'', Md. 90, Long Island U 85
Penn St. 80, Rutgers 69
Siena 101. NM' Cross 91
St Francis. NY 82, Wagner 78
St Joseph's 83, St. Bonaventure 65
Vermont 59. Hartford 58
West Virginia 76, Rhode Island 74
SOUTH
An -Little Rodt 102, Georgia Si. 57
Carrpbel 83, NC -Wilmington 81, 20T
Cantsus 65. Liberty 53
Cent Flonda 55, Florida A8M 49
Centenary 104. Georgia SOlah•fr. 87
Cleveland St 105, Fla International 99
Cowin St 77. S. Carolina St 56
George Mason 83, William 8 Mary 78
Jadtsonville 87, South Alabama 85 OT
Kentucky 100. LSU 95
Louisville 97, Virginia Tech 78
Mann. Fla 62, Cent Connecticut St 40
NC Charlohe 86. Ala -Birmingham 72
Nevi Orleans 92. Lamar 60
Old Dominion 75, South Florida 56
Samford 57, Mercer 51
Texas-Pan Arnencan 98, SW Louisiana 96 20T
W Kentudiy 68, Va Commonwealth 65
Winthrop 68, Davidson 67
MIDWEST
rrumgo St 94, ElinturS 71

• • •
10
24
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SCOREBOARD

pass around to his Tiger troops,
however, noting the performance of
Gordon and Jason Joseph under the
hoop, Danner's usual consistent
overall play, Heath Wall's "super
defensive job" and the point production of Sowerby (23 points) and
Cheaney (16).
Cheaney, meanwhile, was hooting with glee after the 5-9 junior
guard saw he led the Tigers in
rebounds with seven. Cheaney also
had six of Murray's 14 steals and
six of the Tigers' 20 assists to post
team leads in those departments.
"Willis played a great floor
game," Miller noted. "He passed
the ball real well...he really ran the
show for us well tonight; he got the
ball to Brian, who was hot, and he
(Sowerby) hit about three in a row
for us that allowed us to pull away
in the second quarter."
Gordon added 13 points for the
Tigers, seven in the opening quarter as he, Danner and Sowerby
played their last regular-season
game in the MHS gym.
Murray, now 17-3, faces a crucial test tonight when they take on
Fourth District foe Mayfield at
6:30 (varsity game only) at Mayfield. A win clinches the No. 1
seeding in the Fourth District tournament for the Tigers but a loss to
the Cardinals would put Murray
and Marshall in a tie for the top
spot. A coin-flip would then be
used to determine the seeding, with
the No. 2 team facing No. 3 Calloway in first-round tournament
action.
Following tonight's CardinalTiger clash, Murray High travels to
Hickman County next Tuesday and
ends regular-season play with a
girls-boys doubleheader at Fulton
County next Friday, Feb. 23.
FULTON
MURRAY

FRIDAY,

61
89

Cinonnati 82, Memphis St 76
Dayton 84. St Louis 81, OT
Mchigan 77. lAnnesota 73
Ono St 68 Wisconsin 58
S Illinos 87, Drake 77
SW Missoun St. 42. W linos 72
Wnght St 139. S. Utah 93
Xavier, Olio 71, Evansville 52
SOUTHWEST
Lcostana Tech 70, Arkansas St 63
McNees,' St 83. SW Texas Si. 71
NE Louisiana 81. North Texas 64
Sam Houston St 83, Stephen F.Ausan 64
Texas-Arlington 72. WI Louisiana 69
Texas-El Paso 61, Utah 58
Tula 78, Wichita Sr 75
FAR WEST
Air Force 65. San Diego St 59
Anton. 71, /ozone St 50
California 79, UCLA 71
Hawaii 72, Colorado St 60
Long Beach St 102. VC Irvine 63
Montana 90 Nevada-Reno 71
Montana St 90. N Antona 88, OT
New Mexico 60. Brigham Young 51
Oregon 71, Washington St 66
San Diego 96. San Franasco 84
San Joss St. 63, Paolo U. 50
Santa Clara 84, St Mary's, Cal 52
Southem Cal 71, Stanford 62
LiC Santa Barbara 75, Fulerton Si 70
UNLV 109. New Mexico St 86
Washington 66, Oregon St 57
Webs+ St 77. E Washington 66
A

Fulton (61)- Lockett 20, Crumble 17, Rodehaver 9, Pulley 7, Behslich 6, Patton 1, Busher
1, Barnes, Kephart, Dickerson, McClanahan,
Lee, Adams FG 23/58, FT 10/25, 25 rebounds
Murray (89) - Sowerby 23, Cheaney 16,
Gordon 13, Danner 8, Joseph 8, Walls 7, Raybum 7, Johnson 3, Thomas 2, Whittaker 2,
Crum, Foster, Adkins, Bailey, Greene FG
36/73, FT 8/13, 37 rebounds
Record - Murray 17-3

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Lady Tigers float ...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Greenfield scored on the layup for
climb above the double-digit mark a 91-61 lead.
in the third quarter.
Only when Ballard doubleWith four minutes left in the dribbled did the referee's whistle
game, Murray led by 18, 73-55. stop the clock, allowing the MHS
Ballard's reputation had preceded reserves to enter the game with 26
them, however, and even when two seconds left. A Ballard free throw
free throws by Mary Catherine with 10 seconds left accounted for
Wooldridge pushed the lead to the 91-62 final.
79-59 with 2:37 left, Harrell still
"The last three minutes, everywasn't breathing easy.
thing started clicking for us," Har"They're a good ballclub," Har- rell said. The Lady Tigers, who
rell said of Ballard, "and I knew improved to 13-6 with the victory,
they have girls who can shoot the were clicking fairly well through'3'...stranger things have happened out the night, however.
in girls' basketball...it seemed
Parker scored nine points in the
everything was going too smoothly, first quarter as the Lady Tigers
I was waiting for something to opened a 20-14 lead, Murray
clog."
looked to be in trouble midway
There was to be no clog and no through the second quarter when
break in the action after Wool- Greenfield picked up her third foul
dridge's free throws, however. Fol- and walked to the bench with 4:27
lowing the charity tosses, Green- left and Murray clinging to a 24-20
field blocked a Ballard shot and lead.
Parker scored off the transition.
Ballard's free throws cut the lead
Ballard responded with a basket, to two before Bogard scored from
making the score 83-61, but Jennif- underneath. Deanna Houston
er Fairbanks scored against Bal- scored for Ballard to cut the gap to
lard's press for the Lady Tigers. 26-24, but Parker scored from the
Ballard missed a shot and Parker wing for Murray and, after Ballard
rebounded to go baseline-to- lost the ball out of bounds, Parker
baseline with a layup; another grabbed an offensive rebound and
MHS rebound set up Stephanie scored on the putback for a 30-24
Vanover's basket from the block. cushion.
Parker then stole a Ballard pass on
Botched free throws plagued the
the other end of the court and Lady Tigers, who missed four

straight front ends of 1 -plus-1
opportunities in the final four
minutes of the half, but Ballard
couldn't take advantage of the
missed tosses and Parker scored off
Christy Bell's assist for a 32-24
lead.
After Ballard's April Kendrick
and Murray's Jennifer Fairbanks
traded baskets, Murray missed their
fourth 1-and-I with 12 seconds left
and fouled, allowing Ballard to
sink two free throws with 0:10
showing.
Parker took the ball and drove
downcourt, however, releasing a
shot from outside that snuggled
into the net at the buzzer for a
36-28 halftime lead.
Harrell was proud of the way
Murray increased their lead with
Greenfield on the bench. "We went
to our bench and increased our lead
with them in there," he noted.
"That's the sign of a good team,
when you don't fall to pieces when
something like that happens."
Vanover opened the second half
with a basket to push the lead to 10
points. Vanover, who performed a
strong inside game with 15 points
and nine rebounds, added back-toback scores midway through the
period to open a 16-point lead,
52-36, and Ballard could never
make a serious challenge the rest of

the way.
Parker's prolific scoring, Vanover's strong inside performance,
double-digit scoring from Greenfield (12) and Wooldridge (11) and
the superb play of his top subs led
Harrell to proclaim the Lady
Tigers' 19th game of the season as
their finest.
"This is as good a 'game as
we've played from everyone's performance through all four quarters," Harrell said. "And this is a
good time of the year to start playing like this."
The Lady Tigers host Reidland
Monday night and end their regular
season slate next Friday (Feb. 23)
at Fulton County in a girls-boys
doubleheader.

FOR SALE
1989 Ford Ranger XLT (Excellent Condition); LWB; Blue and Silver; 4-Cylinder; Automatic Transmission; Aluminum Wheels; AM-FM Stereo Cassette;
60-40 Cloth Seats; Sliding Rear Window; Bed Liner; Toolbox; Rear Window
Louver; Tailgate Cover.

• Parker's 41 -point production
shattered the previous school
record of 32 points held by Tonya
Alexander. Appropriately, the fouryear starter broke the mark on
MHS' "Senior Night."
• • •
BALLARD
14 28 45 62
MURRAY
20 36 59 91
Ballard (62) - Houston 15, Spraggs 12,
Ka.Blanks 12, Kendrick 10, Ke Blanks 5,
McGullan 5, Cooper 2, Petty 1, Renfrew, Draper, Feissinger. FG 23/59, FT 13/19.
Murray (91) - Parker 41, Vanover 15,
Greenfield 12, Wooldridge 11, Bogard 8, Fairbanks 4, Bell, Hornbuckle, Jones FG 35/72. FT
18/26
Records - Ballard 13-6, Murray 13-6

(502) 753-1916
Ask For Greg (Ext. 27)
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Presents

Saturday, Feb. 17
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.

Half-time Shoot-Ou
* Make four shots from selected
spots on the floor and win!
It's that easy!

Be a part of the action!
Contest rules are available at the MSU Athletic
Office in Roy Stewart Stadium or at the program
booth in Racer Arena

**Racer Basketball**
MSU VS. TENNESSEE TECH

•.,

Get What Others
Pay
More For.

Speed. Quality. Reliability
Productivity.
Now they cost less.. with
Toshiba's new BD-7610 practical
business copier!
-30 Copies per Minute!
-Edge-to-Edge Complete
Copies!
-11x17 Copying!
-Reduction &
Enlargement!
-Automatic
Controlled
Exposure!

-Simplified
Control
Panel!
-3-Way Paper Supply!
-More Standard Features Than
Ever...Designed for Your Business and Your Budget!!
Other copiers may cost more But
they don't deliver more.
See why. See the BD-7610, today
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The 4th Annual West Tennessee
Outdoor, Sports, Boat &
Recreation Show
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"Ask Your Neighbors
About Their Toshiba"

$4.00 Adults - $2.00 Children (12 to 6) • under 6 free
Bring The Kids To Fish in the
41111K
20x40 TROUT POND
"Take Your Catch Home
.
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Boats - RV's - Water Bikes
Hunting & Outdoor Equipment
Tackle - Carvings & Art

,..,

"A Selling Show...Fun For The Entire Family!"

...-

TOSHIBA
1-800-633-7296
Inside Kentucky
1-800-858-0492
Outside Kentucky
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4-10 p.m. Thursday *4-10 p.m. Friday
y
*10-10 p.m. Saturday *Noon-6 p.m. Sunday
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Feb. 15, 16, 17 & 18, 1990
Jackson Civic Center
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Special Appearances By
^,
N
Miss Tennessee - Lisa Robertson • Mrs. Tennessee - Dale Thomas '.
^,
N
Wildlife Artist - Ralph McDonald & H.D. Moss, Carver
N\
Seminars By Tony Bean and Mike McLemort
N
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Racer
Illustrated
This Page Sponsored by Your Local Businesses

Game Notes

The Magic Number

Murray State Racers (17-6, 8-0 OVC)

Where Quality
Counts

In the last 52 games Murray State has
played,70 has been the magic number on the
scoreboard for the Racers. When MSU's
score reached into the 60s,its record is 33-12
(.733), but when the Racers push their total
over 70, the record improves to 30-5 (.857).
When they break into the 80s,the Racers are
16-2 (.889); the 90s, 6-1 (.857), and 100+
they are 2-1 (.667).

vs.

Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles (17-7t 7-2 OVC)

Thornton Tile
& Marble

Saturday, February 17 1994 12:30p.m.
Racer Arr.na (5,550)
Murray, Kentucky

The Coaches
t 12 S..,,th 91h St
Murray IV 4207 1
5021 753 5 119

Steve Newton
A1963 graduate ofIndiana State University,Steve Newton 'sin his fifth season as head coach
of the Racers with a record of of 88-53(.624). The 1988 Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the
Year, he is in his 12th season as a member of the Murray State coaching staff, having spent seven
years as associate head coach under Ron Greene. During his tenure, MSU has a record of 202109,a .650 winning percentage. He is 7-2 against Tennessee Tech,including a 4-0 home record.

Your Local Marble
Manufacturer
Open 8 00 to 4 30
Mon Oyu Fri

The Starters

-Unbeatable
Prices
Are
Our Goal!

Murray State Racers

Hwy. 641 North

Position
Forward
Center

STOCKADE.
SIRLOIN
753-0440
Bel-Air Center

\
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GOOD LUCK RACERS!

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES

Player. School
McArthur, UC-SB
Bonner, Saint Louis
Hilt Xavier (Ohio)
'
Campbell, SW Missouri
Coleman, Syracuse
Shahid, S. Florida
Ccballos, Fullerton St.
O'Neal, LSU
Weatherspoon, S. Miss.
.1013e...t, Murray State

Johnson, UNLV
Draper. American
Slater. Wyoming

Gaes
m
21
22
20
22
22
22
22
23
22
..... 22
24
23
24

B±.
284..
293 ..
261 ..
281 ..
273 ..
262 ..
258 ..
268..
255..
265 ..
276 ..
264 ..
274 ..

&&
133
13.3
13.1
12.8
12.4
11.9
11.7
11.7
11.6
11.5
113
11.5
11 .4

6-63

Guard

6-8
6-3

Total

6-5.4

Tennessee Tech Averake
6-63
7-0
6-0
6-5.0

Advantage
Even
TTU,.4.0
MSU,.3.0
MSU, +0.4

since Western Kentucky turned the trick in
.1970-72. Also alive is the possibility of completing the OVC season undefeated,a feat no team
has achieved since WKU did in back in 1970.
Should the Racers win today, they will
would need to win one of their final three
games to lock down sole prwsession of the
league title. That could come the same way it
did when MSU won the title in 1988: a Monday
game vs. Middle Tennessee.

Junior guard Paul King has been turning
in some royal performances as of late. Known
more for his defensive prowess in his first two
years with the Racers, he's demonstrated
some offensive talent as well. In the last 17
games he's scored 215 points (12.6) on 68129 shooting (.488), including 26-64 (.406)
from three-point range.

McCLARD'S
601 Main St.
Night
753-1234 or
753-1830

Day
753-9132

We're behind you
all the way.
Good Luck!
FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury,Inc,
Since 1928
701 Main St. 753-5273

BEARING & SUPPLY

Chris Aims for Jeff
Senior forward Chris Ogden gathered
eight rebounds against Georgia Southern
Monday night, moving him closer to former
teammate Jeff Martin on the career re bounding list. With 648, he needs 21 to surpass Martin's career total of 669.

"Racing to be
your #1
supplier.
Rt. 8, Box 91
Murray

1989-90 Murray State Basketball Statistics
Overall Recorch t7.6( 739) Home Record 6-3( 667), Road Record 9.3(750); Neutral Court Record: 2-0(1000), OVC Recant
8-0(1 000)(4-0 home, 4-0 road)
Rebounds
. Bench
Beach
P_Lay_s!
G-CS
PG-EGA/Pct.
3-PL/Pct.
FT-VIA/Pd.
Pts./4.1.
Off+ Lief= Tot./A re.
PE-D 6.1L.1
TO lilk
Sri
Reb,/Aig, Min./A..
PILk
P2)13,a,
roper Jones
23-23
166-310/335
11-22/304
94-127/.744
437/19.1
107+154=2/1/11-3
62-1
16
61
47
II
2
0/0.0
11/8.111
793/34.5
OVC
8-8
52-92/3415
2-3/.667
31-49/.632
137/171
27+65=92/113
19-0
20
27
6
21
2
0/0.0
0/0.0
289/36.1
Frank Allen
23-22
100-284/352
38-102/.373
91405/167
329/143
12+60=72/3.1
58-2
13
13
1
21
14/14.0
0
3/33
846/341
OVC
8-8
10-91/ 330
12-33/.364
33-38/.868
105/13.1
3+27=30/38
18-0
31
30
6
1
0
0/0.0
0/00
304/38.0
Chris Ogden
23-23
112-136/M2
0.2/301
58-78/.744
282/12.3
66+ 114=180/7.11
68-3
27
57
12
17
II
1/0.0
VILA
7115/34.1
OVC
8-8
44-68/ 647
0-0/ 000
22-29/.759
110/138
16+ 39=55/6.9
23-1
8
24
3
5
0/00
287/359
5
0/0.0
Paid King
23-20
76-166/.458
38-77/464
7149/.798
241/113
22+ 55= 77/33
33
48-3
57
15
21
6
24/8.11
7/2.3
766/333
OVC
8-8
23-56/411
12-27/444
29-18/.763
87/10.9
8+ 14=32/4 0
18-1
17
17
9
3
1
0/00
0/00
303/37.9
Greg Coble
22-5
63-166/.4511
1643/.254
6049/170
202/9.2
22+ 55= 77/33
33-0
51
39
5
27
9
169/9.9
73/43
624/28.4
OVC
7-0
27-55/ 491
8-21/.381
36-37/.973
98/14.0
8 + 22=30/4.3
13-0
19
11
1
10
98/14.0
3
30/43
206/29.4
%ena
em Pride
23-21/
3745/.435
1-71.143
12-27/.444
87/3.8
30+ 52=82/34
23-0
2.2
23
8
7
10/5.0
I
450/19.6
1/33
OVC
8-8
10-21/417
1-3/ 333
0-1/.000
21/2.6
6 + 18 24/3.0
6-0
7
a
2
1
2
0/0.0
0/0.0
139/1 7.4
Scott Stains
204
16-39/411
0-2/100
24-41/434
58/2.9
15+21=34/1i
224
4
20
5
3
5812.9
0
193/9.7
36/L11
OVC
8-0
0.01(U)
5-13/.385
6-10/600
16/2.0
7+ 5 =12/1.7
7-0
8
3
1
1
0
16/2.3
12/17
56/7.0
Donald Overstreet 184
5.15/333
141/154
11-10/144
19/13
5+ 5=10/0.7
104
10
1
3
2
19/13
0
10/0.7
79/53
OVC
4-0
1-2/300
0-0/ 000
2-2/1.003
4/1 0
0 + 1=1/0 3
0-0
0
0
0
1
0
1)0.3
411.3
10123
15/1/1/1t1 Rosario
194
8-14/.571
0-0/.000
8-13/415
21/13
6+ 9= 15/0.8
144
6
1
I
1
24/13
0
15/0.8
115/4.5
OVC
6-0
4-4/1(U)
0-0/ OW
4-7/371
12/20
2 +1-3/03
1-0
0
1
0
0
0
12/20
16/2.7
3/03
Maurice Trotter
20-1
6-24/250
0.7/.0011
2-7/.216
14/0.7
0+7=7/0.4
194
2
I
13
2
0
14/0.11
7/0.4
91/44
OVC
5-0
1-6/.167
0-2/.000
0-1/.000
2/0.4
0+1- 1/0.2
2-0
2
2
0
0
0
2/03
1/0.3
15/3.0
Doug
GOLD•
1-0
0-1/.000
0-0/.000
0-01000
0/0.0
0+0=0/00
1
0-0
1
0
0
0
0/0.0
0/00
13/130
Team (OVC)
213+42=70(6+15=21)
1(0)
MURRAY STATE 23
589-1290/457
11115-286/-147
430-566/.740
1713/743
313+ 574=887/38.6
351-9
371
270
59
149
29
332/14.4
157/41
1723
OVC
8
197-411/479
15-89/.393
163-212/.769
592/740
83+ 218- 301/371
107-2
108
127
49
23
14
132/16 5
47/5 9
16E5
OPPONENTS
23
637.14M/444
122.397/307
229429/496
1625/79.7
2E3+167- 754/324
484-17 319
322
37
169
31
457/19.9
213/9.3
4725
OVC
8
207-510/.406
43-159/.M7
56-81/.691
515/64.4
96 + 165=261/32.6
170-4
99
III
13
50
14
127/159
82/10.3
1625
Dead Ball Rebounds (nis4 Included in above totals): MSU 62(14 OVC), Opponents 50(15 OVC).
•compkung 1989-90 season as a medical redsnart
Seer* By Periods (OVC): MSU 795(294) + 864 (290) + 37(8)• 11 + 6• 1713(590); Opponents
762(241)• 764 (267) + 30(7) + 11 + 12 • 1625 (515)
MSU Margins (OVC): Sconng- + 38(• 104); Rebounding +6 0(+5.0), Bench Sconng -53(+0.6), Bench Rebounding
. -23 (-4.4).

753-3412
(Next to Ryan Milk)

HOLLAND
TIRE
COMPANY
Your Fb.11 Service Ttre Dealer"

753-5606
East Main - industrial Rd.

GO RACERS!
WIN

Racer Schedule, Results at a Glance
Nm.

Dcc

Murray's Only $3,000 an
Under Car Lot.
MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY!
753-9586
300 S. 4th

Murrat State Averate

Racers Hope to Lock It Up Today

0 11111111121=1 0

Owner - Donnie Winchester

11.0 ppg, 5.7 rpg,.508 fgp,.723 ftp
19.5 ppg, 7.9 rpg,.437 fgp,.786 ftp
12.9 ppg, 7.6 rpg,.461 fgp,.709 ftp
12.0 ppg, 2.5 rpg,.399 fgp,.828 ftp
11.9 ppg. 4.5 rpg,.446 fgp,.633 ftp

Popeye Jones is ranked in the latest
NCAA Division I reboundng statistics. With
an average of 11.5 per game, Jones slipped
from 13th to tenth this week The leaders:

King-ly Performance

A victory today against Tennessee Tech
would guarantee the Racers two things they
set out to achieve this year: a share of the
Ohio Valley Conference regular-season
championship, and the role of host of the
OVC Tournament semi-finals and championship game March 7-8.
Needing only one wi n in their final four
games, the Racers could become the first
team to win three consecutive OVC titles

From all your friends at

Before the game
stop by for a
visit with
Ron & Joyce Sallin
and the crew at

,

Jerome Rodgers(6-6, 205, Jr.)
Earl Wise (6-7, 200, Sr.) .
Milos Babic (7-0, 240, Sr.)
Bobby McWilliams(6-0, 165, Jr.)
Van Usher (6-0, 180, So.)

Starters Comparison

Good Luck
Racers

LOOKIN'
GOOD!

3.8 ppg, 3.6 rpg,.435 fgp,.444 ftp
12.3 ppg, 7.8 rpg,.602 fgp,.744 ft p
19.0 ppg, 11.3 rpg,.553 fgp,.740 ftp
11.3 ppg, 3.3 rpg,.458 fgp,.798 ftp
14.3 ppg, 3.1 rpg,.352 fgp,.867 ftp

Tenne.ssee Tech Golden Eagles (17-7, 7-2 OVC)
F 21
F 32
C 00
G 11
G 12

WAI:MART

401 Olive St.

Sherman Pride (6-6, 190, Jr.)
Chris Ogden (6-7, 220, Sr.)
Popeye Jones (6-8, 250, So.)
Paul King (6-4, 180, Jr.)
Frank Allen (6-2, 170, Fr.)

F 24
F 40
C 54
G 30
G 33

Michael Smith
Glenn Norwood
,

Popeye Knows Boards

Frank Harrell
A 1972 graduate of Georgia Southwestern, Frank Harrell is 25-27 (.481) in his first full
season as a head coach after replacing former Tech coach Tom Deaton on Dec. 9, 1988. He is
0-3 against Murray State, including an 0-1 road record.

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

The Officials
Roger Cross

T
IN
24 HOU

Jan

16
211
2/
2
4
9
11
16
18
29
30
3
5
6
9
13

FORT CAMPBELL (1.,350)1.
74-SOW
LITHUANIA (1,569)*
7941 W
at Western Kentneky (4,704)
6641 W
at Saint Louis (6,043)
78-68 L
at Eastern Illinois (1,225) .................
55-50 L
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS(3,822)3 Cif
114-108 L
GEORGIA SOUTHERN (2,665) 71-69 L
at Evansville (9379)
93-69 L
SOUTHERN CALJEORNIA COLL.(2,11111) - 7148 W
Texas.Sam Antonio% (511)01'
107-101 W
Lamar@(1172)
4441 W
SAINT LOUIS(TV1)(1,500) ............
...... 76-60
Aleonn &ale + (500)
72.50W
Florida Tech + (1,400)
7242W
ARKANSAS STATE (2,100)
6442W
MOREHEAD STATE (3,250)
79-83W

Feb.

Mar

15
20
22
27
29
3
5
II
17
19
24
26
3
7
8

EA-STERN KENTUCKY(3151)
50-45 W
at Middle Teruaessee (1V2)(6,000)
$171 W
at Tennessee Tech (1V2)(7,1110)
81-75W
at Nicholls State (538)
75-58W
at Tennessee Same (TV))(4120)
8047 W
AUSTIN PRAY (5,100)
64-58W
at Austin Peay (TV))(3319)
58-55W
TENNESSEE STATE (4,950)
9049 W
aa Georgia Southern (1,793)
*2.79W
TENNESSEE TECH(TV1)
12.30 p m
MIDDLE TENNESSEE(TV4) ...........
7:30 p m
at Eastern Kentucky
6:30 p ro.
at Morehead State
.0.30 pm
OVC Tournament First Round
TBA
OVC Tournament Semi-Ftnaks
IBA
OVC Tournament Championsh ip
TBA

WIN
11
TV2
TV3
TV4

Exhibition games
Lamar Tournament, Beaumont. Texas
Fla.Today/McDonnell Douglas Clause, Melbourne, Ela
Live on WPSD-TV, Paducah
Live on Racer Cablevisron, Murray Cable Channel 34
Lme on OVC Cable Network, Murray Cable Channel 34
On OVC Network, subject to delay in M u my area

WIN!

Champions
1989 Lantar Invitational
1990 Ronda Today/McDonnell Douglas Classic

g
ItMon'• W set I 1.•dos

Eabll
&
5.

Appat.1

Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-1300
Mon.-Sat 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
AMMO

Minit Mart Foods
Now Offering A
Large Variety of
Breakfast Sandwiches
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
saidaiiway
Aot
‘t, M IT MART

ELCDUZOIKIv

641 SUPER SHELL

"Service is our business"

Whirl _.•31

000

Large Capacity

Sammons'
Bakery
Chestnut
753-5434

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, T .

RENT-TO-OWN

INC.

Washer & Dryer

00
7per we•k
$
Oviee 4,000 Movies In Stock!
Nan.
984
191. II let
11.111
010•11
.
140041
AIM

--441111
stow IV I APPLIANCI

Purdom
Motors

14 alms
Ors6•011
len
Available
Swan
14
713401
791401118

Li

Shell

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

Life Insurance
that. Columbus Security
Life, one of the State Auto
Insurance Companies, has modem,
attractively-priced plan to fit
your individual or family needs

Call _Us Today

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac S.
hick

PURDOM
THURMAN
& McNUTT

"Satisfied Customers
are our mein conctitrii-

753-5315
121 Bypass

AP STATUE AUTO
a/Fa intoramacomosnoit
Den

Southslde

cn. Sq.

753-4451
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Coin Beat
Treasure at the
Bottom of the Sea
by Dr. Joe Fuhrmann
One of the Mait fascinating subjects for coin collectors is sunken
treasure-- and its recovery. Right now
some enterprising salvagers are bringing up three tons of gold coins and
bars from an American ship which
sank 130 years ago. This gold has an
estimated market value of $450 million. The coins and bars which are
being recovered will shake the numismatic world for years to come. But
first some words about the ship and its
cargo.
The SS. Central America was a
paddle-wheel steamer which made 43
trips bringing gold from San Francisco to the East Coast of the U.S.A.
This was an active ship, it carried
nearly one-third of the gold shipped
from the California gold rush during
the years of its activity, 1852-1857.
Before the Panama Canal was
opened in 1914, California gold was
usually shipped by sea to the west
coast of Panama. The gold was then
freighted overland to the east coast of
Panama,loaded on another vessel and
brought to New York. The S.S. Central America did this 43 times. But
tragedy befell the ship on its 44th
voyage in 1857.
The Central America left Panama
in August 1857 and, as usual,stopped
at Havana, Cuba. It then proceeded
northward. The ship was struck by a
hurricane on September 11. The vessel began taking on water, and by 5
p.m. was listing so badly as to make
walking on the deck hazardous. By 9
a.m. the following day,September 12,
the steam pumps were covered by
water and failed. 97 women and
children were then placed in 3 life
boats -- and they were saved. By 8
p.m. water was lapping over the decks
of the Central America, and shortly
thereafter the ship sank, taking with it
423 passengers and crew.
One man reportedly locked himself
in his cabin with $70,000 in gold, and
drowned rather than save his life
without his fortune. 153 crew and
passengers survived, 270 men died.
The Central America sank 160
miles off the South Carolina coast.
Three tons of gold were on the
manifest. Wells-Fargo accounted for
$300,000 of the precious metal, Duncan, Sherman and Co., and Robb,
Ballet and Co., $150,000 each. European insurance companies covered
$750,000 in gold on the vessel,
American companies held policies on
an additional $500,000. The passengers seem to have been carrying about
$750,000 in gold coins and bars -- so
the total value of the ship's gold cargo
in 1857 prices totalled $2 million. All
this ended at the bottom of the
Atlantic. There it rested under a mileand-a-half of water for over 130
years.
Then, in 1988 the Arctic Discoverer began salvaging valuables
from the wreck. Actual recovery is
being accomplished by a robotic
submersible, the Nemo, which by the
fall of 1989 brought up more than

1,000 gold coins plus 6,000 ounces of
gold in bars.
These coins included regular coins
struck at the U.S. Mint in San Francisco plus "pioneer gold" coins and
bars issued by private companies. For
example, the salvagers found several
1851 $50 octagonal U.S. Assay office
gold "slugs," several 1855 $20 Kellogg & Co. pioneer gold coins, and a
rare 1850 $10 Moffatt & Co. pigneer
gold coin. Other finds include 30 or
more 1857s Coronet double eagles -the "double eagle" is a $20 goldpiece
-- and a dozen 1856s Colonet double
eagles. Almost 400 other double eagles have been brought to the surface.
It's hard to estimate the value of this
horde. Any one of these coins will be
sold at auction for thousands of
dollars. Heretofore many existed in
only one or two copies, and in their
time they were sold for $50,000 or
more.
The coins and bars are being dis
covered throughout the ship. Some
have been ruined by the elements, but
most are apparently still in their
original rolls with remnants of packing cloth and the degraded walls of
wooden crates. Photographs taken by
the cameras on the Nemo show remarkable sights.
Hurricane Hugo interrupted the
Arctic Discoverer's work when it
struck the southeast coast of the
United States in September 1989.
Ironically, two hurricanes 132 years
apart almost to the day made numismatic history. The first sank the S.S.
Central America. Modern science and
some enterprising Americans located
the wreck 130 years later. The second
hurricane temporarily halted salvage
work. But the Arctic Discoverer and
the Nerrw are back. Fortunes were lost
in 1857; fortunes will be made in
1990.
Don't you wish you could find a
fortune?
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Local students compete
for Governor's Cup
The Sixth District of the Kentucky Academic Association's
Governor's Cup Middle School
Tournament was completed last
weekend.

The Murray-Calloway County Vocational Center presented the
school's new Tech Prep program at the Kentucky Vocational Teacher
Educator Conference in Lexington. Tech Prep is an innovative program that focuses on foundation skills for high technology education
and is receiving attention throughout the state. Students karn welding, basic electricity, carpentry, engine fundamentals, and employability skills and work with a five-teacher team in five different programs. The program was presented by Region I director Dr. Sandra
Parks; vocational center principal Marilyn Willis; Tech Prep instructor Steve Arant; and Tech Prep students Daniel Spiceland and Ray
Fennel. Fennel is the son of Kenneth and Linda Fennel, and Spiceland
is the son of Chris Weatherford and Don Spiceland. Pictured above
are: Office of Vocational Education Associate Superintendent Audrey
Carr, Fennel, Steve Arant, Spiceland, and Sandra Parks.

Rep. Hubbard favors continued
sanctions against South Africa
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard says
he favors continued economic
sanctions against South Africa even
though it has released Nelson Mandela after 27 years in prison.
Hubbard, D-1st District, said
sanctions should be lifted only
after that country institutes significant political and economic
reforms to end the mistreatment of
its majority black population.
"I think South Africa needs to
do more to prove to the world that
the ancient and unjust apartheid

system cannot continue," Hubbard
told the Kiwanis Club on
Wednesday.
Sweeping political reforms in
Eastern Europe are producing a
reduction in military spending in
the United States. Hubbard said he
supports using proceeds of the
reduced military spending, the socalled peace dividend, to slash the
deficit.
"I strongly favor placing any
money we receive from the peace
dividend on reducing the deficit,"
he said.

The following local students will
advance to the Second Region Contest to be held Saturday, Feb. 17, at
Hopkinsville Community College:
Calloway County Middle
Michael Haney, first place,
Math;
Leah Baust, second place, English Composition;
Andy Rose, third place, social
studies;
Future Problem Solving Team
composed of Robb Binford, Josh
Roberts, Alexia Schempp and Neal
Simons, first place.

Murray Middle
Keisa Bennett, third place, Language Arts;
Misty Clark, first place, English
Composition;
Brian Flickinger, second place,
social studies, and third place,
science;
Christopher Fuhrmann, first
place, social studies;
Sam Green, third place, Math,
fourth place, social studies;
Tory Holton, fourth place, Language Arts;
Stephanie Mon, fourth place,
science;
Quick Recall Team composed of
Flickinger, Fuhrmann, Green, Mutt,
Rob Carpenter, Charlie Harrell,
Casey McNutt, Allison Pritchett
and Beth Rose, first place.

Lovins, Broughton named
to Humanics Council
Ms. Lovins is an associate profc
Murray State University faculty
members Dr. Julie Lovins and Dr.. sot and director of the division
James Broughton have been ap- social work in the Department o:
pointed to the American Humanics Sociology, Anthropology and Sok .al
Work. A faculty member since 19 1 ,
Advisory Council at MSU.
she earned the B.A. degree at 11.c
The American Humanics program
University of Kentucky, the NI.S
is devoted exclusively to education
for careers in youth agencies, such as
4-H, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Camp
Fire, Boy Scouts of America and Girl
Scouts of the USA. Murray State is
one of 16 campuses nationwide to
participate in the program.
The advisory board is made up of
faculty and community members who
advise the program's executive director on curriculum development and
community relations.

degree at the University of Tenness,_:
and the Ph.D. degree at Southeiii
Illinois University.
Broughton is an associate professor
of therapeutic recreation in the De
partment of Health, Physical Ed:
tion and Recreation. He earned
B.A. degree at Lander College, we
M.S. degree at Memphis State Un
versity and the Ph.D. at the Univer
of Maryland, and joined the facu.i:,
1989.

First Lady Bush sporting stitches after cancer operation
WASHINGTON (AP) — Barbara Bush is sporting a row of subtle
stitches above her lip following
surgical removal of what she calls
"a small cancer that you get
because you were stupid and sat in
the sun all your life."
"I've had a little operation ... So
don't do anything funny, no matter
what. No laughing — don't even
look funny," she jokingly tolcl a
group of pre-schoolers she visited
at a New York day-care center.
"Don't make me laugh."
The outpatient operation to
remove the small basal cell cancer
was performed Wednesday at the
National Naval Medical Center in
suburban Bethesda, Md., and the
first lady had local anesthesia.
Announcing the procedure on
Thursday, her office called it "a
routine outpatient medical procedure" and said no side effects were
expected.
The first lady visited All Children's House in Manhattan on

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

Thursday and returned to Washington before accompanying President
Bush today for a holiday weekend
at their vacation home in Kennebunkport, Maine.
"I feel wonderful," Mrs. Bush
told reporters in New York. "I'm
great — from here down and here
up," she said, pointing below and
above the stitches above her lip.
She said she would not require

further treatment.
"It was a small

cancer that you

get because you were stupid and
sat in the sun all your life. It is totally gone. And the doctor tells me
that it's ... the least serious of all."
The stitches run from the bottom
of her right nostril down over her
lip, said her press secretary Anna
Perez, adding the first lady suffered
barely noticeable swelling.
"It only hurts when she
laughs," the spokeswoman said.
Mrs. Bush, 64, has suffered for a
year from Graves disease, an

immune

system disorder that
affected her thyroid and irritated
her eyes.
The thyroid problem, causing
overproduction of hormones, was
cured by a dose of radioactive
liquid.
However, her eye problems have

persisted.
She underwent a series of 1
radiation treatments, ending J.
month ago, designed to reduce the
swelling behind her eyes
ii
causes double vision, especiall
the mornings, and bulging and in tated eyes.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Unemployment average drops
in state to record low for decade
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unemployment in Kentucky averaged 6.2 percent in 1989, the lowest in a decade, as the state
rebounded from an economic
slump, the Cabinet for Human
Resources said Thursday.
The annual rate declined by 1.7
points from 1988 and was the only
average below 7.0 percent of the
1980s, a cabinet news release said.
The average was 5.6 percent in
1979.
The U.S. Department of Labor
estimated that an average of

1,634,000 Kentuckians were working each month in 1989, an
increase of 56,000 from the previous year, the release said.
The department estimated that
unemployed Kentuckians averaged
108,000, the lowest since 1979,
when it was 89,000, and a decline
of 27,000 from the 1988 average.
Ed Blackwell, the state's chief
labor market analyst, said the figures indicated a rebound from the
slump of the early 1980s and
steady business growth in the latter
part of the decade.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER

FOR SATURDAY,FEBRUARY 17, 1990
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
441E
You have charisma today, which is
Though you seem to have the
a great asset to you where business magic touch where expressing
interests are concerned. During yourself is concerned, you need to be
evening hours, a problem with a wary of foolish purchases when
friend could arise about money.
shopping at present.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
It seems you won't get the right
If work is involved, half-hearted
advice about a business matter, but efforts won't do. Something unusual
the exchange of romantic sentiments strikes your fancy when shopping
now should bring you joy. Watch today. Some misinformation is
extravagance tonight.
possible tonight
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Where finances are concerned, it's
You seem to charm and mesmerize
best to follow your own instincts those you contact today. However,
now. An adviser could have you may be upset about a friend's
self-interest at heart You may begin a lack of responsibility. Try not to
project today that's dear to you
spend too much money tonight.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 to July 22)
4IE (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
A work project may be more
You'll find a connection helpful to
difficult than you anticipate. Be you in business today. Distractions,
thoroughly prepared before you though, could interfere with the
begin. Romance is today's happy completion of a self-appointed task.
theme. Accent togetherness.
Keep peace with a friend tonight.
LEO
PISCES
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•1140
You won't take kindly now to
It's another day of happiness for
unac•Ipt,ed advice. How others think , you in the company of friends and
somOthinsshould be done is not your loved ones. However, it's not a good
way at all.
ers enjoy an outing time for mixing business and
together.
pleasure. Enjoy yourself.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are a
(Aug.23 to
t..22)
reform-minded person and may be
If it's a cho fttwee
(sic and drawn to a political career. You're
play today, it seenlif
'II derive usually good at making money,
greater benefits from relaxing and though you may find a professional
having a good time Romance is career more congenial than business.
happily accented.
You have a religious or philosophic
LIBRA
side and are interested in both the
It I.
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
arts and sciences. You'll stand out
You may well be adding a from the crowd once you learn to do
decorative touch to the home today. your own thing. Birthdate of: Marjorie
Guard,
however,
against Lawrence, opera singer; Red Barber,
overspending in the pursuit of sportscaster; and Hal Holbrook,
pleasure. Family interests are favored actor.
over outside entertainments

th

ACROSS
1 ''Win, —
or Draw''
5 In favor of
8 Float
12 Matures
13 Brim
14 Raines or
Fitzgerald
15 Tidy
16 Demon
17 Bound
18 Strike out
20 Speechifies
22 Goddess of
healing
23 Title of
respect
24 Walks
heavily
27 Whirlpools
31 Be ill
32 Female deer
33 "Midnight

Answer to Previous Puzzle

mysteries
40 Period of
time
41 Key lime —
42 Not present
45 Perfumed
ingredient
49 Falsifier
50 Article
52 Emerald isle
53 Poker stake
54 Meadow
55 Want
56 Sow
57 Do wrong
58 Makes lace

MUM= 10019010
00130100 09000U
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EQ00000 WoOMIU
MUGU M0E113
W0000 WoOGOUU
0BUM 1300210 011
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GO MUD= QOM
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DOWN
1 Alight
2 S-shaped
molding
3 Fur-bearing
animal
4 Regard
5 Carpenter's
tool

6 Edge
7 Set against
8 Hold back
9 Landed
10 Escape
11 Youngsters
19 Gratuity

21 Free of
24 "Tic —
Dough"
25 Inlet
26 Everyone
37 Secrets,
28 Mountain on
Crete
29 Vast age
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
30 Ocean
10 11
8
9
34 Looked
askance
12
13
14
35 Sea eagle
36 Baby s
15
16
1
Ill
plaything
11
37 Come on the
18
20 ill
scene
38 ''Blame It
23
on —"
2211
39 "Lady in —"
27
42 Word of
sorrow
re
klidliill
31
43 Climbing
32
11
plant
44 Surfeit
33
46 Region
47 Food
40
41
program
II
48 Finishes
ill 17 ill
15
51 That woman
"Ill
Ni
Ili 1111
2111
19Ill
S3
55
dli
58
la
ill

11

"Well, there he is, Bobby — Big Red. Sure he's
tough, but if you can ride him, he s yours."

Personal Safety Tips
from

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet GEO, Inc.
CAR DANGERS
Tests of 75,000 vehicles showed 40% had over - or
under - inflated tires or needed new tires... 31%
needed one or more new drive belts... 30% were low
on engine oil or needed an oil change... 23% had
battery or electrical roblems.

641 South

ON QUALITY
SIRVICE PARTS

LM

753-2617

111
Ill

Thls
Weeks
Special

11

111111111 d

Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

Ull

lUi

II

$259
sSpecial Good Thru Feb. 17
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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010

010
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Lsgal
Notics
SHERIFFS SALE
Pursuant to KRS 189.953 and KRS 376.270, I
will on Fnday. March 9. 1990 at 10:00 a.m. at
Barry's Wrecker Service on 641 South sell to the
highest bidder the following items:
1982
Pontiac
Trans
01G2AW87H1CN508857;

Am,

VIN

Small assortment of mechanics tools.
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved
check, or give bond with approved surety payable
within ten days of the sale, same to have the force
and effect of judgment on which execution may
issue if not paid at maturity.
J.D. Williams, Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky

Notice

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?

NEED Mary Kay? Cal me
753-0041 or 753-7657. 20
years experience in
cosmetics

NEW Credit Card $1500
credit limit. No one turned
down regardless of part
credit
history
800-735-5660.

030
Card
of Thanks

020

Card of
Thanks

•

PROFESSIONAL maid
service coming to Murray.
Opens May 1. C&C Maid
Prices Start At
Service will be hiring workers April 1. Call 759-1059
for application. C&C Maid
VOWELL &
Service will clean single
and family dwellings, apartSON INC.
ments, offices, and conMartin,
TN-517-3320
OM
I•=I.
Daily, semi
a. dominiums.
_ -...•=I=1 M
In I= M
kl•MIIIIIIMMIMMI•MINNAMMalle El weekly and weekly appoint•MIIIMMINIIIIMMOIMMMIIMIIIMM
ments. Modem equipment
FAYE'S new hours 9:30 flexible scheduling. Thora m -8.00 p.m., Monday- oughly trained employees,
special cleaning techSaturday 753-7743.
niques available for allergy
GRANDMA Miller's Bake problems. Locally owned
Shop at Rolling Hills and operated. Owners Don
Nursery on North 12th Cothran and Roy Cothran.
Street is now open again. LOST -One calfskin natural
Tuesday -Saturday color billfold containing mo9-5:30pm. 759-9536.
ney, drivers license and
pictures of my daughter
Lease For Less at
who died last year. Keep
DWAIN TAYLOR
the money and return the
CHEVROLET
pictures for additional re1990 Caprice Classic 4 Dr. ward No questions asked
me'
535790
Thelma Corinne Lewis.
Call Gene at 753 2617
Route 1, Box 682, Dexter.
Plus Tax, Title & License.
KY 42036, Phone
36 Mo. Closed End Lease
502-759-1410

FACE BRICK

•al

'131°i,

PASSPORT Photos: Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography. 753-8809

We wish to thank
everyone who was so
nice during the illness
and death of our sister and mother Faye
Mohundro.
Thanks
Murray
Calloway
County
Hospital staff, especially to the nurses in
the long term care
unit, also to Dr. Harris for his care of
Faye.
To Bro. Luther May
and his wife for their
visits and prayers
and the kind words at
her funeral.
Thank you to everyone who sent flowers.
Paul Dunning

(brother)
Kenneth
Schmidt (son)

Nap
Wanted

$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed! No credit check. No
deposit Cash advances.
Also VISA/MC, no deposit.
Easy, fast qualify,
1(800)677-5103, anytime.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Take phone orders from
your home People cal you!
Call 308-234-9220 Ext
L23

Thefamily of Sallie Spiceland wishes
to express our sincere thanks and gratitude to everyone
for their kindness
and concern during
the illness and
death of our loved
one. To the Long
Term Care nurses
for their enduring
tender loving care.
To Dr. Blalock, Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home, Bro. Elvis Hufford for
words of comfort
and
encouragement.
Special
thanks to University Church of
Christ singers for
their beautiful song
service. We appreciated all the calls,
cards, visits, food,
prayers in our behalf. Thanks for being near when we
needed
you so
much.
Lorene Ross
Anna Mae Hopkins
Hera Lindsey
F.H. Spiceland Jr.
Samuel Spiceland
Cecil Spiceland
Bobby Dale Spiceland

IF YOU TRY TO LIVE SEVEN
DAYS AT A TIME,TNE WEEK
WILL BE OVER BEFORE
YOU KNOW IT..

DISSATISFIED because
your not getting where you
want to go fast enough?
Then move forward with
The Rock. Management
trainee positions open for
energetic self-starters with
three plus years college dr
equivalent business experience with heavy public contact. We otter a full benefit
package, starting salary up
to $25,000 and unlimited
income potential. For a
confidential interview, call
Rick Martin, Manager
502-442-6630 THE PRUDENTIAL E.O.E.

DELI HELP
NEEDED
Apply in

person

Owen Food
Market
HOUSEKEEPER needed,
permanent position, 1 or 2
days week. Prefer Thursday. Must be reliable and
like children. Send resume
to: PO Box 1040L Murray,
Ky. 42071.
IMMEDIATE opening for
full-time construction supervisor. Need
someone willing to travel
Mon.-Fri., within 300 mile
radius. Must have knowedge to lead jobs, read
blue-prints, shoot grades
and lay-out. Experience
and references a must
Send resume to PO Box
1404, Murray, Ky. 42071.
KITCHEN help. Must be 21
Big Apple Cafe, Puryear,
TN. Apply in person,
901-247-5798.
EXPERIENCED auto body
man 759-4782, 489-2255,
JP Walker

REGISTERED
NURSE
7-3 p.m.
Full-time
position
available for unit
Manager for 58
skilled bed unit.
Base salary is $12
per hour - is negotiable depending on
exp. Health & life
insurance provided,
plus other competitive benefits. Interested professionals
contact:
Betty Mosley at

Westview
Nursing
Home

1
•III_ KEEP IT
A5 A MEMENTO
OF 140,4 STOMP
YU/ LOOK
R &SIT NOW

2-111

BEETLE, YOU
GOT COFPEE
STAisi6
REPORT.'

NOW hiring day crew people Stoning pay $3 70 per
hour. Apply 2-4pm daily.
Pf111104.111 eXPefilif1011 MDMASTIFF dog missing from quired. Wendy's 1111
Palestine Church area. Chestnut Si, Murray.
Brindle. 165Ibs., answers PART-TIME typist needed
to name 'Frank'. Reward Good typing skills required
474-2796
759- 1 1 28, Southern
Brokers

liersonsis

Card
of Thanks

wAsp-iT
'
ME!

P515

WHILE HE'S
FIGURING
THAT'OUT, roA
LEAVit4G

-1.
4.4
evo) -

For Sale
Or Trade

LOST: Siamese kitten
north or Murray, by Wiggins
Furniture. Wearing a red
colar. 759-1204.

n25

n30

Summary prepared by William Donald Overbey
City Attorney

Notts

Lost
1411111And Found

Nada

Unless still in School
or
College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

1401 S. 16th St.,
Murray.
Phone 502-753-1304
EOE tvVF

EXPERIENCED commercial painters Apply in person to paint supervisor at
Murray Wal-Mart construction site. lain fit 3:30pm
through Fri., Feb. 16th
'EXTRA INCOME 1990'
Earn $200 - $500 weekly
mailing Valentine & Easter
Greeting Cards For more
information Send a
Stamped addressed envelope to: P.R.W. Job Service
P 0. Box 65748 Washington, D.C. 20035-5748

-

4.• 40,4010

000011:0 if 1
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NEED vesture, dependable
person tor full-time position. We provide on the job
training toward licensing in
this diallanging/rawarding
hearing/health care profession Apply in person at 206
S 4th St
NOW hiring experienced
housekeepers. Must have
previous experience in
housekeeping. Apply in
person Shonris Inn

1962 T-Bird Good condition, tor a pickup valued
between $4 5 000
759-1059

Muskat
BEAUTIFUL Baldwin console piano, excellent condition. Solid spruce sound
board, 19 ply pin block.
753-6342

110
Want
To Buy

210

Miscellaneous
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433 2 CEMETARY lots at Murray Memorial Gardens Exafter 5pm
SUMMER Employment aluminum cans. cellent location, both lots
BUYING:
Pan-time certified teachers
tor $475 total 345-2129
in English, math and sci- baaery, scrap metal, cop- Farmington
cars KGA
junk
and
per
ence (physics, chemistry,
Recyding 492-8183 days, BISHMAN front end alignbiology); computer leacher
498-8785 nights
ment machine, at accessoand lab ozordirtator Resident advisors to provide CASH paid for mobile ries. Infared read out,
$3995 OBO Reason for
inresidence supervision for home axles and tires.
We selling, no laver in autostudents; must be 21 years will remove.
527-0931.
motive business. Call day
of age, have 2 years coilege, arid experience in MANNING - Scrap. Buying Of night. 615-232-6726,
supervision of students. aluminum cans, aluminum Dover, Tenn.
Tutors also needed. Both copper, brass, radiator, CAPS, shirts, jackets print
resident advisors and to- iron. By old Drive-In, So. or embroidery. Faye's
tors must have minimum 4th. Days 753-0337, nights 753-774.3.
GPA of 250. Send resume 489-2803
NOW Open! C&J Baseball
and transcript to Upward
MOVING, cleaning out Card Shop. 103W. llth St
Bound, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071 house or sheds, used or Benton, Ky. Hours: Daily
antique furniture, glass, 3prn to 8pm. Sat. 9am to
by lAtirch 9, 1990. EOE AA*
tools, quilts. One piece or 5Pm.
SYSTEMS Operator for house full. 642-6290,
SHARP Copiers: Local auIBM AS/400. Responslide 492-8594 after 6pm.
thorized dealer, sales, refor daily computer operantal, lease and service. Call
tion, printers and shut
1-800-248-4319.
down. Send resume to:
Articles
South Eastern Book Co.
For SM.
SUNTANNING beds new
PO Box 309, Murray, Ky
1989 WOODS commercial and used. Commercial and
42071.
mower with 241 hours on it. home units. Wolff and
TELEMARKETING opera- Has Kubota diesel engine others. Also have all tantors for Calloway and sur- and 61 mower deck. ning supplies Bank financing available. Call Suntanrounding counties lull and 437-4171.
fling Unlimited 753-2045
part-time positions. Salary
plus commission. Call after 19in. COLOR TV with or 753-9274.
5pm, 437-4606 or stand. 753-3906.
WALKER work boots, army
753-6228.
5 GALLON plastic paint pants and jackets, camping
TOOL Maker/Machinist buckets, clean. $1.50 each supplies, new and used
needed 5 years experience Get at Black's Decorating guns. Jerry's Sporting
minimum. Apply at Murray Center, 701S 4th, Murray, Goods 6th IS Walnut St
Ky.
Mayfield, Ky 42066.
Mold IS Die, Murray, Ky.
911.
SATELLITE dish, only.
WANTED: part-time medical copy representative for All aluminum, $125 or best
250
a local hospital. High offer. 489-2883
Business
school education required COMPUTER: Commodore
Sonless
ktedical record experience 64, 1541 disk drive, color
Call monitor, $500 OBO. JOYCE Noel Tax Service
preferred.
502-267-6603, collect if 759-4820
has moved to 915 Coldwaneeded. Mon.-Fri. 9-5pm
ter Road. Call 753-6069 for
DP ROWING machine, appointment Hodge, Noel
WANTED: tile setters and many different exercises.
arid Associates
laborers. Must be willing to $60. Call 759-1048
work out of town. Send
PRIVATE Investigator with
name, address, phone EVERST-Jennings adult
22 years city and state inwheelchair.
Good
condinumber and resume to: PO
vestigation experience.
Box 945, Murray, Ky. tion, $60. Bedside commode chair, good condi- 'Accident 'Cnminal 'Civil
42071
'Personal or Corporate
tion, $30. 437-4607.
'Missing Persons. Your
KENMORE Solid State needs, our specialty. Call
compact microwave $110; Confidential Investigations,
L-shaped fuel tank $125; (502)753-2641
CHRISTIAN woman would 4-151n Universal chrome
270
like to dean houses and wheels $150. 753-9842
Male
offices. 759-9896
RUGER new model 5BH
Horses For Sele
.44
mag
7%
'
barrel,
$150.
Troytiling
with
CUSTOM
bilt tiler. Any size garden S&W M27-2 .57 mag 8%' 1971 12x60 mobile home.
barrell wood case, $350. Excellent condition. $3350
$20. and up. 436-5259
S&W M686 .357 mag
Call 753-7521 after 6pm.
Interior cleaning: Homes, barrell NIB, $300.
1979 BUCCANEER double
offices, and apartments 759-4154.
wide 24x44: $15,000 or
Clean house a must call us
Carol and Georgia, TRAILER 8'x12' tilt with take over payments.3814, 1
sideboards all around and bath, underpinning and
502-527-0718, 527-1754
spare. $500. 753-0611.
electric pole. Call 436-51369
GENERAL house and of
anytime. Must Be Moved.
YAMAHA
FG
180;
Washlice cleaning. References
supplied. 753-4897 or burn guitar; beds $10. 1980 14x80 MOBILE home
each; office desk chairs; with 3BR's. 2 bath's, per753-6737.
doors; double window; manently situated on 5
I WIII sit with elderly night couch; table with 4 chairs. wooded acres, 10 minutes
and day. 489-2702
437-4731.
from Murray. Asking
$29,500. 489-2883.
NEED your carpet cleaned,
1 CS
windows washed, lawn
USED 2 BDRM 1% BTHS
mowed? General cleaning
set up on your lot only
inside and out Call
Appliances
$3995.00 Collect
753-8876, after 3.30pm
FRIGIDAIRE drop-in range 901-644-0012 Keith Baker
Have references
and wail oven. Both self- Homes HWY 79N Paris,
Want to take care of sick & cleaning, avocado. TN
elder*. $600 per month or 753-2651 after 5pm.
USED 3 BORM 1% BTHS
S5hr. With experience
set up on your lot only
REFRIGERATOR,
deep
Stay-in five days a week
freeze, electric range, $4995 00 Collect
Phone 759-9233
901-644-0012 Keith Baker
washer/dryer. 753-4684.
Homes HWY 79N, Pans,
WILL care for the sick or
USED REFRIGERATORS TN.
elderly nights or weekends
& STOVES, gas & electric.
436-5847
Call 753-7668 days or
WILL sit with stk Hospital 753-2394 nights.
or rest homes, night or day.
753-8564.
Home
WOULD like to babysit in
Furnishing*
my home, Man -Fri. Have
references. 759-9869.
FEBRUARY & MARCH big
savings on all living room,
dining room, bedroom and
Will sit with tick or
bedding. Let us furnish your
elderly - 24 hrs. - or
home. If we do not have
will live in 5 days what you want, we can get it
weekends off.
and save you money CarEight years experiraway Furniture, 105 N 3rd
ence. Excellent reM3-1502.
ferences.
MAPLE kitchen table with
Noe-Smoker
four captain's chairs $95.
759-4947, leave message.

753-2048

NEED•job? AGED? Hope
for the future? You may
quality if: You do not have
your GED or high school
diploma; You have been COMMERCIAL lawn mowout of school 9 months or ing business. Equipment
more; 'You are between and accounts 753-9567. •
the ages of 16 & 21. We are
an E.O.E. This proiect
iin
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
insthxdce
Council- J.T.P.A. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 6 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
.
4111.

270

220

020

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
'tree local dolm serrla*
Ordinance No. 90-915
An ordinance pursuant to KRS 83A.090 creating
the position of city administrator, specifying
qualifications, general duties and responsibilities.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 8th day
of February, 1990.
ss William J. Cherry
Mayor
Attest: ss Jo Crass
City Clerk

WI-ray Ledger & Times

NEW and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap' Call
753-2922 and ask for Neel

Mobile
Homes For We

EXTRA nice 12x60 Duke
2BR, 1 bath, refrigerator,
stove, At Must see to
appreciate 489-2424
WE have 14%16%24' & 28'
wide mobile homes
Fleetwood-North RIVEN IS
Franklin Homes Collect
901-644-0012 Keith Baker
Homes HWY 79N, Pars,
TN Prices begin $8995
WE have it all - mobile
homes complete up-todale financing, insurance
and extended SVC Mans
Collect 901-644-0012 Keith
Baiter Homes HWY 79N,
Pans, TN Use land for no
cash down.
2hoi
Mobile
Wises For Rent
12x60 OVERLOOKING Ky.
Lake, 2 br,, 1 bath, gas
heat, $175.00 per month
Cal 753-7668 days
2 BEDROOM trailer
pets 753-9866

290
Heating
And Cooling
JIM'S Heating & Air Conditioning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential
753-9518 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc
Heating and air conditioning for commercial or residential. Factory authorized
Trane and Carrier dealer
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service
753-8181. Locally owned
and operated. Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years.
310
Business
Rentals
OFFICE 304 N. 12th,
1200sq.ft remodeled, separate conference rooms.
753-7743.
120
Apartments
For Rot
1 BR furnished apartment
available Feb 1 Wale
paid $175/mo No pets
753-5980
2BR unfurnished apartment with kitchen appliances Deposit required
492-8662 after 5pm.
APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
2 bedroom, near downtown 753-4109
NICE 2 bedroom garage
apartment for rent located
close to University. Call
753-8958 after 5pm
NICELY furnished 2 bedroom apartment, and also a
3 bedroom house, nicely
furnished Located near
campus Phone 753-6111
days or 753-0606 after 4.30
pm
NOTICE Apartment for
rent 1 or 2 bedrooms, fully
furnished, heat and water
included Call 759-1743 after 5pm

NEW HOSPITAL INSURANCE
PLAN FOR 1990

FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4713
FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667

non-smoker discount. The current non
smoker rate at age 60 is $90 per month per

TOUCH N' SEW sewing
machine in cabinet.
753-4733
210
Fkowood

OAK firewood and slabs,
seasoned Of green, dekvseed. 753-5476.
SEASONED Firewood:
$20/ rick picked up; $30/
rick delivered. Minimum 2
rids. Cal to piece Winter
orders, 492-8254.
WOOD for sale 436-5481

No

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209

We may be able to save you 30 to 40%on you r
Major Medical Insurance premium. Our ICH
Company. Union Bankers, has designed a
Major Hospital Surgical Plan due to the rising
cost of all Major Medical plans on the market
today. If you are in good health, rarely go to the
Doctor, have not been in the hospital in several
years and do not take any prescription medi
cine, this may be the policy for you. It does not
pay for prescription medicine or office calls but
does cover outpatient surgery and unlimited
hospital confinement benefits. Our most popu
lar plan has a $250 deductible and offers a 15%

Sowing
Machines

I

person and even less at younger ages
For a price quote call Sharon McConnell at.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Building
7th. at Main, Murray, Kentucky

11"
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CLASSIFIEDS
430

ihr

310
Houses
For Rant

Pete

2 BEDROOM brick at Col- AKC REGISTERED pupdwater Deposit and refer- pies; Pekingese, male
ences required, $275/mo $100, Miniature black
Available 3-1 90 Call Dachshund, $100, Chinese
489-2440 after 5pm or Pug, male.
$150 Cash
leave message
only Snyder's Kennel
2 BEDROOM house, newly 901-642-2394 Paris area
decorated, 8 miles east of AKC Registered Siberian
Murray Unzy Beane resi- Husky puppies. 7 weeks
dence 436-2582
old. Call 502-759-1194 Or
2 BEDROOM, 1 bath. 1 502-753-5323
mile from city limits
AKC Rottweiller puppies
753-4448, 753-4843.
born 1-31-90, registered,
3 BR in Dexter. Available tails arid dewclaws reFeb. 5. $175/mo., deposit moved,
healthy
required. Gas heat 901-247-5666
753-6420.
ALASKIAN Malamute pup4BR house, available pies, 6 weeks old.
March 1 Shown by ap- 436-5272
pointment only 492-8851
REGISTERED black La4 ROOM house at 503 brador Retriever: 2 years
Pine $250/mo. Coleman old, partially trained Good
R. E. 753-9898
with children. $150. Call
after 6pm, 901-247-5630.
SMALL 2 bedroom in Kirk
sey area Call 489-2377
390
Poultry
Fot Reid
& Supplies
Or Lamm
ATTENTION chicken farCOMMERCIAL space for mers - Kiln dried pine sawlease. Immediate availabil- dust for sale Cheap.
ity; 1350sq.tl in active, 759-4547
high-traffic shopping center
near MSU campus in Murray, Ky. Fully carpeted,
bath, 2 large display windows on 32ft. frontage. Former location of Southern
Optical. Center includes
MOVING
Dollar General Store, reOUT OF TOWN!
staurants, pharmacy, other
Full size Sears Kenmore
retail and professional ofwasheridryer, $200; extra
fices in Olympic Plaza, N.
large double grate outdoor
12th St., Murray. Call
753-9469 for information.
Ducane gas grill, retail
$1800, asking $100; diamond beck '86 model rac45 Ft. Storage '
mg bike, Magenta color,
super condition, retail
Trailers
$390. asking $150; solid
For Rent
oak church pew, love seat
size, $100. 753-4775

489-2522

MOVING!
Big Barn Sale

For Saks
Cit Leese

Pictures, baskets, skateboards, antique typewriter,
bar stools, golf clubs,
punching beg & gloves,
lawn mower, 10 speed
bicycle, toys, Christmas decorations and morel
Sat, Feb. 17, all *
Sun., Feb. II, 7 ant-Noon
Briar Perch Farm, Johnrry
Robertson Rd, across from
Westsid• Vet Clinic.

FOR SALE. Cleanup or
shop on 641 at Midway
Divided so you could rent
Redmon
out part
492-8400.
380
Pots
I Supplies
5 AKC black and brindle
male Scottish Terrier puppies for sate Eight weeks,
wormed, and first shots
382-2731
AKC COCKER Spaniel
puppies, black, $75
328-8715.
AKC PUPPIES various
breeds. Dachshunds, Pekinese, Cockers, and
Poms. Eskimos, Huskies,
Chows, Shih-tzus, Lasa's,
Keeshonds
615-746-5355.

130
Reel
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L

BUYS ARE
WAMNG
Pitt CLASS/11E8M
Whether you're in the
market for a washing
machine Of a gym set,
you'll find it in
The Murray
Ledger & Times

8461
a
REDUCED
Three bedroom 1 '/2 bath home with economical
heat pump heating and cooling system, wood stove
in den, attached garage. Upper $60's.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

Licensed 25 Bed Facility
Patient Call System
Central Heat & Air
Fully Sprinkled for Fire Safety
Beauty/Barber Shop Facilities
Free Laundry Services
Oxygen, IV, Physical Therapy
Therapeutic Diets

PURYEAR
NURSING
HOME
PATIENT CARE
All Licensed &
Certified Personnel

TOTAL

Box 38, Puryear, TN 38251
PHONE 901-247-3205

PAGE IS
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160

S30

530

Real
Estate

Homes
For Sale

Used
Cars

IMMACULATE 2-3 bedroom in-ground home with
Florida room and attached
garage Situated on lovely
and private 13 acre wooded
tract Includes barn and
fenced area for horses Offered in the $50's, through
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

2 BEDROOM home and
cornmeroal garage on 1.6
acres. Unlimited possibilities for business and home
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?

&

FEBRUARY 16, 1990

re From Gene At

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

1989 JEEP Comanche
4WD pickup 5 speed, manual transmission, 4 0 litre 6
cylinder, AM/FM radio, alt,
sliding rear window
437-4216

530

Unice,
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

ELECTRICIAN licensed
contractor Quality work
No charge for service call
Runyon Electrical Service
436-5279

PAINTING quality workmanship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping pruning, see removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

PAINTING Paperhanging
Robinson
CONTRACTOR -Home Danny
1989 RAM 50 Dodge improve
502-753-2617
753-0616
FRESH on the market, well
maintained 3 BR, 14 bath, 1989 FORD Escort LX, 4 pickup 4500 miles, A/C, ments or repairs garages PROFESSIONAL Lawn
AM/FM cassette $7800 polebarns portable build
TIRED of paying high
brick located just outside door 759-1488
759-4887 after 5pm
logs decks Customer sa- Care Tnmming Mowing
city limits in Southwest
Hauling Reasonable prices for plumbing. electritisfaction guaranteed Free
School District Central 1989 TOYOTA Tercel with
/IliiiueSeuexs,'..
Rates Commercial and cal gas installation? It pays
510
estimates L E Williams
to savel 12 years experiHiA, backyard tenced, fruit manufacturers warranty
Residential 759-4440 ask
•-•-;
:
:; keit-fly eL,
489 2663
ence Free estimates
trees, outside storage bldg S6000 1986 Ford Aerostat
for Wayne
Campers
Cheapest rates Day or
$65,000. Call owner XLT mini-van, loaded
night 24hr emergency SeEXPERIENCED house or
$8000 382-2693
753-7566.
nior citizens 20% discount
505 SOUTH 12TH
office cleaning Reason- QUALITY Construction
MUST sell 2BR, 1 bath GOVERNMENT SEIZED 1976 DODGE Jamboree able rates References Alteration & remodeling
753-9979
753-0375
motor
home,
newly
renovehicles
horn
Corvet$100
Porch & deck specialist
brick home Extra nice lot
furnished 753-9970
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
tes,Chevys, Porsches, and vated Ready to go'
436-2617 or 753-1126
$39,000 or make offer
$10,500
SHOW YOUR
otter
or
best
FARLEY'S
reRoofing
Service Center, cleaningother confiscated proper753-5588
759-41947, leave message
modeling, add-ons, garage RESIDENTIAL Plumbing servicing $15, most repairs
ties For buyers guide
OWN HOME AND
REDUCED - 3BR brick 1(800)448-2562 ext 1774
buildings, sundecks, and Carpentry No job too $35, all brands 3-d Street,
1984 33ft. FIFTH wheel
SAVE 50% IN
home and shop on 121 Also open evenings and
753-9785 or small 759-1747
plumbing
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Loaded with lots of extras
COMMISSIONS
North. Also shop on Andrus weekends
In excellent condition. Pr- 492-8724
ROCKY COLSON Home Mon -Fri. 753-0530.
Drive. 759-4782,
MUST sell! 1989 Firebird iced to sell. Call FENCE sales at Sears Repair Rooting, siding, WEST Kentucky HardCALL FOR FREE
489-2255.
now Call Sears 753 2310 painting plumbing, con- woods furniture building
great condition. P/W,locks 901-253-8667.
LIST OF
SIGNIFICANTLY Re- and trunk, 1-tops $10,900. 1985
for
free estimate for your crete Free estimates Call and repair 502-395-5900
35ft Saraha, bought
474-2307
bath, Call before 2pm, new. Excellent
duced!Nice 3 BR,
PROPERTIES
needs
condition
WET BASEMENT? We
aluminum ranch on 16 901-642-1990 Ask for 753-1537.
ROGER Hudson rock haul- make wet basements dry
plumbRepair
GENERAL
acres 90011 frontage on Rhonda.
ing and services 753-4545 Work completely guaranSACRIFICE - 26' Prowler ing, roofing, tree work or 753-6763
Hwy. 641S, minutes south
2642
436-5895
or
teed Call or write Morgan
436
trailer, complete with hitch
of Murray. Large LR, DR,
and jacks Like new, road
ROOFING - specializing Construction Company,
kitchen, utility, hobby room
GREENMASTEP.: lawn in tear off, recover, and Route 2 Box 409-A, Paduready. Call evenings
off carport. Barn, wellmowing, landscaping, gar- repair. 20 years experi- cah, KY 42001 or call
436-2611
house, ideal garden area.
den tilling, sodding, yard ence. Five year written 1-442 7026
Aluminum storms and
work. Free estimates. guarantee. Ask for Dennis, WILL do plumbing installascreens, new hot water
52e
753-2555.
tank, electric heat. Now
527-0607. Free estimates
tion & repairs All guaranBoats
only
$55,500.
& Motors
teed Free estimates
GUTTERING By Sears
502 - 492 - 8850 ,
Phone 435-4169 or
SEWING
Machine
Repair
comresidential
and
Sears
16f1. ALUMACRAFT 35hp
W PAUL DAILEY-BROKER 502-753-8067 after 6pm
753-1308
electric start Evinrude mo- mercial continuous gutters All makes and models,
tor, trolling motor, depth installed for your specifica- home and industry Call
550
Financing On The Spot
tions Call Sears 753-2310 Kenneth Barnhill
410
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedfinder, and paper graph
Feed
753-2674, Hwy 121 North
for
free
estimate
room
brick
4-89-2845.
located
Loa
on large
&
Stella,
Ky
Seed
lot
in
Per Saki
Canterbury Estates.
16ft. ASTROGLAS bass HAMILTON Cultured
L.R., DR., Den w/wood
hay Square
SHEETROCK
RED
clover
hanging
We
643
marble
Old
and
boat 115 Mercury, power
burning fireplace, breaknew or repair Ask for Terry bales 753-0946 after 5pm
Benton Rd 753-9400
Everything
.5 ACRE lot for sale.
tilt
and
trim,
2
depth
finders,
fast, Lg. foyer, TA baths, 2
$3500. 5 acre lot 16500
new trolling motor, heavy HAULING, yard work, tree 489 2117
We
car garage. Owner anxious
SGO
"Unrestricted New Providuty trailer with new tires
removal, mowing Free es SHEETROCK finishing
to sell. Phone 753-8050
Sell Is
Free
dence area. 436-2884.
$1500.
489-2169.
new
or
repair
436-2811
759-1683
timates
between 9 and 4 or
Column
Under
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of 753-0914 after 6 pm
1611. POLAR Craft Jon INSULATION Blown In By SMALL engine repair Red
Five
FREE kitty-cat. We're mov
tree tops (triangle bounded
boat. 60" wide bottom, troll- Sears: TVA approved. Barn Enterprises
ing and need a good home
by 3 roads) center of MarThousand
ing motor, depth finder, and Save on those high heating 345-2200 or 345-2507
for our pet. She would be
170
shall County. Look down on
trailer. 753-5588
and cooling bills. Call Sears
Dollars
STEVVART'S Upholstery- excellent indoors or out.
Benton's fights! Deer and
tree
estimate
1986 BARETTA 140 Mar- 753-2310 for
likecitcyckte
Large selection of material, Has short hair with black
Price & Payment
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
cruiser inboard/outboard
new springs, legs, etc Rea- and white spots, has had all
W. Nanney, 753-9622.
Displayed On
1976 HONDA CB 360T
JIM'S Hauling & Sanitation sonable rates, free pick-up shots Will pay to have her
17.3ft depth finder, stereo
ady ridden. $450.
Each Vehicle
5 LOTS in Chipwood EsService (City or County) and delivery. 436-5236
436-2191.
spayed Call 753-4775.
tates totaling 49,424sq.ft. 753-0507 after 5:30pm.
You Call We Haul
Have You Been
1989
PROCRAFT,
fish
arid
436-5574
$6000 firm_ 703-894-5236. 1985 YAMAHA Tri-Z 250,
Turned Doi.vn
ski, 115hp Yamaha, 17'8'
Elsewhere?
3-wheeler, very good conlong. Like new See at 602 LICENSED electrician.
LOTS for sale or acreage: dition $500. 753-8928.
James Gallimore electrical
Main St. or call 753-7307
Credit Problems V OK
'A mile horn lake, plenty of
OS
service. Commercial and
No Credit V OK
37' HOUSEBOAT, fiberg- residential Fast, courteous
trees, beautiful building 1987 YAMAHA YZ125, excellent
condition.
436-2445
Divorce
V
OK
hull,
350
las
Chevrolet
I/O,
sites on Boat Wright Road
service. 759-1835
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
days, 436-2916 night.
We will dependable,
5KW gen Fully equipped,
off 732. 436-5272.
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
affordable
ears
to
movie video. Air, tv, micro- MOBILE HOME Specialist1989
YAMAHA
Blaster
All Types Of:
SHERWOOD Forrest,
people who want to
wave. Call 436-2289.
436-5255
establish or ft-estabshaded lot, city water, $1700. 435-4219 after
Woodworking
Custom
lish their credit.
PONTOON boat: Riveria NEED work done? Will help
sewer, natural gas 5 30pm.
Low
Weekly
Payments
Clean
with
spnng
cleaning.
Cruiser, 35hp. Evinrude.
759-9268
ATV parts, accessories,
garages, basement, haui
Nice condition $3000
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
tires 8 service for all
Other Locations:
trash Will build privacy
753-6487.
'Drop by & see our showroom
brands! Keith's lawn 8
Mayfield
fence, decks, porches,
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur150
TURBO
2,
stainless
prop, storage Wigs. etc No job
Paducah
ray. 759-9831.
Farms
25' 3-blade, fits V6 Mer- too small or too large
For Sale
cury. Like new condition, 753-6420.
1113 Sycamore
190
$200. Call 436-5482, after
170 ACRES northwes
Used
Murray
59m
Kirksey area. 130 tillable
Cars
759-4999
40 acres pasture, nice
530
trees, spring fed creek, 1955 BUICK Special $450
beautiful building sites. 435-4150
Coked be divided. Phone 1968 FORD
Galaxie:
436-5272.
A-1 TREE Service
2-door, coupe, p/b & p/b,
Stump Removal. Spraying 7i
drives good, clean. 1501
and feeding. Also free estiKirkwood or call 753-9889.
mates. 35 years experi1973 CHEVY Impala,
Boma
ence. Glen Joiner owner
$450. 753-1356.
For Sal.
753-0906.
1978 MERCURY Cougar
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
BY Owner:3 bedroom brick 2-door, p/s, p/b, ON Best
Factory trained by 3 major
ranch. 505 S. 13th St. offer. 436-2299
Vane
manufacturers. Most parts
395-7589 or 753-9712.
in stock, on my truck. All
1980 CAPRICE Classic 2 1985 CHEVROLET Astro
door hardtop, loaded, extra 8 passenger, tinted win- work and parts warranted.
nice Asking $2100, dows, very clean, loaded. Ask for Andy at The ApHOMESELLERS
pliance Works, 753-2455,
$6400. Call 753-3518.
753-0541.
REALTY
500
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
1982 INDIANAPOLIS
505 S. 12th St.
Used
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Pacecar, Z28 Camero.
Trucks
753-0375
Whirlpool. 30 years experiBlue and silver, 85,000 ac(6 days 2 days free. 9 days 3 days free)
ence.
Used Appliances.
tual
miles,
custom
tint
and
1970
INTERNATIONAL
W PAUL DAILEY
Hopper,
436-5848.
Bobby
wheels
Excellent
condidump truck Good - old
BROKER
tion 753-8928.
working truck $1895080 BLOCK & brick & concrete
Realty
HomeSellers
or
night, finishing. Driveways, por1983 BUICK Park Avenue. Day
charges a set fee for our
ches, new foundations, and
service A lee of S1,800 is
light blue, V8, loaded, new 615-232-6726.
tor a home selling to
chimney and repair work.
transmission,
87,000
miles,
1971 CHEVY 4x4 truck:
$59.000 We help you sell
753-5476.
garage kept. $4750. pis, pt, a/c, $2500 OBO
your home with malor
savings to you We provide
753-1329.
759-4166 after 6pm.
CARPENTER
Work - roofvaluable services which
enhance your ability to sell
1983 CHRYSLER New 1976 DATSUN pickup, 4 ing, painting, all work guaryour property Our fee is
Yorker 5th Ave. Loaded, speed. $650. 437-4059 af- anteed. Free estimates.
payable only when your
New or remodeling.
excellent condition. ter 5pm.
sold
354-8188, Benton, Ky Ask
437-4845 after 5:30pm.
propertyMi IsS NO aarivcel
1977 CHEVY Blazer 4x4 for Joe.
FEE
1984 AUDI 5000: yellow Excellent condition
CARPENTRY, remodeling.
with leather interior
753-9339 after 4pm
NEW ON MARKET!
decks and porches, roofSheepskin seat covers,
Deliciously decorated 4
1980 CHEVROLET K5 ing, decorating, general re$3500. 753-0090 nights
bd , 2 be ,tri-level home.
Blazer steering, brakes, tilt pairs, etc. 489-2303.
Near Murray High
1984 DODGE Aries station and air All gear driven,
School Well maintained
home & yard. Quiet
wagon. 4 door, good condi- pos'i track, lock out hubs COLLIER Electric certified
neighborhood. $99,850
master electrician, certified
tion, one owner 759-4620. 435-4249 after 6pm
1704 Audubon 759-4593
senior electrical engineer1984 FORD Tempo GL. 5 1980 CHEVROLET ing technician All work
HOUSE I THREE ACRES
speed, 4 door, blue. 80,000 SILVERA DO with 8tt utility warranted arid guaranteed
home
with
Brick
miles $2700. 753-7636
detached workshop 5
bed and ladder racks. V8, Free estimates 436-2143.
for mobile homes
automatic, PS., PB , AC,
new
Fiero,
1984
PONTIAC
ines from Murray
DUNCAN'S Landscaping
Make an offer $49,500
engine, AM/FM cassette, good service truck
and Lawn Service No job
$2.850.00
Phone
753-7668
DUNCANTOWN ROAD
sunroof $3400. 437-4059,
too big or too small Rea753 It48
days or 753-2394 nights
after 5pm
sonable rates Specializing
CUSTOM BUILT HOME!
1986 CAMERO V-6, fuel 1985 Chevy 1 ton, one on monthly contracts Call
only 4 minutes from
injected, excellent condi- owner, low miles Excellent 759-9706 for estimate
court square. New home
condition 753-1537
eon 753-2056
With over 3,000 sf under
ELECTRICAL installation
roof 52' front porch with
1986 DAYTONA Turbo Z. 1986 CHEVY S-10. Good and repair All gas installaicountry view_ On 3 acre
lot with fireplace
loaded, with 84,xxx Asking condition Call 753-4494 af- tion and repair Also refrig$119,000 EZELL ROAD
eration Call 753-7203
$6,000 negotiable See ter 5pm
753 9673
Ruth's Gulf 5 Points. Call
753-9181 or 753-8124 after
GREAT INVESTMENT!
5pm or 354-6281
2 bd. apartment behind
this 3 bd.. 2ba. Brick
home. Apt, rents for $150
1986 MUSTANG LX: black
month Home for $400
with gray interior Fully
month. $52,000 1803
loaded with 21,000 actual
753COLLEGE FARM
miles Extra nice. 753-0509
3704
or 759-1543.
Call for FREE Its*
1987 CELEBRITY, 1987
ol properties
Tempo $4150. 1986 BonFOR SALE
CANTERBURY ELEGANCE
neville loaded, 50xxx miles
Outstanding 4 bedroom home with many extras
'CALL OWNER'
$5395. 437-4839
with price descripPhone the "Home Team" for details. Reduced
1987 MAZDA 628 automations. 3ridIPSSeS,
tic, air, 48,000 mlkia. Excelphone
0WrIEH'S
lent condition. $7800.
711 Main St.
'r
753-1222
759-1750.

r

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

YES

Classified Ad
Sale!
February Only
Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day FREE

The sale is open to everyone, long as
they meet the following requirements:

iAds must run three consecutive days.
changes will be made in copy. 7-,Paid days will run first.
iAlo rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

M

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale And Save.

Kopperud Realty

Call 753-1916
to place your ad.
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Committee passes spouse rape bill

Guthrie Roberts
Guthrie Roberts, 79, of Rt. 2,
Murray, died Thursday at 10 p.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired employee of Tennessee
Valley Authority, he was a member
of First Baptist Church, Murray,
and Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons.
Born Aug. 20, 1910, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
John D. Roberts and Lela Boatwright Roberts.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Frances Coleman Roberts, to whom
he was married on Dec. 30, 1950:
one daughter, Mrs. Rosalee Wilson
and husband, Lester, Paris, Tenn.:

three grandchildren; five greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Eva Moody, Rt. 8, Coldwater
Road, Murray; two brothers, Gray
Roberts and wife, Volene, South
Pasadena, Calif., and J.D. Roberts
and wife, Sue, Murray; three
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Mary Ruth
Roberts and Mrs. Jo Roberts, Murray, and Mrs. Dorothy Roberts,
Lake City, Ha.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Mary Neubauer
Mrs. Mary Neubauer, 71, died
today at 5 a.m. at her home, 1711
Johnson, Murray.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Barbara Root and husband,
David, Crete, Ill., and Mrs. Pam
Gardner and husband, Dan, Rt. 8,

Murray; one son, Jack Neubauer
and wife, Anna, Clarksville, Tenn.:
five grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

General Tire dump site named
1 of 71 priority clean-up areas
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — A
landfill used by General Tire Inc.
to dispose of chemicals and other
tire manufacturing wastes is one of
71 hazardous waste sites added to a
national priority list for cleanup.
The landfill, closed since 1985,
is located on General Tire property,
company spokesman Ed Kalail said
today.
The company fought addition of
the site to the list after it was
recommended by the Environmental Protection Agency in June
1988, he said.
"We did not feel it posed a
health hazard or met Superfund
standards," he said. "We feel it
was sort of unfair."
The dump received the majority
of the plant's wastes, including
chemicals such as benzene used to
make tires, he said.
The plant, which has been open
since 1960, makes radial and bias
passenger and truck tires.
Another Kentucky site, the
Brantley Landfill in Island, also
was added to the list.
The EPA action on Thursday

brings the total number of sites on
the list to 1,081. Placement on the
list makes non-federal sites eligible
for federal cleanup aid.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentuckians who rape their
spouses could no longer hide
behind the sanctity of marriage
under a bill that cleared a'conunittee, where lawmakers provided a
preview of potentially vigorous
debate on the issue when it reaches
the House floor.
Kentucky is one of eight states
to recognize a spousal exemption
for rape, which unfairly protects
husbands from rape charges for
attacking their wives, supporters of
the measure told the House Judiciary Committee on Thursday.
"Violence is violence and rape
is rape and it makes little difference" whether such activities
occur between married or unmarried people, said Rep. Marshall
Long, D-Shelbyville, chief sponsor
of House Bill 38.

Police investigate
an attempted
burglary Thursday
Murray Police Department officials are investigating an attempted
burglary Thursday night.
Linda Wray of 1626 W. Main
told police she awoke and found
someone in her house. The report
stated that when she yelled, the
intruder ran out the door. She told
police the individual was a tall,
white male.
Police said no force was used to
enter the house. No injuries were
reported and nothing was reported
stolen.

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+7.21
I.B.M.104%
Previous Close
2649.55
Ingersoll Rand
51 c
Air Products
44'/.
Kmart
34 V.
A.T.C.-Class A
36% B 375/4 A
Kroger
14% +%
AT&T
40%
McDonalds
32% -%
Bell South
53'A +1/4
JCPenney
64% -1/8
Briggs & Stratton
28% -%
Quaker Oats
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Goodyear.

"What we're talking about is
equal protection for everybody,"
Bonnie Brown, a member of the
Kentucky Coalition Against Rape
and Sexual Assault, said in an
interview after the hearing.
The bill advanced to the full
House with dissenting votes from
two committee members, who said
it could open the floodgates of
marital rape cases and would give
women more ammunition to seek
better divorce settlements.
Two years ago, similar legislation fell seven votes short of winning House passage, Ms. Brown

DEAR DR. GOTT: Your columns
are great, but you refer to medications by the chemical names. We have
no way of knowing what we take, except by the name on the bottle. For
example, I take Inderal and Calan. Is
Inderal a beta blocker, and does the
Calan reduce my blood pressure?
Why aren't there notations on the prescriptions so I don't get confused?
DEAR READER: I plead guilty to
inconsistency: I tend to use brand
names and chemical names(generics)
interchangeably. If a reader asks
about a specific drug by brand name.
I'll usually answer using that brand
name. However,for simplicity, I'll ordinarily use the generic name when
responding to a question about a class
of drugs.
For instance, you mention two
medicines. Inderal and Calan.
Inderal is the brand name for propranolol, a beta blocker used for
treating hypertension, angina and migraine headaches. It is related to Tenormin (atenolol), a long-acting beta
blocker
with
identical
characteristics.
Calan is the brand name of verapamil, a calcium-channel blocker used
for treating hypertension and various
heart ailments. Verapamil is also
marketed as Isoptin.
To confuse matters further, nifedi
pine.
another
calcium-channel
blocker, is marketed under the brand
names Adalat and Procardia.
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Due to a fire on
Wednesday night, we
have been closed for the
past two days.

In addition, if your husband's selfdiagnosis of indigestion is correct, the
combination with right-arm pain suggests a non-cardiac condition — such
as an inflamed gallbladder or a lung
infection — that may need treatment
In some cases, the pain of lung infection could resemble indigestion.
Although your husband was reluctant to describe his symptoms to the
company doctor, I urge him to be less
reticent with his private physician.
Chest pain should never be ignored.

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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The druggist who fills your prescriptions will usually label the medicines with the name of the drug he or
she has dispensed. This may be the generic name or the brand name. If you
are confused, you can always ask the
pharmacist for clarification.
For my part, I will try in the future
to mention both names, so that readers will be less confused. Thank you
for writing and making your
suggestion.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband recently had mild chest pain radiating
down his right arm. He was short of
breath and attributed it to indigestion.
A recent EKG done through his work
place didn't reveal anything, yet he
didn't tell them about the chest pain
he experienced. Could this have been
a heart attack?
DEAR READER: As a general rule,
cardiac pain(from angina or heart attack) localizes in the left side of the
chest and radiates down the left arm.
Although right-arm pain could indicate a heart problem. this would be
unusual.
Nonetheless, your husband should
describe his symptoms to his doctor.
An electrocardiogram (EKG or ECG)
performed at rest may be normal in
some cases of heart attack. If your
husband is at risk for heart disease because of family history, obesity,
smoking or high cholesterol, the doctor may advise further investigation,
such as a stress test, to make sure his
heart is normal.
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tistics signal that the bill's enactment could result in a "potential
flood" of marital rape cases.
Ray Larson, commonwealth's
attorney in Fayette County, said
there were just 210 arrests for marital rape across the country
between 1978 and 1985, and that
88 percent of the cases ended with
convictions.
Keith McCormick, an assistant
prosecutor in Rowan County, said
that based on the number of cases
in other states, he anticipated only
about two marital rape cases each
year in Kentucky.

Names of drugs can be confusing
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BETTY BOSTON

said. This year's legislation stands
a better chance of clearing the
chamber because of lobbying and
changes in the House's membership, she said.
Rep. Dottie Priddy, D-Louisville,
responding to comments about the
sanctity of marriage, said the Bible
doesn't permit sexual abuse in
marriage.
One opponent, Rep. Tom Kerr,
said statistics from rape crisis centers indicated that about 50 percent
of the women seeking treatment
were abused by their husbands.
Kerr, D-Taylor Mill, said those sta-
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